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Michael D C Rudd
The Picturesque & Landscape Appreciation
The development o~ tourism in the Yorkshire Dales
& County Durham 1750-1860
The Picturesque is a particular way of appreciating
landscape, with its beginnings in the Grand Tour of the
eighteenth century.
Its development in Britain is traced through the
associated arts of literature, landscape gardening and
especially painting. The Picturesque later developed
into a more Romantic view of Nature, before a more
scientific or geological study of landscape predominated
by the middle of the nineteenth century.
In Britain, the Lake District, Wales and Scotland
attracted most picturesque attention. The focus here is
on the Yorkshire Dales and County Durham. The main
features of 8 case studies are identified. The
development of interest in each site is traced, with an
analysis of the choice of detail and viewpoints chosen,
by artists and writers. The extent of distortion and
plagiarism is discussed.
Artists visiting the Yorkshire Dales and County Durham,
often depending on local patronage, helped to promote
the Picturesque Tour, as did the published Tours of
travellers who were either wealthy or had the leisure to
travel- clergy or lawyers. Visitors were attracted by
published engravings, poems, novels and Tours; roads and
maps were improved. The routes followed by the major
visitors, with the waterfalls, gorges and caves they
sought out, are analysed on maps of the region.
A general Picturesque perception outweighs the
individualistic interest of the varied visitors. This
perception is evident in the artists' choice of
viewpoint, in the use made of foregrounds, in the use of
exaggeration, and in the contrasts between beauty and
horror. Written descriptions may be composed in terms of
a painting, convey a sense of difficulty and even peril;
the revelation of the culminating view is often delayed.
Imagery of beauty and horror, with noise, is conveyed
with Sublime terms of terror, gloom and savagery. There
are often references to the Italian paintings and early
British 'nature' poetry.
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PREFACE

The Pictw·esque is defined as an at·t of landscape, with
its beginnings in the Grand Tour of the eighteenth
centut·v.

The work

begins with a description of the evolution of

the P1ctw·esque in Bt·itain.
of literature,
painting.

tht·ough the associated a;·ts

landscape gardening and especially

The Pi ctut·esque 1 a tet· deve 1 oped

Romantic view of Nature,

before a more

1

nto a mo;·e

scientific or

geological study of landscape predominated by the mtddle
of the nineteenth century.

The main thrust of this work is the analysis of the
development of these strands in the growth and change of
the Pictw·esque,

with refet·ence to the Yod.:shlt·e Dales

and County Durham.

The emphasis is on the growing

intet·est in the natw·al scene;·v of this ;·egion f;·om 1750
to 1860. No previous studv of this aspect of tne
Pictu;·esque fo;· th1s ;·eaion nas been unoe;·taken.

The detailed responses of poets.
travellers to the waterfalls.

novelists.

pal nte;·s and

gorges and caves 1n the

region is then discussed in a number of case studies.
These studies pt·ovide the basis fo;· an analvs1s of the
nature of Picturesque description 1n the region.

The pervasive nature of the Picturesque is traced in
today's tourist literature of the region.
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THE PICTURESQUE

INTRODUCTION

In the second half of the eighteenth century the term
Picturesque was not only discussed and defined,
also a pervasive movement oF taste.

1

but was

Most writers today

see the Picturesque as an interregnum between classic
and romantic artz, involving an appreciation of
landscape chiefly by reference to painting~.

'Pittoresco' was in common use in Italy in the
seventeenth century,

but meaning 'painter-like', rather

than 'pi cture-1 ike' .

'Pit toresque' was not accepted by

the French Academy until 1732. 4

William Gilpin's writings had much influence on the
picturesque,

the word appearing on the title-page of his

Essay on Prints in 1768, "the Principles of Picturesque
Beauty". Gilpin provides an 'Explanation of Terms'

in

which picturesque is defined as a term expressive oF
that peculiar kind oF beauty,
picture.~

which is agreeable in a

The fourth edition of Johnson's Dictionary

(1773) uses the word picturesque to define one sense of
'prospect' ; .4 view delineated; a picturesque
representation oF a

1 andscape.

6

By 1797 another dictionary defines 'picturesque' as
suited to
beauty;

the pencil,

though destitute oF regular

the compiler was influenced by Gilpin and by the

literary debate on the place of beauty in the
picturesque,
Knight.

between Uvedale Price and Richard Payne

This debate is now viewed as marking a decline

from when the picturesque provided the eighteenth
century with a

vigorous and useFul

9

method oF

appreciating nature.

7

The Picturesque was a cult which flourished in the
eighteenth century,

involving the appreciation of

landscape firstly with reference to painting, though all
the arts, especially those of writing and gardening,
became fused into a single 'art of landscape'. The
Picturesque was a taste for seeking out views in the
landscape which,

by virtue of their historical

association, curious form,

dramatic or romantic setting

attracted the eye and satisfied the intellect.

8

For the beginnings of the Picturesque in Britain we must
look to the eighteenth century when the lengthy Grand
Tour to the sites of classical civilisation in Southern
Europe was deemed essential to complete the cultural
education of the young English nobleman. These Grand
Tourists were confronted by the calm, peaceful scenery
of the Roman Campagna warmed by the Italian sun, and by
the terrible majesty of the more awful scenes o-f the
~lps.

9

While on the Grand Tour with Horace Walpole in 1739
Thomas Gray, who may be considered the pioneer of the
picturesque school, wrote of
the most romantic. and the most astonishing scenes I
ever beheld •.. savageness and horror ... the
immensity of the precipices, the roaring o-f the
r i ver 1 0

It became fashionable for the aristocratic tourists to
act as connoisseurs and to bring home picturGs oF what

10

they had seen.

Poussin,

Gaspa~d

wa~m

It was the

depicting a

Italian light of

Salvato~

Rosa,

se~ene

sun~ise

c~ag~

and

o~

and

sunset, and those of

to~~ents,

way into English collections.

Lo~~ain

plain bathed in the

by images of

cha~acte~ised

scene of chasms,

of Claude

wo~ks

set in a

~uin

that found

In 1785 William

thei~

Cowpe~

admi~ed

the painter's magic skill,
Who
throws

English
Philip

Italian light on English walls 11

a~tists

such as John

Louthe~bou~g

(1734-1797> and

Mo~time~

<c.1740-1812>, Joseph

Geo~ge

W~ight

(1710-1765>

Lambe~t

imitating these Italian scenes,
demand

<1743-1779>,

to meet the

we~e

soon

g~owing

fo~

lr.lha te • er Lorra in 1 i ght-touched with so-Ftr::ni ng hue,
Or savage Rosa dashed, or learned Poussin drew. 1 2

The demand

f~om

English

visito~s

the development of

eng~aving;

eighteenth

no

centu~y

pe~son

to Italy also led to

by the close of the
of taste could be without a

collection of prints.

From these largely Italian-based beginnings, then,
the

Pictu~esque

in

B~itain

evolve.

11

did

1
2
3
4
:5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Watson (1970) p.21
Hussey <1927) p.4
Watson <1970) p.11
Manwaring (1925) pp.167-8
(p.xii) Manwaring <1925) p.168, Watson (1970) p.19
Manwaring (1925) p.168
Watson (1970) p.18
Tyne and Wear County Council
<1982) p.lO
William Wordsworth on a walking tour 1790 Shaver
Vol . I < 1 96 7) p. 33
Toynbee (1935) Vol.I pp.122-6
The Task Book I lines 422-425
James Thomson The Castle of Indolence (1748) Canto I,
stanza 38
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THE PICTURESQUE IN BRITAIN :
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PICTURESQUE TOUR

It is usual to cite the
1815 with a

b~ief

wa~s

itselT,

inFormation

'Pictu~esque'

beginning to visit.,

within

to admire,

movement

lite~atu~e,

the

th~ough

landscape

va~ious

ga~dening

Pictu~esque

Tau~

associated with this changing view OT
signs may be detected in
the eighteenth

The

Tau~

on the

to

centu~y,

1

some OT the beginnings OT this

t~ace

The development OT the

Dye~

t~avel

the majestic scenery oF our own Clime.

It is possible to
poet~y,

the

encou~aging

1793 to

T~om

but by 1786 men oF Sense and real

we~e

pourtray •••

F~ance

lull in 1802 as making

continent diTTicult and
B~itain

with

poet~y

OT the

a~ts

OT

and painting.
in

was

B~itain

The

Natu~e.
Ti~st

Ti~st

qua~te~

OT

above all in the poems of John

and James Thomson.

A~ts

In his

p~eTace

to the second edition OT Winter in 1726

James Thomson explains his poetical enthusiasm
romantic country •••

This

Ti~st

natu~al

pa~t

TO~

wild

Far From the l i t t l e busy world.

of The Seasons included scenes OT vivid

detail:

Wide o'er the brim, with many a torrent swelled,
And the mixed ruin oF its banks o'erspread,
At last the roused-up river pours along:
Resistless, roaring, dreadFul .• down i t comes,
From the rude mountain and the mossy wild,

13

Tumbling through rocks abrupt, and sounding Far;
Then o'er the sanded valley Floating spreads,
Calm, sluggish, silent; t i l l again, constrained
Betv·.teen two meeting hills, i t bursts a way
Where rocks and woods o'erhang the turbid stream;
There, gathering triple Force, rapid and deep,
I t boils, and wheels, and Foams, and thunders
through. 2

This view of the majestic works of Nature may be
considered as landscape painting in verse. Various
commentators have shown how Thomson's poetic

t~chniques

reflect those of the artists revered at the time; the
scene quoted is a large sweeping vista,

described from a

high viewpoint and arranged into planes. The use of the
present tense and imagery reminiscent of savage Rosa is
matched later in the poem by Claudian sunrises and
sunsets, extended views and pastoral scenes.

The poets' way of looking at landscape was soon adopted
by the reading public.
by Susanna Harvey Keir,

In The History of Miss Greville
the heroine, whilst walking in

an area never seen by Thomson, comes to one of the
grandest prospects she had ever seen, and immediately
takes out her pocket volume of The Seasons and finds in
it a lively description oF the whole surrounding
scenery.:::s

In 1756 appeared the first volume of Thomas Amory's
novel The Life of John Buncle, Esq. The story of the
matrimonial ventures of the eccentric hero is
interspersed with various digressions and descriptions
of the scenery of the very wild and wonderful

land of

Stanemore. Amory occasionally slips into a classical
enthusiasm,

but his choice of words generally seems to

indicate an early awareness of the Picturesque; and he

14

overlays his descriptions
re~erences

the local

landscape with

to the Italian scenes so well known

Grand Tour.
the

o~

~rom

Thus in 1725 John Buncle saw Stainmore

the
~or

time:

~irst

I travelled into a vast valley, enclosed by mountains
whose tops were above the clouds, and soon came into
a country that is wildet~ than the Campagna o-F Rome,
or the uncultivated vales o-F the Alps and Apennines.
Buncle Journeyed a great many miles in search
~riend's

house,

round unpassable hills, over

upon alps, and by the sides o-F
to cross,

o~

t~ivers

it

,-.~as

a
alps

impossible

through a shaking bog, admiring a vast variety

o-F caves and at one point making an ascent in the inside
o-F a mountain -From the bottom to the top. Amory,
conscious

o~

mountains,

the earlier

~eeling

the inhospitality

o~

seems aware that his descriptions

scenery in Britain break new ground
gives

~ootnote

Stanemore,

~or

o~

wild

o~

a novel, and

directions to shew you how to get into

i-F you have the curiosity and heart to visit

that very wi 1 d and wonder-Ful land.

Subsequent tour

writers, such as Arthur Young in 1768, mention
in Buncle's

though

~ootsteps

through these

SCr3nt!'3 1

~allowing

an dmazing

mixture o-F tfle terrible and the beauti-Ful. 4

A third thread in the development

o~

the Picturesque

movement can be traced in the landscaping

o~

their

estates by the returning Grand Tourists. The art
landscape gardener was called 'place-making'

o~

the

by its best

known practitioner, Lancelot "Capability" Brown. Brown
was responsible

~or

many

trans~ormations,

in 1785 by William Cowper in The Task:
Lo! he comes,
The omnipotent magician, Brown appears.

15

as described

He speaks. The lake in -Front becomes a lawn~
Woods vanish~ hills subside~ and valleys rise~
~nd streams~ as i-F created -For his use~
Pursue the track o-F his directing wand,
Sinuous or straight~ now rapid and now slow,
Now murmuring so-Ft., now roaring in cascades,
Even as he bids.
·

The

c~eations

William Kent,

of

othe~

show a

landscape

st~onge~

landscape painting. The
extensive vale and

we~e

especially

influence of Italian

cont~ived

meande~ing

Claude's paintings,

ga~dene~s,

'p~ospects'

of

river, copied from

combined with artificial

~uins,

contrived cascades and even dead trees to echo the works
of Rosa.

Of the

va~ious

arts,

it was above all

in painting that

the Picturesque exhibited itself most vividly ir1
Britain.
passion

By 1807
fo~

the

previous thirty

Robe~t

Southey could

pictu~esque
yea~s.

w~ite

of the

that had sprung up in the

Southey identified the

Pictw-esque as a new science -For which a new language
has been -Formed, and extolled the beauti-Ful landscapes
in water-colours,
nations.

in which the English excel all other

Two years previously the Society of Painters in

Water-Colours had held its

fi~st

exhibition, and in 1808

an observer was struck by the overwhelming proportion of
landscapes at an exhibition of the Associated Artists in
Watercolours:
In pacing round the rooms the spectator experiences
sensations somewhat similar to those o-F an outside
passenger on a mail-coach making a picturesque and
picturizing journey to the North. Mountains and
cataracts, rivers, 1 akes and woods, deep romantic
glens and sublime sweeps o-F country, engage his eye
in endless and ever-varying succession. 5
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The

o~igins

B~itain

the

can be

eighteenth

I~eland,

towa~ds

~i~st

was one of the

to take views of the
in the

qua~te~

Place (1647-1728)

F~ancis

Da~lington

t~ips

landscape painting in

back to the

t~aced

a~tists

sketching

t~end

centu~y.

nea~

Dinsdale
amateu~

o~

No~th

Wales and Scotland.

~i~st

count~y;

England he

o~

F~ancois

o~

the

o~

English
as well as

tou~ed

Viva~es

<1709-1780) was one of the most eminent landscape
eng~ave~s
eng~aved

of his time;
many of the

he came to London about 1727 and

pictu~esque

views painted by Thomas

Smith "of Derby"(?-1769).

The better-off tourist,

in search of the Picturesque,

was accompanied by an artist;

the Welsh artist Moses

Griffith produced the drawings

Tours;

othe~

~or

Thomas Pennant's

travellers themselves created a demand

~or

the topographical print. Alexander Hogg issued England

Display'd about 1769, The Complete English
1771 and The Modern Universal British

T~aveller

Travelle~

in

in 1779.

The Copper Plate Magazine, or a Monthly Treasure for all
the Admirers of the Imitative Arts

Advice for artists

p~oducing

sta~ted

beautiful

in 1774.

landscapes was

available in the new language of the Picturesque. The
Rev. William Gilpin <1724-1804)

in Observations,

Relative Chiefly to Picturesque Beauty, published in
1786, takes

a sort oF analytical view oF the materials, which
compose ... a picturesque view ... The sky is laid
in; a mountain Fills the oFFskip; and a lake, with
its accompaniments, takes possession oF a nearer
distance. Nothing but a Fore-ground is wanting; and
For this we have great choice oF objects- broken
ground- trees- rocks- cascades- and vall ies. 6

17

Some

o~

Gilpin's

obse~vations

we~e

publishers OT engravings such as
Britton who

p~oduced

~allowed

Edwa~d

by the

B~ayley

and John

25 volumes of The Beauties of

England and Wales, or Delineations, Topographical,
Historical, and Descriptive; of all the Counties. John
Britton's Select Views in Great Britain,
Middiman, were published in parts

eng~aved

by S.

1784 to 1792 and

f~om

republished in a single volume in 1814.

By the end

o~

the eighteenth century the

gene~al

intellectual climate in Britain had imposed,
a~ts,

a certain uniformity of landscape

outweighed any individualistic
there was a shared image of
th~ough

B~itish

Romantic retina.

7

The

Tour

Only the wealthy had access to the
through the

which

pe~ception

It was as

landscape,

i~

refracted

lenses and focussed on a general

cultu~al

Pictu~esque

inte~est.

in all the

G~and

Tour,

through the

scene~y

of Italy

pictu~es

by

Poussin or Rosa, or through English imitations

Lor~ain,
o~

these

pictures or imitations of the landscapes themselves.
growing interest
poems and novels,
development

o~

o~

the middle class,

helped to

p~omote

the engraving

o~

~oste~ed

by the

not only the

Italian scenes,

but also

the search for substitute scenery in Britain and thus
the Picturesque Tour.

..

18

The

By the 1770s the picturesque travellers in Britain were
talking of 'scenes•,

'views• and 'landscapes•

in the grounds they visited,

not only

but also in the natural

scenery they sought out. A flurry of published Tours and
Travels appeared,

among them:

Thomas Pennant's second Tour in Scotland 1772
Rev William Gilpin's Observations, Relative Chiefly to

Picturesque Beauty, Made in the Year 1772, on
Several Parts of England; particularly the
Mountains, and Lakes of Cumberland and Westmoreland
1786
Nathaniel Spencer's Complete English Traveller 1773
William Hutchinson's Excursion to the Lakes,

in

Westmoreland and Cumberland, August 1773.

The Lake District especially attracted the painters and
writers whose work still reflected the European
influence. Hutchinson quotes a letter from Dr.John Brown
which had been printed at Newcastle in 1767,

but

probably written before 1756. This letter played no
unimportant part in making the scenery of the Lake
District famous;

it contains all the Picturesque

elements. There is a perpetual change of prospect of
picturesque forms,

from a rich and beautiful landskip of

cultivated fields to the

horrrible grandeur of rocks and

cliffs of stupendous height with a
•••

pouring

Inevitably,

v·ariety of waterfalls

in rude and terrible magnificence.

there is the overlying influence of Italian

painting:
the full perfection of Keswick consists of three
circumstances, beauty, horror and immensity united
••. But to give you a complete idea of these three
perfections, as they are Joined in Keswick, would
require the united powers of Claude, Salvator, and
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Poussin. The First should throw his delicate sunshine
over the cultivated vales, the scattered cots, the
groves, the lake, and wooded islands. The second
should dash out the horror oF the rugged cliFFs, the
steeps, the hanging woods, and Foaming waterFalls,·
while the grand pencil of Poussin should crown the
whole with the majesty oF the impending mountains.

Thirty years after his Grand Tour,

Thomas Gray was

writing to his friend Or Wharton of his Tour in the Lake
District, where he gave much emplovment to the mirror, a
tinted 'Claude glass'

in which thG viewer saw the scene

as a Claude-like picture with all the soFtness oF its
living colours.

8

In 1778 the Monthly Magazine reported that
to make the
Fashionable

Tour oF the Lakes, to speak in
terms, is the ton oF the present hour.

Thomas West's Guide to the Lakes was published in 1778
to encourage

the

taste oF visiting

the

lakes.

As well as

selecting the best stations and points of view,

itself a

Picturesque task, West plans his tour so that
The change of scenes is From what is pleasing, to
what· is surprising; From the delicate touches oF
Claude, veriFied on Coniston lake, to the noble
scenes oF Poussin, exhibited on Windermere-water;
and, From these to the stupendous, romantic ideas oF
Sal vator Rosa, realized on the Lake oF Derwent.""

Travellers were increasingly catered for by the
improvement of roads and the production of maps and
guides. John Ogilby's large strip road maps were
produced in 1675.
version,

In 1719 John Sennex brought out a new

which in his own words was improved,

corrected,

and made portable.

very much

In 1773 A Catalogue of the

Antiquities, Houses, Parks, Plantations, Scenes, and
Situations in England and Wales, arranged according to
the alphabetical order of the several counties was
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published.

As the intr-oduction stated,

was originally

~~awh

this catalogue

up on the blank pages oF Kitchen's

English Atlas by Thomas Gray, using his extensive
researches into the topography and the summer tours
which he made.
Cary,

By 1787 County Maps wer-e pr-oduced by John

whose Traveller's Companion was added in 1791.

The Hon.John Byng made about 15 tour-s in Britain between
1781 and 1794,
~ntiquity,

lounging about

The Country,

and the Beauties oF Nature,

in Search o-F

viewing old

castles, old manors and old religious houses, or- a wild
waterFall.

By 1782 Byng could comment that

is the very rage oF the times

10

,

Tour writing

and by 1807 Rober-t

Southey could wr-ite of the diver-sification of Tour-s.

While one oF the Flocks oF Fashion migrates to the
sea-coast, another Flies oFF to the mountains oF
Wales., to the lakes in the northern provinces, or to
Scotland; some to mineralogize, some to botanize,
some to take views oF the country, -all to study the
picturesque. 11

Changes in the Pictur-esque

The ear-ly wor-k of the most famous Br-itish painter- of the
time, J.M.W.Turner-,

is in the Pictur-esque mould,

but the

bulk of his work may be attr-ibuted to the Romantic
approach,

which many ar-gue was a mutation of the

Picturesque.

Turner-'s diar-y of a tour- in Wales in the

summer- of 1792 shows that although he is mainly
concer-ned with visiting the beautiful
Abbey,

r-uins of Cr-ucis

which he finds a Fine remain oF the Gothic,

he

spends mor-e time noting

the swelling hills Folding as it were over each other
& beautiFully gradating till they blend soFtly into
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the Horizon all

blue & tender grey tints irradiated

in the distances by the setting sun.

in the summit

12

Turner was commissioned to paint the houses of the
wealthy and to illustrate books, at first with
antiquarian subjects, and then with picturesque views.
There are many records of Turner's interest and
involvement in the engraving of the plates for these
books, at first in copper and, after 1818, sometimes in
the more durable steel, from which ma8Y more copies
could be made.

Copper continued to be used by some publishers, as with
Charles Heath's Picturesque Views in England and Wales .
. Nineteen engravers were employed producing the copper
plates from Turner's watercolours;

the engravings were

published in three parts a year from 1827 to 1838, each
part containing four engravings and a description.

In 1832 Thomas Rose argued that steel-plate engraving
had helped the energetic •• e-F-Forts of Publishers and
British Painters
-Faith-Ful

to create a re-Fined taste •••

-Far

and vivid delineations o-F native scenery.

Even

then, echoes of Italian influence coexisted with the
Romantic approach;
revealed,

Rose writes of the artists having

with Claude-1 ike grace and e-F-Fect

the •.

charming picturesque of the British landscape •

.tJ

Parallel with changes in painting and engraving were
changes in the poems and novels the artists were
illustrating.

It may be argued that the Picturesque,

itself with a recognition of the power of nature,
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developed into a

William

mo~e

Wo~dswo~th's

local scene was a

landscape of lakes and mountains;
pictu~esque

w~ite~s,

app~eciating

his

desc~ibed

and

sha~ed

that landscape.
ea~ly

Romanticism.

natu~alistic

the poet

In The

the

~ead

methods of

thei~

cult of the

pictu~esque

P~elude

Pictu~esque,

Wo~dswo~th

making

quest -For works o-F art, or scenes renowned -For beauty.
The poet

that this

~easoned

giving way
To a comparison o-f scene with scene,
Bent overmuch on super-ficial things,
Pampering mysel-f with meagre novelties
0-f colour and proportion
developed into an intercourse between himself and

natu~e

until he

again
In Nature's presence stood,
A sensitive being, a creative soul.
As one critic

exp~essed

it, Wordsworth painted place as

it had never been painted be-Fore, and connected it in
new ways with man's thought processes and moral being.
Instead of viewing landscape as did the
the

pictu~esque,

the Romantics

p~efe~~ed

In 1811, Jane Austen had Edward

-Sensibility,
landscape;

dispute the

t~ue

Fe~~a~s.

Pictu~esque

pilgrims of

to feel

it.

in Sense and

pe~ception

of

he liked a -fine prospect, but not on

picturesque principles.

Fe~~a~s·

idea of a fine country

involved a combination of beauty and utility. He could
not

admi~e

14

c~ooked

t~ees,

~uined

cottages

o~

thistles;

and had more pleasure in a snug -farm-house than a
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watch-tower,

banditti.

and in happy

Ma~ianne

village~s

Dashwood

ag~ees

than a

g~oup

OT

with him that

admiration o-F landscape scenery has become mere jargon.

As Southey had detected as
science in

natu~e

and one is

awa~e

Claude glass is

ea~ly

as 1807,

the study OT

afTected the cult OT the

Pictu~esque

OT a change in emphasis; sometimes the
~eplaced

the specimen-box.

by the geologist's

John Phillips in 1836

hamme~

a~gued

o~

that the

geologist
o-F all men should be the most a-F-Fected by the charms
oF nature, who, in addition to the pleasure derived
-From contemplating the external aspect o-F creation,
-Feels himsel-F irresistibly led to ••. unite the
present with the past. ~
1

Even

he~e,

antiquities

pictu~esque

aspects of the
a~e

desc~ibed,

a~tists

~emain;

mentioned and

viewpoints given.

By the middle OT the nineteenth

centu~y

the

Pictu~esque

had lost its exclusiveness. William Howitt in 1840
a~gued

that the poems of Southey,

beauty,

and those OT

Wo~dswo~th,

mighty power o-F nature,
the warehouse,
and out-o-F-door

the bJnk,
1 i bertv.

-Full

o-F a pensive

stricken

by the

had given the slave o-F the desk,
and the shop a

love o-F nature

Impr-oved r-oads and the

development OT r-ailways enabled a wider- audience to
par-ticipate in a Tor-m OT the Pictur-esque Tour-. Some OT
the middle classes wer-e able to take a summer- tour- in
one of the wilder- par-ts of the countr-y,

dr-awn by the

widening
love o-F poetry and nature,
summer-wandering. L 6
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o-F picturesque scenery and

In one sense, the Picturesque, at least in its early
eighteenth century

~arm,

was in decline,

though aspects

o~

it may be said to have spread to a wider audience and

be

~ound

in tourist literature to this day.

This analysis

o~

the development

o~

the Picturesque in

Britain will now be applied to an hitherto neglected
area which has been chosen

~or

study, the Yorkshire

Dales and County Durham.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Hurtley (1786) Introduction
From the 1746 edition o~ Winter lines 94-105
Barrell (1972> p.43
Amory (1756 & 1766> Vol.I pp.285, 100, 327, 165, 496;
Vo 1 . I I p. 211 ; Vo 1 . I pp. 362, 285, 54
Repository o~ Arts quoted in Hardie <1967> Vol.II
p. 117
Vol.I pp.81, 103
Lowenthal <1961> p.260
Zaring <1977> pp.410, 417, 398
Toynbee
(1935>
pp.1076, 1090
7th Edition <1799) pp.2, 10
Byng (1934-36) Vol.IV p.90, Vol.II p.39, Vol.I p.69
Letters ~rom England Letter XXX
Gage <1980) pp.13, 15
Rose <1832> Vol.I Address
Drabble <1979> p.151
Phillips <1836> Part 2 p.164
Howitt
<1840> pp.201-202
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THE PICTURESQUE TOUR & TOURISTS
IN THE YORKSHIRE DALES AND COUNTY DURHAM

Much has been
Lake

w~itten

the

o~

but the only

Dist~ict,

Pictu~esque
su~vey

the

o~

in the

Tou~

p~esent

region, The Picturesque Tour In Northumberland and

Durham is a
then it

catalo~ue

~o~

an exhibition in 1982. Even

neglects the

~athe~

natu~al

scene.

The Lake District, the Wye Valley or North Wales are
the First places usually associated with the
Picturesque but such areas attracted attention to
their grandeur and wi 1 dness. Northumber 1 and and
Durham attracted the interest oF antiquarians and
topographers who were seeking out that aspect oF the
Picturesque which reveals itselF in ruins, castles,
abbeys and cathedrals. 1

This statement,
two
o~

natu~al

County

~ein~o~ced

by the inclusion of a

scenes in the total

Du~ham,

64 listed paintings

o~

disappointingly neglects the

cataloguing, painting and
the

eng~aving

mo~e

o~

Durham.

It is with the development

o~

natu~al

scene, and the

tou~ists'

Pictu~esque

by the

the

o~

aspects

t~avelle~s

Pictu~esque

of that scene,

in County

- the

latte~'s

chasms,

being

g~ander

The main

and the

Du~ham

cave~ns

sites are

sublime

to County
in the

inte~est

perceptions

Yo~kshi~e

Dales

and cascades admittedly

and wilder - that this study is

natu~al

me~e

identi~ied

conce~ned.

on Map 5.

Artists
The work of certain local
the

Tou~,

especially

London. Among the
p~oduced

in

i~

~irst

B~itain

we~e

a~tists

had some influence on

they had connections with
topog~aphical

F~ancis
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views to be

Place's

d~awings

of the

Edward Dayes
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Well at

D~opping

Richmond (1718).
tou~s

f~om

(1711) and the Cascade at

Kna~esbo~ough

Place

d~ew

these while on sketching

his home at Dinsdale near

Da~lington.
we~e

in Teasdale, Swaledale and Wensleydale
Geo~ge

Cuitt who

London

fo~

~eturned

health

the first works of

~easons.
Geo~ge

a~ound

Scenes

painted by

1820 to Richmond

f~om

Teesdale was also featured in
Fennel Robson to be exhibited

at the Royal Academy in 1807.

known visiting

Bette~
cave~ns

a~tists

b~ought

the chasms,

and cascades to the attention of a

audience,

wide~

helping to promote the Picturesque

Tou~.

William Gilpin, as well as painting 'The Banks of the
Tees'

in 1767, mentions the River

of the floods of the

p~evious

yea~

G~eta

and the effects

in his

Obse~vations,

Relative Chiefly to Picturesque Beauty, Made in the Year
1772.

Edwa~d

Dayes explained the purpose of his

Picturesque Tour in Yorkshire and Derbyshire
Map 1)

<shown on

in· 1803:

to inspect and to make Drawings oF the principal
Features in the sublime and picturesque scenery oF ...
Yorkshire.

The influence of the
desc~iption

of the

G~and

scene~y

Tou~

of

may be seen in Dayes'

Yo~kshire:

the country I passed over, aFForded scenes as wi 1 d
and romantic as any From the pencil oF Salvator Rosa;
some equally as grand as Poussin; and others, as
elegant as Claude.

Dayes also acknowledges the influence of James Thomson,
quoting lines

f~om

Most visiting

a~tists

The Seasons, published in 1746.

depended upon the interest of
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patrons,

themselves

in~luenced

1797, at the age of 22,

J.M.W.

by the Grand Tour.

In

Turner made his first

tour to Northern England during which he painted
watercolours of Harewood House,

in the-grounds

landscaped some 20 years earlier by Capability Brown.
1808 Edward Lascelles'

Walter Fawkes

o~

patronage was replaced by that of

Farnley Hall near Otley.

Turner's favourite painting 'Frosty Morning'
illustrates some

In

o~

<Plate 1)

the features of this aspect of the

development of the Picturesque.

The scene was probably

sketched while the artist was travelling to Farnley in
the late autumn of 1812;

it may be his patron Fawkes who

is shown waiting with two of his children

~or

Turner's

arrival on the coach from London. When 'Frosty Morning'
was exhibited at the Royal Academy,

Turner showed the

influence of James Thomson when he added a line from

Autumn
The rigid hoar--Frost melts be-Fore his beam.

Walter Fawkes'

granddaughter, Edith Mary Fawkes 2

,

wrote

of the close and unbroken friendship between artist and
patron; the popular 1819 exhibition
watercolours at the Fawkes'

o~

Turner's

family town-house in

Grosvenor Place must have brought Yorkshire scenery to
the attention of many.

J.B.S. Merritt

o~

Rokeby Hall near Greta Bridge was

another patron of the arts. John Sell Cotman's famous
watercolours

o~

the River Greta, and Walter Scott's poem

Rokeby resulted from Merritt's interest and

encouragement. Merritt predicted that the popularity of
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Plate 1

J M W Turner

'Frosty Morning'
exhibited 1813 oil

Scott's poem, published in 1813, would bring an inFlux
oF cockney romancers, artists,

illustrators, and

sentimental tourists=s to Greta Bridge.

Accounts by Travellers
Many of the early travellers were wealthy,

in holy

orders or lawyers, actively or vicariously influenced by
the Grand Tmw.

The accounts of those with the money and

leisure to seek the Picturesque in the region persuaded
others to visit the area.

In September 1769 Thomas Gray

was staying with his friend Dr.Thomas Wharton in Durham.
When they set off on a Tour to the Lakes and Yorkshire
Dr.Wharton became ill and Gray continued on his own,
writing a detailed daily account which he forwarded to
his friend at intervals. Gray's route through County
Durham and Yorkshire is shown on Map 2. As this
'Journal' was published by William Mason in 1775 it
would have had some influence on potential tourists.
Gray's descriptions, especially of Gordale Scar, must
have prompted many others to follow.
The principal horror oF the place was the dreadFul
canopy with loose stones that hang in air,· & threaten
visibly some idle Spectator with instant
destruction. 4
Similarly, many followed Thomas Amory's directions to
visit the very wild and wonderFul land of Durham and
Yorkshire.~

A contributor signing himself 'Pastor' wrote an account
of Ingleborough in the Gentleman's Magazine of 1761,
describing the swallow holes and underground streams:
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what seemed very remarkable to me, there was not one
rivulet running -from the base o-f the mountain that
had not a considerable subterraneous passage. a

A number of gentlemen were encouraged to go to
Ingleborough and explore these mysteries. Twenty years
later the Rev.John Hutton wrote his Tour of the Caves
including Weathercote Cave:
the most surprising natural curiosity o-f the kind in
the island o-f Great Britain. It is a stupendous
subterranean cataract in a huge cave. 7

These descriptions of the sublime and terrible features
of limestone attracted more Picturesque tourists.

In his

Descriptive Tour, and Guide to the Lakes, Caves,
Mountains and other Natural Curiosities, in Cumberland,
Westmoreland, Lancashire and a part of the West Riding
of Yorkshire of 1802 John Housman advised that the caves
should be visited either be-fore or a-fter the lakes; by
now Housman can hire a proper guide and take the most
commonly adopted route.

9

The farmer and writer, Arthur Young, while collecting
information on British agriculture for his six months
tour through the North of England in 1768, made
diversions to view the art collections of the gentry and
some picturesque scenes. These diversions are shown on

Map 3. Young demonstrates his knowledge of the
Picturesque,

not only by his references to artists, but

also in his perhaps unconscious use of words such as
'view' and 'scene' and his preference for the 'prospect'
or 'station'

reminiscent of the works of those artists.

In Teesdale he writes more oF the terrible sublime,
the pleasing and beauti-ful, the gloriously romantic

scene:
Would to heaven I could unite in one sketch the
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Arthur Young
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chear-Ful ness o-F Zuccarelli with the gloomy terrors oF
Pousin, the glowing brilliancy o-F Claud, with the
romantic wildness o-F Salvator Rosa. Even with such
powers it would be di-F-Ficult to sketch the view which
at once broke upon our ravished eyes.

Arthur Young acknowledges that Thomas Amory's novel The
Life of John 8uncle, Esq had alerted him to such views
in Teesdale. Subsequent writers were to copy these early
descriptions, even when themselves drawn by Young's
eulogy to visit the
glorious range o-F black mountains, -Fertile valleys,
beauti-Ful inclosures. hanging woods, steep
precipices, raging torrents, tremendous rocks,
winding streams, and beauti-Ful cascades ••• A
morning's ride well worth a journey o-F a thousand
miles to travel. 9

Young here bridges the change from the early eighteenth
century landscape taste for prosperous cultivation to
the beginnings of interest in the dramatic in nature.

The antiquarian topographers, again largely clergy or
lawyers,

had a part to play in the development of the

Picturesque Tour in this part of the country. The
language of the picturesque is,

naturally, adopted,

viewpoints or 'stations' are sought, and it is
interesting to detect plagiarism in the descriptions.
is not always possible to deduce whether the later
writers actually visited a particular site or merely
re-wrote accounts by earlier travellers.

William Hutchinson, a solicitor of Barnard Castle,
the first edition of An Excursion to the Lakes,

in

in

Westmoreland and Cumberland, August 1773, set out to
include the natural scenery of Teesdale; and twenty
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years later in The History and Antiquities of the County

Palatine of Durham accompanies engravings
water~alls

beauties.

10

with romantic descriptions

o~

o~

the

their august

Thomas Pennant in his second Tour in

Scotland in 1772 (shown on Map 4), while describing the
-fine arch over

the Ure built

supplies an account

the

o~

in 1539 at Aysgarth,

beauti~ul

also

cascades.

The scenery above and below is most unusually
picturesque. The banks on both sides are lo-fty,
rocky, and darkened with trees. f:lbove the bridge two
regular precipices cross the ri-v·er, down which the
water -falls in beauti-ful cascades .• which are seen to
great advantage -from below.~~

In 1804 Richard Garland
the

proli~eration

o~

~rom

Barnard Castle commented on

published 'Tours' at the time:

"Somewhat too much o-f this.'" is the apt exclamation
o-f every Reader, at the sight o-f a new publication,
pre-faced by the t i t l e o-f a Tour. But i t seems to be
rather the repetition over one beaten road, than that
there are too many books o-f this class, o-f which the
public has to complain. From the Lakes to the
mountains o-f Wales; -from the Cambrian hills to the
Highlands o-f Scotland; {with very rare deviations
-from the accustomed stages,) we -follow every
Traveller, whom -fashion, or the view o-f
reimbursement, induces to Journalize.

Garland's

sel~-appointed

area, presumably also

~or

task is to promote his own
reimbursement. He bases his

Tour in Teesdale on Greta Bridge and Barnard Castle, and
while he does not

~ail

to give directions to the most

obvious places of interest such as Raby Castle, Bowes
and Egglestone Abbey, he concentrates on scenic
viewpoints and the natural sights.
I t is by a very slow and gradual progress, that the
wild graces o-f Nature are won to the enjoyment o-f
Taste. 1'1y design is, by tracing the leading and most
prominent -features o-f particular scenes, to give
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Teesdale its due place and character in picturesque
scenery; and to introduce the Naturalist, as well as
the Tourist, to explore a country almost new to their
diFFerent pursuits. 12

Later topographers tended to

con~irm

the interest in the

natural scene that others had moulded;

o~ten

their

comments were largely commentaries on the engravings
commissioned for their Histories; the language

o~

the

Picturesque persisted well into the nineteenth century.
By 1816 Turner had been commissioned to produce 120
watercolours to illustrate the Rev. Thomas 0 Whitaker's
General History of the County of York, starting with
Richmondshire. However, after Longmans had purchased
only 20 watercolours at 25 guineas each and paid 80
guineas for the engraving of each plate, they backed out
of this costly venture in 1819. Richmondshire was
published as a separate volume in 1823. Whitaker
describes the scene near Rokeby, to accompany Turner's
view:
A short walk From the house leads to a modern bridge
over the Greta, and to an apartment placed on the
brink oF the rock ••• From which all the outrages oF
this dreadful torrent may be contemplated in perFect
security. 1 3

Northern scenes

~igured

prominently in the sets of

engravings published from 1827 as Picturesque Views in
England and Wales. As well as scenes such as "Richmond
Castle and Town, Yorkshire", there were those reflecting
Turner's interest in the natural landscape,

"The Fall of

the Tees" and "Chain Bridge over the Tees", the latter
based on Cauldron Snout.

Engravers producing book illustrations rather than sets
of engravings used the more durable steel.

In his New

and Complete History of the County of York Thomas Allen
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in 1831 accompanies Nathaniel Whittock's
Go~dale

d~awing

of

Scar with a description of

one of the most stupendous scenes in Yorkshire .•
immensity and horror being its inseperable
companions, uniting together to form subjects of the
most awful cast.~
4

Even allowing for the exaggeration of the conditions
inherent in any appreciation of the sublime, the
waterfalls of upper Teesdale posed difficulties of
access.

A~-thur

Young in 1769 had to ride through rapid

streams, struggle along the sides of rocks, cross bleak
mountains, and ride up the channel of= torrents as the
only sure road over
much criticised;
Bridge to

The roads themselves were

bogs.~~

in 1769 the great north road from Croft

Da~lington

was execrably broke into

holes.~

6

<Map 5l The upland roads were usually tedious, exceeding
bad, rocky, and dangerous.

17

Such conditions however did not prevent visitors coming.
In 1773 a party on pleasure,

consisting of= several

gentlemen and ladies were enJoying the beauties of= the
scene at High

Fo~ce;

the rocks were spread with their

repast, and the servant attending catched the living
spring to mix their wine.
to hire a guide,

19

By 1792 John Byng was able

but still had to endure a most

fatiguing descent, and a very dangerous crawl at High
Force,

1

~

and he was not writing for an audience.

Most writers on the Picturesque relate the growth of
tourism to the spreading network of turnpiked roads. Map
5 shows the extent of roads turnpiked by 1805. By the
third

decad~.

of the nineteenth century it took 36 hours
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Natural Sites Visited on
the Picturesque Tour

Map 5

Blackhall
Rocks

Natural sites

Roads tumplked by

1805

D

Case Study sites

10 miles
10 kilometres
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by coach from London to Newcastle;

it cost 2s. per mile

to travel post; and the cost of feeding one's own two
horses and coachman was 9s. per day.
1834 that a good road2

1

20

It was not until

was constructed in upper

Teesda l e and a footpath with a -F 1 i ght o-F rude steps 2 2
provided from a recently erected inn to High Force.

Publicity was as important as access to the natural
sites; the Tours, the engravings,

the novels and poems

encouraged more visitors. John Byng explains his tour to
Durham and Yorkshire (shown on Map 6)

in 1792.

I am here in that sort o-F wild country, and unvisited
village that I wish to explore; and wherein to lose
the memory o-F all the midnight -Follies, and
extravagant -Foolish conversations o-F the Capitol.

Byng's diary explains that he would not have visited the
area if he had not read the poem Wensleydale by Thomas
Maude and Hutton's Tour of the Caves; he also took care
to examine a friend's collection o-F topographical
prints;

that I may not trot by a place which I shall

a-Fterwards learn was an object o-F admiration .

.zJ

Map 6 identifies the topographical prints that Byng
pasted into his diary.

Poems based on locations in the region played some part
in attracting the pilgrims of the picturesque; the
influence of James Thomson has already been mentioned.
The second edition of Richard Garland's Tour in Teasdale
(1813)

included extracts from the recently published

poem Rokeby by Walter Scott; the poem incorporated
descriptions of the beauties o-F Teesdale 2 4 as well as "a
good robber's cave and an old church o-F the right
sort".

2

~
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John Byng
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To promote the sale of later editions of poems,
publishers commissioned engravings,

increasingly of

natural scenes by well-established artists.

In 1831

Turner sketched -for the second time- the Meeting of the
Waters (of the Greta and Tees> for a new edition of
Scott's Poetical Works. A year later Turner painted a
small watercolour to be engraved as a head-piece to
Samuel Rogers'

poem 'The Boy of Egremond', which was

based on a legend of the Strid in Wharfedale. William
Wordsworth read about the same legend in the Rev T 0
Whitaker's History and Antiquities of the Deanery of
Craven after visiting the Strid and Bolton Abbey in
1807. Within two months of the visit Wordsworth had
written a ballad based on the legend,

later published as

The Force of Prayer or The Founding of Bolton Priory - A
Tradition.

2

b

William and Dorothy Wordsworth saw some of the
picturesque sites in the region on three journeys in
1799 and 1807. Map 7 shows how these sites were used
when the poet came to supply,

in his Guide through the

District of the Lakes, the Tourist or Persons oF taste,
and Feeling For landscape with a

list of certain

interesting spots which may be conFidently recommended.

Eight or nine of the thirteen sites recommended on the
three approaches to the Lakes through Yorkshire are

natural features.

One of Wordsworth's tourist routes included Bolton
Bridge, comprising the Picturesque elements of the
Strid, the 'Abbey' and the landscaped grounds.

In the

Notes to one of the poems based on his visit here,
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William Wordsworth
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.....

Leeds

Worqsworth is complimentary about the way in which
William Carr has most skillFully created a landscape
garden

~rom

pathways,

the woody glen, with stepped riverside

high level walks with viewing seats and a

surprise view,

by working with an invisible hand oF art

in the very spirit oF nature.

such as Rokeby,

27

Other beautiFul spots

Cocken near Durham and Castle Eden Dene

possessed the necessary Picturesque ingredients
Fine river

~lowing

and perhaps a view

a

o~

below noble rocks and hanging woods,
o~

a ruined abbey;' 8

or mansion-house.

Such sites were improved and rendered accessible 2 9 by
their owners. Many such Picturesque gardens were
inspired by William Aislabie's reconstruction
o~

the celebrated

Hack~all

in the Ure gorge near Masham,

also recommended by Wordsworth.
ruin, eye-catching

~allies

In the absence

were constructed;

o~

o~

and masterly manner 31

a

artiFicial

cascadef53° were engineered and stations designed
very natural

1730

~rom

in a

to reveal prospects

the Finely Foaming rapid Ure 3 2 to produce a

bewitching landscape in the pure stile oF ornamented
nature. 3 3

Changes in the Picturesque

Wordsworth's Guide through the District of the Lakes
hints at the study
cult

o~

o~

science in nature

the Picturesque in the Dales

o~

a~~ecting

the

Durham and North

Yorkshire.
Every one has heard oF the great Fall oF the Tees
above /'1i ddleton, interesting For its grandeur, as the
avenue oF rocks that leads to i t , is to the
geologist.
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In 1802 John PlayTair used the Ingleborough area to
illustrate the geological theories OT James Hutton
published seven years earlier. 3 4 Charles Fothergill,
travelling around Yorkshire in 1805 gathering
inTormation Tar a Natural and Civil History of the
county, comments on the potholes at Aysgarth Force which
have so much occupied the attention o-F Natural
Philosophers. He also entreats all Natural Philosophers
who are not a-Fraid o-F their necks to visit High Force to

see the numerous and per-Fect petri-Fications or cockles,
oisters and

muscles.

3

~

John Phillips, Keeper OT the York Museum Tram 1824,
later becoming Professor of Geology at London, Dublin
and Oxford, wrote two books on Yorkshire geology. He
interpreted the rocks at High Force and the formation of
the waterfalls in the Yoredale rocks in Illustrations of
the Geology of Yorkshire

(1836>, and the origin of

Malham Cove and Ingleborough Cave in The Rivers,
Mountains and Sea-coast of Yorkshire in 1855.
In this long and winding gallery, Fashioned by nature
in the marble heart o-F the mountain, Floor, roo-F and
sides are everywhere intersected by Fissures which
were Formed in the consolidation o-F the stone. To
these Fissures and the water which has passed down
them, we owe the Formation o-F the cave and its rich
-Furniture o-F s ta 1 act i tes. 3 6

Within the change OT emphasis to the science of
landscape evolution, however, some strong Picturesque
elements can still be TOund. At Aysgarth Phillips
suggests the bridge as being commendable as a station
For looking on the river and church, and describes the
power-Fu 1 cataracts on which Turner has bestowed some
touches o-F his magic pencil. The same geologist
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recommends that
'Barnard's Towers', the Castle o-F Baliol, will not be
neglected by the artist or antiquary who has any
reverence -For the genius o-F Scott. 3 7

By the middle of the nineteenth century the more
romantic approach to landscape was also evident. Walter
White in A Month in Yorkshire describes Millgill Force
in Wensleydale as a spot
which Nature keeps as a shrine approachable only by
the active -Foot and willing heart ... To sit and
watch the -Fall deep under the canopy o-F leaves,
catching glimpses oF sunshine and o-F blue sky above,
and to enjoy the delicious coolness, was the luxury
o-F enjoyment.

White's account (his route is shown on Map 8), published
in 1858,

is directed at the newer type of tourist coming

into the region, willing to walk but helped by the
improved roads and the extending railways. White takes
the train from Darlington to Barnard Castle, then the
omnibus, which starts at hal-F-past -Five -For
/"'i ddl eton-i n- Teesda 1 e, nine mi 1 es distant on the road to
the hills. He spent two hours on the journey and walked
to sleep at the High Force Inn,

nearly -Five miles

-Farther. After visiting the waterfall next morning,

White was informed by the waitress how in summer the
place was kept alive by numerous visitors to the -Fall.

At the Greta, Walter White concentrates on the romantic
glen through which the river -Flows, referring to Scott's

poem, and leaving a numerous detachment o-F the
to view the grounds oF

excursionists -From Newcastle
Rokeby.
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Though the type

o~

the

may be seen to have

Pictu~esque

sites

sought,

we~e

o~omote

the

tou~ist

a~tists

had changed, some aspects of
the same

and ooets who had helped to

in the

Pictu~esque

pe~sisted;

quoted. At Egglestone Abbev.

a~ea

fo~

we~e

mentioned and

instance, White spoke

to an artist and his wife who
were enjo,ving a happ,v holiday. Thev had come down
into Y'orkshire with a -tortnlght-·s excursion ticket.,
and a scheme -tor visiting as many o-t the abbeys and
as much picturesque scenerv as possible within the
allotted time. Sometimes thev walked eight or ten
miles, or travelled a stage in a country car, content
to rough it, so that their wishes should be
gra t i f"i ed. 3 8

A Picturesque Perception

Although the pilgrims of the Picturesque 'discovered'
the Yorkshire Dales and County Durham at about the same
time as thev did the Lake District and North Wales, the
Picturesque Tour took longer to develop in the Pennines.

An assessment must be made of the extent to which there
was a general 'Picturesque' way of looking at the
natural

landscape in the paintings, engravings and

descriptions

o~

the travellers through the region. That

there was a general perception is evident from the
repeated

re~erences

looked-~or

to, and exaggeration of, the

di~~iculties

of travel, the sense

thunderstorms, evening light,
This perception overlays the

o~

danger,

'prospects' and 'views'.
dif~erent

backgrounds and

attitudes of the artists and travellers- the
aristocratic,

the fashionable,

the ecclesiastical, the

antiquarian and the scientific. The question is best
discussed with

re~erence

to detailed case studies in the

chosen region. For each site the development of interest
by travellers will be traced; an analysis will be made
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of the choice of detail by artist or writer; and the
extent of distortion and plagiarism encountered in the
paintings, engravings and writings will be discussed.
The sites chosen for detailed study, and identified on
Map 5!

reflect the Picturesque search for the sublime

landscape of beauty tinged with horror. Compared with
North Wales and the Lake District,

the Pennines offered

less dramatic mountains and very few lakes,

but a

combination of climate and rocks produced the limestone
chasms of Castle Eden Dene and Gordale Scar, the caverns
of Ingleborough and the cascades of Wensleydale and
Teesdale, as well as the more Romantic river Greta.
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Lockhart <1882> Vol.III pp.380-381
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2nd Edition <1781> p.25
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The

Rive~

~ise

G~eta

heavy

afte~

~ive~

in its

Rive~

Tees,

~ocky

RIVER GRETA

is noted

the speed with which it can

~ain

lowe~

has

Ca~bonife~ous
ve~tical

CASE STUDY

fo~

in its

section,

uppe~

befo~e

its junction with the

Yoredale sequence of rocks.
landslips,

The Greta

e~osive

~eceived

powe~

patron of the
ea~ly

a~ts

Pictu~esque

the

and

visito~s

noted the

f~om

G~eta

theo~ist

natu~alist

steep-sided, wooded valley. Local
William Hutchinson in 1773 and
included the Greta in

Rokeby, with
B~ignall

afte~

as it

and a

<Maps 9 & lOl.
A~thu~

Young was

William Gilpin and
These

and the

~iver

w~ite~s

Tours.

thei~

desc~iptions

Tour

B~idge,

Richa~d

such as

Ga~land

Walte~

in 1804

Scott's poem

of the romantic glen and

Banks helped to put the

Pictu~esque

t~avellers,

Thomas Pennant.

of the

st~ength

The often

~iver.

ag~icultu~alist

followed by the

1813.

G~eta

Eng~avings

fi~mly

on the

p~oduced

f~om

watercolours by J M W Turner helped this process. J S
Cotman's watercolours also concentrated on the
steep-sided valley with vertical

limestone cliffs,

the

trees and the huge fallen blocks of stone.

Arthur Young was the

fi~st

traveller to mention Greta

Bridge. Collecting information on agriculture whilst on
his Six months tour through the North of England in
1768, Young made diversions to follow the fashion of
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a

boulde~s

lived at Rokeby Hall

1770s the

antiqua~ian

of this

much attention

was close by a staging post at

th~ough

the smoothing of the

channel and the movement of huge
the

The

a~ea.

a steep-sided section

p~oduced

valley sides,

demonst~ate

In the

catchment

viewing the art collections
sought picturesque scenes.
Rokeby Hall,

o~

the gentry;

he also

Though Young concentrated on

taking nearly three pages to list the

collection of antiquities and paintings collected on the
Grand Tour,

he does mention the natural

~eatures

of the

Greta within the 'pleasure ground' with its prospect
house.

The tea room is very romantically situated on the
rocky banks oF the Greta, raging like a torrent ov2r
the rocks, and tumbling in a romantic manner under
the windows . .4 little below it joins the Tees, under
noble rocks oF Free stone overhung with wood . .4bove
the room, the other way, are some very romantic rocks
on the side oF a terras by the water. 1

Young's description of the river and the wooded rocky
banks, with something

o~

the romantic wildness he

sought, was added to by William Hutchinson.
Excursion to the Lakes,

In his

in Westmoreland and Cumberland;

with a Tour Through Part of the Northern Counties,

in

the Years 1773 and 1774, Hutchinson draws attention to
the river Greta, with some detailed observation of the
potholes. While the natural scene is described,

there is

still perhaps more emphdsis on the constructed walks and
planted trees.

ROOKBY H.4LL
is placed in a Fine level lawn,
surrounded with plantations, just at the conFlux oF
the rivers Greta and Tees:- the banks oF Greta are
laid out in elegant walks, and covered with stately
trees. Nature has bestowed \last bounties on this
situation;- one oF the walks is bounded, on one hand,
by perpendicular rocks Forty Feet in height, covered
with the spreading boughs oF large oaks, which
impended From the summits oF the cliFF:- on the
other, the river, banked in with hewn-stone, Falls
~~om rock to rock with hoarse murmurs, where
deep-chaldrons are worn in the stone by the incessant
rolling oF Flints moved by the stream, which give an
uncommon agitation to the water. On the opposite
shore, loFty banks and rocks arise, planted with
various trees oF di-FFerent hues, shade above shade,
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and crowned with

the ancient

tower o-F Norton.

In 1773 Thomas Pennant was on his mainly

2

antiqua~ian

Tour from Alston-Moor to Harrowgate, and Brimham Crags,
when
Rokeby, an elegant house in the Italian style
div·erted me a l i t t l e -From my road. <Map 4)

Pennant's account of the house, with its
pro-Fusion o-f statues,. busts, sculptures, and most
elegant sepulchral urns. collected -From abroad, and
•.• multitudes o-F altars~ inscriptions, ••• portraits
o-F personages

takes up

ove~

fou~

pages; the

natu~al

setting

~eceives

six lines.
A-Fter leaving the house, I walked through the
extensive plantations_. and down to the Greata: a
pretty river -Flowing between high mural rocks, -Finely
wooded. I t here -Forms sever a 1 sma 11 cascades, whose
waters have at times heaped up, a l i t t l e below, piles
o-F stone o-F most tremendous and uncommon magnitude. J

This imbalance in

favou~

of the man-made scene

Young's standpoint, and it is interesting that

~epeats
elsewhe~e

Pennant often copies the agriculturalist's descriptions.
Here,

the reference to the large boulders brought down

by the 1771 floods seem to be based on Pennant's own
observations.

William Gilpin's Observations, relative chiefly to

Picturesque Beauty, Made in the Year 1772 were not
published until

1786. Along the river Greta the

Picturesque theorist
-Found much devastation -From the late high -Floods.
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The main Greta Bridge
was beaten down; and 1 arge Fragments oF i t carried
through the violence oF the stream. With these,
and huge stones torn From the adJoining cliFFs, the
bed oF the river was choaked. • . Here Sir Thomas
Robinson has a house, situated in a pleasant spot;
one side oF which is bounded by the river. 4
away~

Unlike Pennant, who also noticed the results of the 1771
floods,

Gilpin does not dwell on the house and its

contents; Gilpin was perhaps consciously seeing through
the Picturesque theorist's eyes,

noting the rough or

irregular aspects of the scene.

By the turn of the century interest had begun to veer
from

the Hall and its collections and landscaped grounds

to the natural scene.

In the first edition of A Tour in

Teasdale in 1804 Richard Garland of Barnard Castle

insisted that though
the beauties oF Teesdale have been hitherto
concealed, they have powerFul claims on the Painter
and the Tourist, that ought to be discussed,

and suggests that visitors on their way to the Lakes
stop at Greta Bridge. He recommends The Merritt Arms
<Map 9>, and
In the beautiFul Field behind this inn more than one
object oF pleasure or curiosity repays a Frequent
stroll. The river, con-Fined to a -Fissure-like
channel, in a solid bed oF rock, marks the impetuous
course o-F many a torrent; and though so narrow, as in
most places to be crossed without diFFiculty, is From
Five to six or seven Feet deep. The Fine transparency
o-F the stream, its amber colour, and rapid but silent
course; the beauty oF the banks, shaded with oaks;
and the rocks and rich hanging-wood which terminate
the vista up the river, make this walk highly
romantic.
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D

Though Garland

brie~ly

describes the grounds

o~

Rokeby

Park, with the Rock Walk, the tea room and Dairy Bridge,
he had given

himsel~

the task

o~

promoting the wild

graces oF Nature in his own area o-f Teesdale,

choice
and

o~

~lows

words re-flects this.

and his

The torrent is impetuous

in a narrow Fissure-like channel. The

picturesque

dS

a taste

~or

seeking out views is

re-flected in Garland's vista o-f Hell Cauldron.

3

The -first artist to record the Greta was John Sell
Cotman, whose paintings were described as being among
the most perFect examples oF pure water-colour ever made
in Europe.

6

These paintings were the outcome o-f Cotman

being introduced to the Cholmeleys o-f Brandsby Hall by a
patron

o~

the arts, Sir Henry

Engle~ield.

Cotman's third stay at Brandsby,

During

in 1805, he accompanied

the Cholmeleys on a month's stay with the Morritts at
Rokeby.

It has been necessary to read Cotman's letters as well
as to consider the sketches and water-colours themselves
in an attempt to try and analyse his choice

o~

viewpoints and his treatment o-f what 'he termed a
delicious spot.

Map 9 shows the results

o~

this

analysis.

Whilst Cotman perhaps concentrated on the tree masses
and

~oreground

~eature

-foliage, many o-f the Greta water-colours

the vertical

cli~~s

and huge boulders noticed by

earlier visitors. Cotman wrote that t1r t1orritt has
ordered a
hill

large drawing oF my Favourite view,

looking down on the bridge.
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From the

In this 'Distant view

VI

co

Plate 2

John Sell Cotman
'B~ignall Banks on the G~eta'
sketched 1805 wate~colou~ c.1806

o~

Greta Bridge' the depth

vertical limestone

cli~~s

the valley and the

o~

are clearly evident.

In 'The

Scotchman's Stone' Cotman painted what he termed the
rock

••

on that scrambly walk up the Greta.

letter, Cotman had recalled noting how
rapid at
weight.

In the same

the river was

so

times as to carry down rocks oF 70 or 80 tons

7

The watercolour 'Brignall Banks on the Greta'
was based on a

care~ul

<Plate 2>

pencil drawing, but in the studio

Cotman has ignored the tangled

~oreground

~oliage

and

added white birds wheeling across the dark shadows of
the trees, emphasising the depth

o~

the valley. He has

preserved the shapes of the tree masses in the middle
ground and distance,

but treated them in his stylized

almost abstract way, contrasting light and dark areas,
and adding blues and greys
drawing.

~or

a sky

le~t

blank in the

'The Devil's Elbow' and 'On the River Greta'

are similarly reminiscent

a pencil drawing,

o~

but the

design of the watercolours shows that the elements have
been

care~ully

arranged and balanced in the studio. No

other painter had approached more daringly the salad
-Freshness o-F English meadows,
woods.

I t was an

'abstract'

the proliFic greenery oF

art.

8

This combination

o~

natural form with a control of balance in shapes anu
colours is best seen in the most famous watercolour 'The
Greta Bridge'.

It is this very lack of conventionalism that makes it
difficult to place Cotman's Greta watercolours into the
general development
had little
area;

influen~e

o~

the Picturesque. The watercolours

on the growth of tourism in the

though 'Distant View

o~
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Greta Bridge' and 'On the

river Greta' were exhibited at the Royal Academy in
1806, none were engraved.

Walter Scott's poem Rokeby drew much more general
attention to the River Greta and the Meeting of the
Waters;

it too owed much to the owner of Rokeby Hall,

the traveller and classical scholar J 8 S Merritt.

In

June 1809 the Merritts returned Walter Scott's
hospitality of the previous year. Scott wrote of Rokeby
as being
one of the mast enviable places I have ever seen, as
it unites the richness and luxuriance oF English
vegetation with the romantic variety oF glen,
torrent, and copse, which digniFies our northern
scenery. The Greta and Tees, twa mast beautiFul and
rapid rivers, jai n their currents in the demesne. The
banks of the Tees resemble, From the height of the
racks, the glen oF Roslin, sa much and justly
admired• ..,

Scott wrote to Merritt of his intention to write
a Fourth romance in verse, the theme during the
English civil wars of Charles I and the scene your
awn domain oF Rakeby.
Merritt's reply hints at the tourist trade Scott's poem
is likely to bring; and reinforces the idea that the
Greta area had not yet become popular.
The scenery oF our rivers deserves to became classic
ground, and I hope the scheme wi 11 induce you to
visit and revisit it oFten ... Should I, in
consequence oF your celebrity, be obliged to leave
Rakeby From the inFlux oF cockney romancers, artists,
illustrators, and sentimental tourists, I shall
retreat to Ashestiel, or to your new cottage, and
thus visit an you the sins oF your writings. At all
events, however, I shall raise the rent oF my inn at
Greta-Bridge an the First notice of your book, as I
hear the people at Callander have made a Fortune by
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you.1o

The poem includes detailed observation OT the river
Greta;

the notes inTorm the reader of some of the

locations used. Map 10 includes these, and other
locations used in the poem.

It is possible to read

passages OT description in the poem that are picturesque
in the sense of being word-pictures OT scenes; the Fine
points oF view that Scott sought may be worked out.

Broad shadows o'er their passage Fell,
Deeper and narrower grew the dell;
I t seem'd some mountain, rent and riven,
,q channel For the stream had given,
So high the cliFFs oF limestone gray
Hung beetling o'er the torrent's way,
Yielding, along their rugged base,
,q Flinty Footpath's niggard space,
Where he, who winds 'twixt rock and wave,
Hay hear the headlong torrent rave,
,qnd like a steed in Frantic Fit,
That Flings the Froth From curb and bit,
Hay view her chaFe her waves to sprav,
O'er every rock that bars her way,
Till Foam-globes on her eddies ride,
Thick as the schemes oF human pride
That down 1 i Fe's current drive amain,
,qs Frail, as Frothy, and as vain!zz

In this extract Scott describes the gorge-like section
OT the Greta just above the conTluence with the Tees; he
may have been standing on Dairy Bridge or walking along
the paths within Rokeby Park
the

~oam

<Map 9). The poet describes

caused by turbulence over the limestone layers

and he has obviously seen the river in spate or noticed
the clues to the power OT the river.
(Note): What Follows is an attempt to describe the
romantic glen, or rather ravine, through which the
Greta Finds a passage... The river runs with very
great rapidity over a bed oF solid rock, broken bv
many shelving descents, down which the stream dashes
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Locations in 'Rokeby'

Map 10

0'\
N

~

Scarglll
Castle

1 km
1 mile

with great noise and impetuousity ••

Morritt described how Scott noted down
even the peculiar l i t t l e wild Flowers and herbs that
accidently grew round and on the side oF a bold crag
near his intended cave oF Guy Denz i 1 ~ 2
'Twas silence all -he laid him down,
Where purp 1 e heath proFuse] y strawn,
And throatwort with its azure bell,
And moss and thyme his cushion swell.
There, spent with toil, he listless eyed
The course oF Greta's playFul tide;
Then, tired to watch the current's play,
He turn'd his weary eyes away,
To where the bank opposing show• d
Its huge_. square cliFFs through shaggy wood.
One, prominent above the rest,
Rear'd to the sun its pale grey breast;
Around its broken summit grew
The hazel rude, and sable yew;
A thousand varied 1 ichens dyed
Its waste and weather-beaten side,
And round its rugged basis lay,
By time or thunder rent away,
Fragments, that, From its Frontlet tarn,
Were mant 1 ed now by verdant thorn.
Such was the scene's wild majesty,
That FiJJ·"d stern Bertram's gazing eye. 1 3

In this description it is possible to discern elements
reminiscent OT James Thomson's poem The Seasons in
reTlecting the techniques OT the Italian painters. We
are

led Trom Toreground detail to the near middleground

OT the river,

then to the next plane OT the river cliTT.

Scott's choice OT words emphasises the sublimity or
wildness OT the scene; he notes the shaggy woad and
rocks rent or torn Trom the huge,

rugged cliTTS.

The poem included songs, which helped to popularise both
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the poem and the area:
Oh, Brignall banks are wild and -Fair,
And Greta woods are green,
And you may gather garlands there
Would grace a summer quE!en. 1 4 <Map 10>

Rokeby was published on lOth January 1813 with
dedication to J 8 S Merritt.
re~erences

a

The poem sold well and

to it soon appeared in the guide books. For

the second edition of his Tour in Teasdale Richard
Garland adds to the title,

including Rokeby, and its

environs, and makes references to the poem published
earlier that year:
to the lover o-F pOE!try, Rokeby, immortalized by the
strains of SCOTT. will be For ever dear.

The section

the second canto of Rokeby describing the

o~

romantic ravine

through which

the Greta

Finds a passage

through Rokeby Park is quoted to illustrate Garland's
obset-va t ions:
The grounds are well laid out, and a-Fford many
delightful walks: that called the Rock-walk, under a
precipice by the bawlin~ Greta, is particularly
pleasant.
A stern and lone, yet lovely road,
As e'er the Foot of f'1instrel trode! 1 :5

Thus Scott's poem,
Picturesque,

itself showing the influence of the

led to increased interest in the river

Greta, an interest aided by engraved illustrations.

J

M W Turner spent most summers from 1808 to 1825 at

Farnley Hall,
the summer

o~

the home of his patron Walter Fawkes.

In

1816 Turner's sketching tour from Farnley

was planned to produce illustrations For the Rev T 0
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Plate 3

J M W Turner
'Junction of the Greta and Tees at Rokeby'
sketched 1816
engraved for T D Whitaker's "History of Richmondshire " 1823

Whitaker's Richmondshire. On 31 July 1816 Turner
sketched the meeting or the Greta and Tees,
church~

day Brignall
Scott's poem.

and the next

both places by then well known rrom

The resulting watercolours were engraved

on copper by S Middiman, John Pye and S Rawle,
engraving being close.ly supervised by Turner.

&

the
<Plates 3

'I)

Turner chose a viewpoint at the Meeting or the Waters
that gave a panoramic view including both rivers, Rokeby
Hall and Dairy Bridge.

(Map 9)

The huge rocks brought

down by the Greta are shown prominently in the
foreground.

For 'Brignall Church'

Turner carerully chose

a viewpoint that enabled him to look down on the small
church. When painting the scene,

Turner emphasised the

steepness of the wooded valley sides and reduced the
size of the church still further,

thus emphasising

nature at the expense of man's structures; he also chose
a twilight setting and was careful to incorporate the

sable yew of Scott's poem.

In 1822 Turner painted watercolours for Walter Fawkes,
illustrating poems by Scott, Byron and Moore,
display at Farnley Hall;

for

this set included a view of the

Greta with lines from Rokeby depicted on two rocks. As
well as illustrating the quoted lines, with the sable

yew beside the headlong torrent charing
her waves to spray
O'er every rock that bars her way,
Turner includes other details from the poem in his
painting- the cli-F-Fs o-F limestone gray hang above a

-Flinty -Footpath's niggard space.
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The artist has moved

0'1
-....1

Plate 4

J M W Tur-ner•er-ignall Chur-ch• sketched 1816
engr-aved -for- "Histor-y o-f Richmondshir-e"

1823

and

alte~ed

the

the

st~etch

of the GYeta to

so doing,

const~ucted

and

illust~ate

featu~es

Cadell

ea~lie~

desc~iptions

along

Scott's poem.In

the aYtist emphasises the same

had dominated

Robe~t

natu~al

that

featu~es

of the

G~eta.

launched a new collected edition of

Scott's Poetical Works and in Feb~uary 1831 wrote to
Turner describing his ideas fo~ the illust~ations.
Rokeby was to be the main poem of the ninth volume of
the Poetical Works, and on 28th July 1831
sketched at the Meeting of the

Wate~s.

Tu~ne~

The

wate~colou~

this time was executed for engraving on steel

<Plate 5)

and to a smaller scale; the scene appears more
exp~essive

view.

compa~ed

Tu~ne~

with the

manufactu~ed

a

mo~e
highe~

latey work, to encompass both
and

Mo~tham

Towe~

this occasion
figu~e-

The

viewpoint

included a

1816
this

fo~

the Dairy Bridge

rive~s,

in an even wider

Tu~ne~

natu~alistic

pano~amic

favou~ite

view. On

fo~eg~ound

an angler.

eng~aving

and poem no doubt encouraged

fu~the~

visitors, especially as Greta Bridge was an

impo~tant

staging post. The Gentleman's Magazine of 1826 listed
Rokeby in the 'Eminences and Views' of the North Riding
of

Yorkshi~e:

Rokeby is the scene or Sir Walter Scott's

poem, the Junction or the Greta and Tees here is truly
picturesque.
by 1834

In 1804

anothe~

the south east.

the~e

were two inns at the

had been built a few

hund~ed

b~idge;

ya~ds

to

<Map 9) By 1848, however, the number of

travellers staying

ove~night

must have

dec~eased;

the inns had been converted into farmhouses.
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two of

Plate 5

J M W Turner
'Junction o~ the Greta and the Tees'
sketched 1831 engraved ~or Si r Walter
Scott's "Poetical Works " 1832
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In 1858

Walte~

the same main
the

G~eta

White

reco~ded

featu~es

in his Month in Yorkshire

that had dominated accounts of

·since 1770.

We plunge into the woods, and follow the river··s
course by devious paths. Gladsome voices and merry
1 aughter resound, for a numerous detachment of the
excursionists from Newcastle are on their way to v·iew
the grounds of Rokeby. Del ightrul are the snatches oF
river scenery that we get here and there, where the
jutting rocks a-F-Ford an outlook, and the more so as
we enjoy them under a cool green shade. Leaving the
Northumbrians at the lodge to accomplish their
wishes, I kept on to Greta Bridge, and lost mvselr in
the romantic glen through which the river -Flows. I t
wi 11 surprise vou by i t s maniFold combinations or
rock, wood, and water, Fascinating the eye at every·
step amid a solitude pro-Found. This was the route
taken by Bertram and WilFrid when the ruthless
soldier went to take possession oF Northam.
Vou cannot Fail to recognise how truly Scott
describes the scenery; the "beetling brow" is there,
and the "ivied banners" sti 11 hang -From the crags as
when the minstrel saw them. Lb

The landscaped grounds of the Hall, and the river valley
seem to have
types

att~acted

pe~haps

diffe~ent

types of visitor,

drawn, consciously or unconsciously,

the same legacy of Scott and

Turne~.

and

on the

a

write~s

sho~t

had

concent~ated

both
by

From 1770 artists
~omantic

wildness of

section of the Greta with its thickly wooded

steep valley and huge

boulde~s.
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5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Young ( 1770) Vol. I I pp. 186-187
Hutchinson (1776) pp.373-374
Pennant <1804) pp.38-42
G i l pi n ( 1 786 l Vo 1 . I I p. 1 70
Ga~land <1804) pp.10-14
Binyon <1931) p.132
Holcomb <1980) pp.27, 29; Cotman to F~ancis
Cholmeley, 1805
Ha~die
<1967) Vol.II p.78
G~ie~son
(1932l Vol.II p.204
Lockha~t
<1882) Vol.III pp.380-381
Canto Second VII
Lockha~t
<1882) Vol.IV pp.14-15
Canto Thi~d VIII & IX
Canto Thi~d XVI
Ga~land <1813) p.25
Rokeby Canto Second VII
White <1858) p.199
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CASE STUDY

HIGH FORCE

In Tinding a new course some 10 000 years ago over the
resistant dolerite Whin Sill in upper Teesdale, the
River Tees produced High Force. The single or double
Talls, according to rainTall, have produced a plunge
pool in the Tynebottom Limestone. The deep pool is
bordered with Tallen blocks OT Whin Sill as the Talls
have retreated,

leaving a steep sided gorge OT

recession.

The Tirst engraving OT High Force <aTter Thomas Smith in
1751) and the Tirst accounts (by Thomas Amory in 1756
and by Arthur Young in 1770> continued to inTluence
painters.and writers until the middle OT the nineteenth
century.

The major painters involved were George Lambert

in 1761 and J M W Turner in 1816. The main engravings
were Tor Spencer's The Complete English Traveller <1773>
and TOr collections OT engravings such as Picturesque

Views <J M W Turner 1827> and Westmorland, Cumberland,
Durham and Northumberland, Illustrated <Thomas Allam
1832). William Hutchinson's accounts OT High Force in
1773 and 1794,

based partly on Young's description,

inTluenced later topographical writers such as Thomas
Rose

<1832> and Mackenzie and Ross <1834>. The Tour

writings OT John Byng

<1792>, Richard Garland <1804>,

Thomas Pennant (1804) and Walter White (1858)

illustr3te

the web OT plagiarism and the pervading language OT the
Picturesque.

Although High Force varies according to the amount of
rainTall, the painters and writers agreed on certain
common elements. The painters depicted the precipitous
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~alls,

rocks and hanging woods enclosing the
produced a rainbow in the spray

di~~iculties

The writers added the
Force, and the noise

~rom

o~

painting word pictures

the
o~

~all

the

aw~ul

o~ten

the plunge pool.

o~

o~

which

access to High

69 to 82
power

o~

~eet,

Nature at

this sublime scene.

In 1751 a large engraving by J Mason
Thomas Smith

·o~

o~

a picture by

Derby' was published in a Book of

Landskips with this inscription:
The High Farce. This Cataract is an the River Teese,
which divides the Counties or York. and Durham; i t
ralls dawn a Rack or Granate, about 23 yards into a
Large Circular Bason; the South side belongs to
Ld.Carlisle, and Gea.Bawes Esq. the North to
Ld.Barnard, to wham this View is Inscrib'd by their
mast Obedt. Servt. Tho. Smith.

Near a rather Rosa-inspired

~oreground

tree on the north

bank two figures look down at two anglers in the plunge
pool~

into which pour two separate

~alls

o~

water. This

engraving was copied by later illustrators, and the
height quoted in the inscription is used by later
writers.

Although the landscape descriptions in Thomas Amory's
1756 novel The Life of John 8uncle, Esq are exaggerated
and an amalgamation

o~

various scenes, this account,

following Amory's directions to Stanemore by way

o~

Egglestone, may well be based on High Force:
Swi rter than an arrow rram a bow the rapid water
comes headlong dawn in a rail or 140 reet, which is 3
reet mare than the descent or Niagara. The river
here, to be sure, is nat halr sa large as that which
comes rram the vast lakes at= Canada, but i t is a
great and prad·igiaus cadence or water, and tumbles
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perpendicular in as surprising a manner, From as
horrible a precipice; and in this very nearly
resembles the Niagara-Fall; that as.you stand below,
as near the Fall as it is saFe to go, you see the
river come down a sloping mountain For a great way,
as iF it descended From the clouds. It is a grand and
amazing scene. The water issues From a great lake on
the top oF a mountain that I Found very hard to
ascend, and the lake has many visible Feeders From
hills upon hills above it, which it is impossible to
cl imb. 1

Though Amory compares High Force with Niagara Falls,
instead of any Alpine torrent,

his choice of words-

prodigious cadence, perpendicular, horrible precipiceand the sense of danger reflect his overall Picturesque
view of the wild and wonderFul area.

It is important to

note that Amory's novel pre-dated the publication of the
famous letter of Or.John Brown which helped to promote
the Lake District.

By 1761 George Lambert had painted 'The Great Fall of
the Tees, Co.Durham'

<Plate 6> and exhibited it at the

Society of Artists the following year. Lambert,

the

chief scenery painter at Covent Garden, showed an eye
for picturesque arrangements, and was responsible to
~ome

extent for introducing the conventions of Claude

and Poussin into British landscape painting. At High
Force,

the artist chose a low viewpoint that let the

sides of the gorge of recession lead past the visitors
on the mound of fallen rocks at the edge of the plunge
pool to the waterfall; there is only one fall,
indicating a fairly low water.

The columnar whin sill

overlying the horizontally bedded limestone is depicted
quite realistically.
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Arthur Young in the second volume

o~

his agricultural

survey A six months tour through the North of England,
published in 1770, gives perhaps the first named account
of High Force,
result

o~

in a diversion (shown on Map 3) made as a

reading Thomas Amory's novel. Although Young

gives his own opinion of the height of.the fall and
introduces the noise of the waterfall and the rainbow
effect, he does use some of the same words as Amory.
Young describes the precipice as perpendicular and the
roar as prodigious as he scrambles to the same viewpoint

as Amory.
Leaving this enchanting region, we crossed a very
diFFerent country~ partaking much more oF the
terrible sublime, than the pleasing and beauti-Ful:
Here you ride through rapid streams, struggle along
the sides oF rocks, cross bleak mountains, and ride
up the channel oF torrents as the only sure road over
bogs,: 1 i steni ng to the roar oF the water--Fa 11, which
you begin to think tremendous.-- Upon arriving at the
banks or the Tees, where i t pours down the rock,
steeps or wood prevent your seeing i t , but the roar
is prodigious. 1'1ak i ng use o-F our hands as well as
Feet, and descending almost like a parrot, we crawled
From rock to rock, and reached From bough to bough,
ti 11 we got to the bottom under this noble Fall.
Noble indeed/ For the whole river, (no tri-Fling oneJ
divided by one rock, into two vast torrents, pours
down a perpendicular precipice or near Fourscore
Feet: The deluging Force o-F the water throws up such
a Foam and misty rain, that the sun never shines
without a large and brilliant rain-bow appearing. The
whole scene is gloriously romantic, For on every side
i t is wa 11 ed in with pendent rocks an hundred Feet
high; here projecting in bold and threatening cli-F-Fs,
and there covered with hanging woods, whose only
nourishment one would imagine arose From the
descending rain. The scene is truly sublime. 2

As well as using Picturesque terms such as the terrible
sublime,

and describing the gloriously romantic scene as

if it were a picture, Young is at pains to point out the
difficulties of access into the gorge of recession.
Certain features of style may be noted, as they tend to
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appear in descriptions by later writers:
pendent,
rock

rocks are

woods· are ha.ngi ng, and nouns are repeated- From

to rock and

From bough to bough.

Young's enthusiasm for Teesdale's steep precipices,
raging

torrents,

beautiFul
well

tremendous rocks,

winding streams,

and

cascades, all to be seen in a morning's ride

worth a.

journey oF a.

thousand miles to tra.vel,

helped to attract tourists to High Force,

3

but perhaps

the problems of access inevitably led to much copying of
descriptions by later writers.

Just three years after the publication of Young's book
Nathaniel Spencer in The Complete English Traveller
records the same noise and rainbow, and indeed uses some
of the same adjectives,

but the comparisons w1th famous

waterfalls remind one of Amory's description:
This river exhibits to the view oF the curious, one
oF the most romantic a.nd delightFul scenes in the
universe •
.4 Few miles westward oF Bernard Castle, the wa.ter oF
the river having collected itselF together a.t the top
oF a. FrightFul precipice Fa.lls down with such a.
prodigious Force tha. t i t is hea.r d a. t a. grea. t
distance; For the perpendicular is twenty-three
ya.rds. The Force oF the wa.ter dashing a.ga.inst the
rocks Fills the mind with horror, but the scattered
ra.ys oF the sun shining through the misty particles
gives the whole the a.ppea.ra.nce oF a. most beautiFul
rainbow. The whole scene is so a.ma.zingly delightFul,
tha.t the spectator is lost in a.dmira.tion a.t the
i nFi ni te wisdom
oF the crea. tor oF the universe, a.nd
Filled with the most elevated notions oF his power
a.nd majesty.
Those who ha.ve ha.d a.n opportunity oF seeing the
ca. ta.ra.cts oF the Ni 1 e in upper Egypt, and the Fa.ll oF
Nia.ga.ra., in North .4merica., will ha.ve their memories
reFreshed by visiting this pla.ce, a.nd those whose
station in liFe hinders them From travelling into
Foreign countries to visit those na.tura.l curiosities,
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may see them all

here in epitome. 4

This does not appear to be a direct description of a
view,

but a second-hand account; the first person is

never used. Not only did Spencer use the height of 23
yards quoted in Thomas Smith's 'The High Force',

but a

copy of the 1751 engraving was made for The Complete
English Traveller

<Plate

7);

it is smaller, with less

detailed rendering of foliage,

rock and water; the area

of sky is reduced to fit the proportions of the page. Of
the 60 plates in this New Survey and Description of
England and Wales, this 'View of the remarkable Cataract
on the River Teese'

is one of only 4 that depict natural

scenes.

Whilst on his Excursion to the Lakes,

in Westmoreland

and Cumberland; with a Tour Through Part of the Northern
Counties,

in the Years 1773 and 1774, William Hutchinson

makes it clear, as he seeks out the best station at High
Force, that he has read Young's account. Besides its
noble fall

of 80 feet,

High Force is characterised by

its noise,

its steeps and rainbow:

This Force is an august scene;- i t is the noblest
cascade I ever beheld;- description is beggared in
the subject:- we descended the steeps, and gained the
rocks on the brink Or the rall ; - the stream was
divided by a vast mass oF rock, which liFted its
crown about six Feet above the channel oF the river.By gaining this point, we were in such a situation,
that part or the stream Flowed on each hand, and we
could look down the perpendicular to the reservoir,
into which the river was poured, upwards or eighty
Feet in rall; on the one hand precipitate, on the
other over a rlight or shelves, making 50 tremendous
a sound, as to distract the ear, and exclude every
other voice; at the same time casting Forth a spray,
on which the sun-beams Formed a perFect Iris.
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Plate 7

'View o~ the Remarkable Cataract, on the River Teese•
engraved ~or "The Complete English Traveller" 1773
copied Trom Thomas Smith's 'The High Force' <1751)

Hutchinson does record his own observations, as with the
details of the two parts of the fall,

and he gives what

may well be the first description of a picnic in the
region:
beneath us on the rocks, a party on pleasure,
consisting oF several gentlemen and ladies, sat
enjoying the beauties oF the scene:- to a romantic
mind, they might appear 1 ike the Genii oF the
enchanted caves:- the rocks were spread with their
repast, and the servant attending catched the living
spring to mix their wine:- deep in a grot they sat,
shadowed with hanging oaks, which grew on the
cliFFs.- This accident greatly enlivened the view,
and rendered i t more romantic to the spectator.

The solicitor continues, retaining Young's Foam and the
depth of the gorge,

but adding more dimensions and

description:
-We leFt our tremendous station, and gained the
margin oF the river, about Four hundred yards bel ow
the Fall.
-The whole scene Formed a circus upwards oF one
thousand yards in circumFerence;- ••• perpendicular
rocks, loFty and bold, were extended round this
wonderFul amphitheatre, some one hundred Feet in
height, and in Forms resembling the shaken wa 11 s and
battlements oF a ruined castle; ..• -In Front stands
a massive rock, oF a circular Figure, not unlike the
bulwark oF some old Fortress, dividing the river,
where the cataract pours Forth its precipitate
streams in sheets oF Foam, into a hollow reservoir,
Forty Feet in depth, which washes the Feet oF the
rocks oF this circus, and thunders with the
waterfall.~

John Byng described in his Tour to the North <Map 6)

in

1792 how he ordered dinner at an alehouse in Middleton,
hired a guide, filled his pockets with bread, cheese and
ale, and rode off to High Force:

6

We at length arrived at bottom; ••••••• we became
pedestrians, and Following our guide thro' many
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hilly, boggy Fields, a mile oF walk, t i l l we enter'd
a l i t t l e birch wood; when, being an~ious to stand
beneath the Fall, we endured a most Fatiguing
descent, and a very dangerous crawl at the river's
edge, over great stones, and sometimes up to our
knees in water, t i l l we arrived at the very bottom oF
the Fall ••• These are noble Falls oF water,
unequall'd I suppose in this country, oF about 69
Feet; and must be yet more wonderFul aFter heavy
rains, or hard Frost.

Byng was not writing for an audience <he did not wish
his Tours to be published for a century or soli but his
description of the crawl to High Force may still be
exaggerated in keeping with the Picturesque view of
sublime scenes.

The choice of viewpoint beneath the fall

may have been that of Byng's guide, or the influence of
Young;

it ignores Hutchinson's description and the

evidence of Byng's research. The manuscript Tour has an
engraving of Thomas Smith's picture of High Force, and
we know that Byng researched his tours from his London
home;

he has taken the height of the fall from the

engraving, changing 23 yards into 69 feet. Over dinner,
Byng discussed his visit with the apothecary:
a long discourse held about this aForementioned
water-Fall; which the apothecary told me he had
measured, and that From the top oF the upper Fall
was 63 Ft,- From the top oF the lower Fall 56 Ft.

it

William Hutchinson in the third volume of The History
and Antiquities of the County Palatine of Durham <1794)
introduces the reader to the Picturesque landscape of
upper Teesdale.
The environs oF this place are remarkably beautiFul,
and the vale oF Tees everywhere abounds with the
noblest and most romantic landscapes: From Gain-Ford
to the head oF the river, a course oF near 30 miles,
there is the greatest variety oF picturesque,
pastoral, and august scenery, that any vale in the
north oF England aFFords.
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Hutchinson includes an

eng~aving

and

desc~iption

of

the great Fall o-F the river, called

THE FORCE
~e-w~itten

shows

f~om

th~ee

his

ea~lie~

Excursion. The

eng~aving

visitors at the top of the falls and two on

fallen blocks at the base, matching with the
desc~iptions.

Pe~haps

was for a History
tends to write a
though

the~e

because Hutchinson's

late~

text

than for a Tour, Hutchinson

~athe~
repo~t

ea~lie~

~athe~

than a

is evidence of genuine

pe~sonal

account;

obse~vation.

The spectacle is truly noble, and the scene august;
when the river is increased by heavy rains, it breaks
down two channels, that to the north being shelv}l,
throws the water into sheets o-F Foam; the other being
perpendicular, it Falls there in one vast spout, From
the precipice, eighty-two perpendicular Feet, into a
deep bason, at once casting Forth a prodigious spray,
that receives the colours o-F the rainbow, and
stunning the ear with the hollow noise.

The scene is still august,
adjective noble
account-

f~om

-bo~rowed

but Hutchinson transfers his
f~om

fo~

his own

the cascade to the whole spectacle.

signs that Hutchinson has

a~e

Young
re-~ead

fi~st
The~e

Young's

description for this later account, for he uses the
agriculturalist's adjective prodigious, transferring it
f~om

Young's noise to his own spray, and borrowing the

hanging woods. Hutchinson adds details of the vegetation
growing in the
ea~lier

~ock

obse~vation

fissu~es,

of the

and retains his own

go~ge

below the

Fo~ce.

the rocks Form a wide amphitheatre, and being almost
perpendicular, shut up the scene with a solemnity and
majesty, not to be expressed: the slopes are
decorated with hanging woods, the Fissures and
openings o-F the cliFFs, with creeping shrubs; and
ancient yew trees, here and there scatter their
solemn green over the grey rocks, or suspend their
rusty branches From the precipices. 7
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When Thomas Pennant was on his Tour

~rom

Alston Moor to

Harrogate in 1773, he did not visit upper Teesdale <as
shown on Map 4), but at Barnard Castle supped with
Nr.William Hutchinson? attorney at law,

the topographer

oF the Counties oF Durham and Northumber 1 and. When
Pennant's Tour was published in 1804 it included a
reference to Hutchinson's engraving, and a description
obviously based on the latter's.

We are told that Nature has been? For the greater
part oF the way? wi 1 dl y prodigal oF the awFul and
picturesque scenery, exhibited in the time-worn
rocky-bed •...
I now speak oF ..• Tees-Force, about twelve miles
above Bernard Castle, in which art has no concern. It
is a magniFicent exertion oF nature in the elements
oF rock and water:-a vast theatrical chasm, bounded
by noble mural rocks, oFten spiring into columns, and
darkened with trees, issuing out oF the Fissures oF
the horizontal strata oF stone on which they rest.
These shade numbers oF caves and grottoes, in which
parties oFten dine with the most pleasi~g luxury oF
scenery. The water appears at the. head oF the chasm
in two Falls, which soon unite, and Fall with a
dreadFul noise and vast spray, eighty-two Feet into a
deep bason; the whole exhibiting a scene
inexpressibly grand. 9
Pennant obviously wrote his account between 1794 and
1804, as he reports Hutchinson's description of 1774 and
repeats some details from that of 1794. So we read again
of parties of picnickers in the caves or grottoes
admiring the hollow noise and prodigious spray as the
double fall of water descends eighty-two perpendicular

Feet into a deep bason.

Richard Garland in his Tour in Teesdale of 1804 exhorts
the visitor, on the way to the Lakes perhaps, to see
High Force:
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The next excursion is one or much Fatigue, and some
danger; but the pleasures received From the
contemplation or the boldest and most daring or the
wild Features oF· Nature, are a rich compensation For
the di-F-Ficulty 6-F enjoying them.

In true Picturesque form,

the difficulties of reaching

suitably sublime viewpoints of High Force -taken perhaps

from Hutchinson's account- are almost a virtue. The
height and noise are perhaps quoted from Spencer.
Garland advocates the taking of a guide near to the
Force:
From /'1oor Rigg, you may ride within a Few yards of
the Force, and will be brought to i t at the top; by
Far the best situation For a First sight or i t , but
dreadFul indeed. You suddenly look down upon a
cataract, rushing almost under your Feet, but at some
distance below, uver a precipice or 69 Feet, in one
sheet of roam. shaking the very rocks on which you
stand. and stunning the ear with its deaFening noise.
You mav descend by a steep and diFFicult passage. and
take a view or i t From the bot tom. 9

Garland is the only writer to suggest that the tourist
also views High Force from the southern side of the
river.

Turner's 1816 painting of 'High Force or Fall of Tees',
based on a sketch made in August that year, was engraved
by J Landseer for T 0 Whitaker's History of

Richmondshire, published in 1823 <Plate 8>. Turner chose
a viewpoint on the north

or left bank at river level,

near the edge of the plunge-pool. The double fall
-common before Cow Green Reservoir was built- and the
trickle down the southern cliff are there, as is the
rainbow;

the columnar whin sill is complete with a shale

parting, and the limestone beneath shows the
undercutting process. The engraving conveys an
impression of less water coming down in the main fall
compared with the original sketches and watercolour, and
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Plate 8

M W Tur-ner'High For-ce or- Fall o~ Tees'
sketched 1816
engraved ~or
"Hist or-y o~ Richmondshire" 18 23

J

the whin sill on the north or

le~t

bank is shown as

layered rather than columnar. Like Thomas Smith in 1751,
in the ~ina! water6olour Turner included ~ishermen
casting and netting in the pool,

though the sketches

show an artist sitting on the largest

~allen

o~

block

dolerite.

Turner used a sketch
1825 painting
byE Goodall

o~

~or

~rom

the same 1816 tour

~or

the

High Force which was engraved on copper
the Picturesque Views in

England~

Wales and published in 1827 <Plate 9>. For this sketch
Turner chose a viewpoint close to that

o~

Thomas Smith

in 1751 to obtain a wider view, placing the Force in its
setting with its catchment area
beyond.

In this

~ine

o~

upper Teesdale

engraving the artist,

sketched by Turner in 1816,

~ells

o~iginally

is included.

In Modern Painters <1873> John Ruskin praised this
watercolour
depiction

o~

~or

its accuracy

~alling

o~

rock drawing and its

water.

We have, in the great Face oF rock which divides the
two streams, horizontal lines which indicate the real
direction oF the strata ••• But we see also •••
Fissures absolutely vertical, which inForm us oF one
series oF Joints dividing these horizontal strata •••
Turner has marked, over this genera 1 and grand unity
oF structure, the modiFying eFFects oF the weather
and the torrent.
in the Upper Fall oF the Tees, though the whole
basin oF the Fall is blue and dim with the rising
vapour, yet the attention oF the spectator is chieFly
directed to the concentric zones and delicate curves
oF the Falling water itselF; and i t is impossible to
express with what exquisite accuracy these are given.
They are the characteristic oF a powerFul stream
descending without impediment or break, but From a
narrow channel, so as to expand as i t Falls.
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Plate 9

M W Turner
'The Fall of the Tees•
sketched 1816 for " Picturesque Views in
England & Wales" 1827
J
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In fact Ruskin thought Turner's study could form the
basis of a geological lecture:
With this drawing beFore him, a geologist could give
a lecture upon the whole system oF aqueous erosion,
and speculate as saFely upon the past and Future
states oF this very spot, as iF he were standing and
getting wet with the spray. 1 0

The text accompanying 'The Fall of the Tees•

in

Picturesque Views sets the scene in typical
topographical fashion:
The TEES. which is a pretty considerable river,
rises in the mountains oF Westmoreland, and taking an
easterly direction, divides the North Riding oF
Yorkshire From the county oF Durham, in its whole
extent. I t passes Barnard Castle, Darlington,
Staindrop, Yarm~ and Stockton, and Falls into the
German Ocean in a wide estuary called the Teesmouth,
on the south oF Hartlepool.

After this almost cartographic description, the details
of the Force remind one of the engraving after Smith of
!751 and Young's account of 1770, with its distant roar
and double fall.
The Tees, throughout its whole course, receives
only the Greta and some other small streams~ its
principal supply above the Fall being derived From
the Weald or Weel, a narrow, but very deep pool,
about a mile long, and always Full.
The Fall, oF which the annexed plate gives an east
view, is called the high Force or great Fall oF the
Tees; there being another Fall at the chain bridge.
The great Fall, which is in the parish oF Romaldkirk,
high up the river, but not t i l l aFter i t has become a
considerable stream, is one or the -finest cataracts
in the island, and its roar may be heard long beFore
you come in sight or i t . In character i t resembles
the Force
Aysgarth, 1 ikewise in this county, but
i t is on a rar more magni-ficent scale, the projection
being much larger, the mass or waters more entire,
and equally precipitous.
This is generally a double rail, but said to be one

or
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Plate 10

Thomas Allam
•High Force o~ the Tees, Durham •
engraved ~or "Westmo rland, Cumber l and ,
Durham & Northumberland, Illustrated " 1832
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during the winter season.

Thomas Allam's
steel

d~awing

<Plate 10>

Durham
1832-

High

Fo~ce

~o~

by S Lacey

~or

a

la~ge~

ma~ket

was

eng~aved

Westmorland,

& Northumberla~d, Illustrated

Rose's "Topographical
very

o~

-~i~st

on

Cumberland~

published in

than Picturesque Views. Thomas

Oesc~iption"

in this book seems

~amilia~:

F}t this place the whole body of= the Tees river rushes
over a perpendicular rock oF black marble sixty-nine
Feet in height, and precipitates itself= into several
caverns Formed in the solid rock by the continual
action of= the waters 1n their descent. Clouds of= mist
and spray are produced by the violent Fall oF the
torrent; and these, when illuminated by the sunbeams,
reFlect all the dyes of= the rainbow. The concussion
of= the waters produces a sensible tremor in the earth
For some distance; and the noise oF the Fall is heard
For many miles round the country. 11

The height is taken

~~om

Smith's

eng~aving

account, and Hutchinson's imagery,
sunbeams

~o~

example,

o~

or Spencer's

the spray and

is much copied. The viewpoint

chosen by Thomas Allom is in

~ront

be constructed in the next year

o~

o~

the inn about to

so; the

a~tist

includes cattle on the track used by Farmers, cattle
de a 1 ers,

and miners.

1 2

By now High Force was evidently attracting 'picturesque'
travellers. E Mackenzie and M Ross in An Historical,
Topographical and Descriptive view of the County
Palatine of Durham <1834> start their account with the
dimensions
~rom

o~

the sublime cataract; and quote a line

The Seasons.

Here the whole body oF the river, augmented in its
progress by numerous tributary streams, is hurled
over a loFty precipice. Above the Force, the water is
From 40 to 60 Feet wide; but, at the very edge oF the
Fall, a huge castle-like rock rears its gigantic head
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in the middle oF the stream; and between it and the
south shore, the river, circumscribed in its breadth,
"boils, and wheels, and Foams, and thunders through",
Falling into a deep pool beneath ..• The entire height
oF the Fall, at ordinary times, is about 70 Feet. The
height oF the rock on the south side oF the river
above the surFace oF the pool is 90. Feet, and the
general depth oF the water below is 36 Feet.

The

topog~aphers

have been

then

p~ovided

fo~

~eport

the

how an inn, path and steps

g~owing

Though depending on Hutchinson's account
imagery,

of

numbe~

fo~

visito~s.

some of the

this does seem overlain with a sense of both

the sublime and the more

~omantic.

An inn has recently been erected on the heights
overlooking the Force, From whence may be had a
beautiFul view oF the Fall and the windings oF the
river above it. A Footpath descends From this place,
and winds round the bottom oF the precipices on the
north side oF the river, which are overiJUng with
brushwood and a Few ash and yew trees, and beautiFul
with wild Flowers, Forming a striking contrast to the
surrounding sterility. At the end oF this path, a
Flight oF rude steps descends to the verge oF the
pool, where the spectator, within a Few yards oF the
roaring Flood, is inclosed, as it were, in this awFul
theatre oF nature's wonders. Bare perpendicular rocks
rise on the opposite side oF the river, the strata oF
which, as well as oF the central rock, are strongly
marked, and, with the perpendicular Fissures by which
they are intersected, look like the mighty masonry oF
a race oF giants. Another Flight oF steps and a
Footpath winds up the rock to the verge oF the
cliFFs; and, in dry seasons, the top oF the central
rock may be gained, From whence the spectator may
view the torrent rushing into the boiling abyss
below. "Being on the giddy verge oF so loFty a rock",
says /"'r. Sopwi th, "the rapidity oF the stream, the
thundering noise with which it mingles with the deep
sullen waters below, and the clouds oF Foam which
oFten reFlect the iris' lovely hues, altogether
combine to produce mingled sensations oF terror,
astonishment, and delight." 13

Hutchinson's imagery of a ruined castle is
~eflected

pe~haps

in the masonry of Mackenzie and Ross. The
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quotation comes

~rom

An Account

o~

the Mining Districts

of Alston Moor, Weardale, and Teasdale,
and Durham,

in Cumberland

by T So¢with, Lead and Mine Surveyor

published the previous year. The surveyor, too,
somewhat on Hutchinson's description

the

o~

leaned

~alls,

with

the thunder and -foam.

The earliest published work on the geology

o~

the area

was Westgarth Forster's A Treatise on a Section of the
Strata, from Newcastle-upon-Tyne, to the mountain of
Cross Fell,

in Cumberland; at High Force

According to modern Geologists, the
is Basaltic Green-stone, similar to
at Salisbury Crags, near Edinburgh,
celebrated Giant's Causeway, in the
in Ireland. 1 4

In 1836 John Phillips'

Great Whin Sill,
that which occurs
••• and at the
county o-f Antrim,

Illustrations of the Geology of

Yorkshire contained a geological description

o~

High

Force, though he too referred to the Whin Sill as
basalt, and did not recognise its intrusive character;
it took 40 years

~or

this latter

~act

to be ascertained.

Phillips lists his interpretation of the section through
the rocks at High Force:
Basalt, rudely prismatic, gray with lichen
Thin plate, not very much indurated
Bed o-f plate, subprismatic
Beds oF plate, laminated
Thin limestone bed, with a superFicial layer or
pyrites
Bed or hard pyri tous 1 imestone
Several beds oF common dark limestone, with white
shells and corals.l~

In his later book the geologist,

a~ter

explaining the

stratigraphy of High Force, adds a more picturesque
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note.

This is a very grand scene. The dark tints oF the
rocks, the agitation oF the water, the contraction oF
the channel, and the ornament oF wood, make a very
eFFective combination . .1 6

Towa~ds

the middle of the nineteenth century the High

Force Inn was kept alive by numerous visitors to the

Fall. Walter White, returning for A Month in Yorkshire
in 1858,

describes the visitor's two hours'

omnibus journey <shown on Map 8)

horse-drawn

from Barnard Castle to

Middleton-in- Teesdale; and sometimes a school came up

For a day's holiday. In describing High Force, White
uses the three main viewpoints identified by 1773: the
gap in the steeps oF wood first noticed by Young, the
foot of the falls first described by Amory and followed
by Young,

and the top of the falls as described by

Hutchinson.

Although White follows the nineteenth century interest
in geology and detailed observation, there are also the
Romantic elements of embowered seats, moss and Fern, and
the

rive~

talking to the stones.

strands is the legacy of
the Picturesque

Amo~y,

desc~iption

Underlying these
Young and Hutchinson in

of the tremendous sound and

Foam of the water as it leaps down the threatening
cliFFs and pendent rocks of the stony chasm.
Now the path skirts precipitous rocks, hung with i v_v,
now Falls gently among Ferns to an embowered seat,
unti 1 at a sudden turn the noise oF the Fall bursts
Full upon you. A 1 i ttle Farther and the trees no
longer screen it, and you see the deep stony chasm,
and the peat-stained water making three perpendicular
leaps down a precipice seventy Feet in height. It is
a striking scene, what with the grim crags, the wild
slopes, and the huge masses lying at the bottom and
in the bed oF the stream; and the impressive volume
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or sound.
We can scramble down to the very Foot oF the
limestone bluFF that proJects in the middle, leaving
a channel on each side, down one oF which a mere
thread oF water trickles; but in time oF Flood both
are Filled, and then the Fall is seen and heard in
perFection. Now we can examine the smooth water-worn
rock, and see whe~e something like crystallisation
has been produced by a highly heated intrusive rock.
~nd here and there your eye will rest with pleasure
on patches oF moss and Fern growing luxuriantly in
dripping nooks and crannies.
You see how the water, rebounding from its second
plunge, shoots in a broken mass or Foam into the
brown pool below, and therein swirls and sw~shes for
a while, and then escapes by an outlet that you might
leap across, talking to thousands oF stones as it
spreads itselF out in the shallow bed ...... .
... we mount to the top or the Fall. Here the scene
is, iF possible .• wilder than below. The rock, as Far
as you can see, is split into a thousand crevices,
and through these the river rushes to its leap. Such
a river bed you never saw beFore.''

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Amory <1756> Vol.! pp.286-287
Young (1770> Vol.Il pp.198-199
Young <1770> Vol.II p.202
Spencer (1773> p.557
Hutchinson <1776) pp.327-330
Byng <1934-36> Vol.III pp.70, 72
Hutchinson <1794) Vol.III p.251
Pennant <1804> pp.35, 37
Garland (1804> pp.27, 30-31
Ruskin (1873) Part II pp.314, 362-363, 315
Rose <1832) Vo 1 . I I p. 161
White <1858> p.208
Mackenzie & Ross <1834) Vol.II p.250
Forster <1821> pp.112-113
Phillips <1836) p.79
Phillips <1855> p.46
White (1858) pp.206-208
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CASE STUDY

Cauld~on

that
Sill.

Snout had a

he~e

too the

Afte~

CAULDRON SNOUT

simila~

Rive~

o~igin

Tees was

to High

dive~ted

leaving the former Weel

in

Fo~ce,

ave~

the Whin

(a long pool-like

section of the river covered in 1970 by Cow Green
Reservoir) the river descends a staircase of falls

ov~r

the resistant columnar dolerite Whin Sill.

Cauldron Snout was even more difficult to get to than
High Force, and was less visited. Unlike High Force,
Cauldron Snout did not have the benefit of an early
engraving, or a description by Arthur Young in 1770.
Thomas Pennant's Tour of 1804 and Thomas Rose's
commentary on Northern engravings of 1832

~elied

on the

accounts of the local tour writers William Hutchinson
<1773 and 1794) and Richard Garland (1804). J M W

Tu~ner

sketched the waterfall in 1816, but the resulting
engraving did not appear until 1838. Most writers dwelt
on the more sublime aspects of the scene at
Snout- a sense of danger and even

hor~or

Cauld~on

pe~vades

their

accounts.

Cauldron Snout is first mentioned by William Hutchinson
on his Tour Tnrough Part of the Northern Counties, in·
the Years 1773 and 1774, returning from his
the Lakes,

E~cursion

in Westmoreland and Cumberland. The local

topographer's brief account owes much to Young's
description of High Force. Hutchinson uses Young's
precipice,
rock

roa.m,

prodigious noise,

and the

ph~ase

From

to rock.

The gra.nd Ca. ta.ra.cts of the river
curiosity.
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Tees excited our

to

-The Caldron Snoot is worth the traveller's
observation: AFter the river has slept in a. long and
serene canal .• i t pours its s trea.ms down continued
precipices, and Falls For several hundred yards .•
where i t is tossed From rock to rock, and ma.k i ng a.
prodigious noise, hurries Forward in sheets oF Foam. 1

There does not seem to be another mention of Cauldron
Snout until William Hutchinson provided an engraving and
more detailed description in his History and Antiquities
of the County Palatine of Durham published in 1794.
Hutchinson continued to copy some features of Young's
style, with the repitition of nouns as in From steep to
steep and

From buttress to buttress.

The columnar nature

of the whin sill is described, and Hutchinson
demonstrates his knowledge of the Picturesque in his
account of the bridge over the most awFul part oF the
gulph.

The waterfall is

c~lled the Caldron Snout,
From its being the mouth oF
a. long canal, where the river sleeps proFoundly. and
on a. sudden pours itselF out~ over a. succession oF
shelves and Falls, For the space oF several hundred
yards, through a. deep opening or gully in the rocks.
The grandeur oF this scene baFFles description; i t is
not to be expressed in any mini a. ture drawing; the
a.ugus t beauties must be imagined by the rea. der,
a.ccompani ed with the idea. .• that here a 1 arge and
powerFul river is hurried down From steep to steep,
-For more than two hundred yards, dashed and
distracted by opposing rocks, in various directions,
and resounding From the loFty shores, that tremble
on their thousand columns. Over the deepest and most
aw-Ful part o-F the gulph, but wherA the rocks approach
nearest to each other, a. bridge is laid, Formed oF
one piece oF timber, without any rail; where only
passengers, who have a. brain beFitted to aerial
-Flight, may go without horror: the length oF the beam
appears to be upwards oF Forty Feet From buttress to
buttress. 2

Hutchinson includes this natural feature in his History
and Antiquities, and though demonstrating his interest
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in the Picturesque,

does not describe the view

~rom

the

bridge, or give any station or viewpoint. Ten years
later, Thomas Pennant in A Tour
Harrowgate, and Brimham Crags

~rom

re~ers

Alston-Moor to
to Hutchinson's

illustrations. As with High Force, Pennant does not
visit Cauldron Snout

himsel~

<Map 4l,

copies the solicitor's account.
fort

.v

feet

buttress as

but blatantly

The rail-less beam oF

is 1 aid over the Tees From but tress to
it leaves a long canal to rush down between

opposing rocks.
The passage over the Tees at Caldron-Snout is
upon a single beam, oF Forty Feet, placed From
buttress to buttress, without any rail, over the
deepest part oF the vast chasm. In the level part oF
the country is a long canal, in which the river is as
dull as that of the Lethe. I t arrives at the brink of
a precipice, and rushes instantly, From steep to
steep, along a series of slopes, and Falls For the
space of two hundred yards, Foaming and roaring with
the opposition oF the rocks, and bounded on each part
by mural and columnar sides, darkening the deep
abyss. 3

In 1804 Richard Garland

~rom

Barnard Castle set out to

promote the picturesque scenery
description
~ull

o~

horror.

o~

o~

Teasdale. Garland's

Cauldron Snout in his Tour in Teesdale is

Picturesque terms, such as awful, sublime, and
The writer uses the present tense and describes

the scene

~rom

a station towards the

Garland is obviously

in~luenced

~oat

o~

by the vogue

the falls.
~or

listing

scenes or viewpoints, a vogue demonstrated in the
proli~eration

OT published 'Tours' he comments on at the

beginning OT his own Tour.
The awful and tremendous grandeur of the sight that
arrests your attention, is almost more than the mind
can bear. The painful, pleasing expansion of heart that internal sensation and best criterion oF the
true sublime - seizes you with instantaneous and
overwhelming energy. Directly berore you, the river
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is hurled headlong -From rock to rock, in a deep
recess, down the declevit,v or a mountain, all but
perpendicular, -For several hundred -Feet: and i-F i t is
possible that the horror or this scene can be
aggravated, i t is so b,v the uncouth aspect or the
surrounding objects. This is the only situation, or
eas,v access_, and sa-Fe enjoyment, when gained, where
,vou can command at once the whole view or this
astonishing ca.ta.ra.ct; the course or its
wildly-dashing stream not being in a direct line_. but
in many a devious bound.

Garland then gives directions to an even more sublime
viewpoint, complete with some sense of danger.
Ascend the hi 11 to the wooden bridge, which you wi 11
see at a dread-Ful height, and in the most romantic
position. near the top or the Fall. I t is a single
plank, but broad a.nd -Firm, with a railing on each
side. so that you may safely cross it. The stand in
the centre is sublime indeed!- not wholly divested or
a sense or persona 1 danger, .vou 1 ook downward,
through a shaggy cle-Ft, on the tumbling waters,
wetting you with their spray, and shooting, in their
most impetuous career, white as snow, a.nd swi-Fter
than the arrow, beneath your -Feet!

The local tour writer recommends that the visitor in
search of sublime views, continues above the bridge,
some way along the banks of the widened river Tees.
The Caldron Snout is a per-Fect contrast to the other
-Fall: and every pa.rt or its scenery is in tl1e purest
style or vast a.nd gigantic sublimity. A l i t t l e above
the bridge, the river is a. deep, lethargic pool,
(called the WeelJ its banks being a dead level -For
near two miles; and -From this circumstance, the name
or the cataract. the "Caldron Snout", probably
originates. Neither trouble nor -Fatigue should deter
the Tourist from going rather be,vond its nearest
extremity. The conception or a scene so wild and
magni-Ficent, is di-F-Ficult. Its extreme stillness, and
the desolate air or all .vou see, are even oppressive.
Not a house, a tree, or inclosure or an.v kind,
interrupt the boundless waste:- not one dash or
cheer-Ful green animates the black and dreary heath:
Chaos alone could be more terriric. 4
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o~

As mentioned at the beginning

this chapter, unlike

High Force, Cauldron Snout did not have the

bene~it

of

an early engraving to promote it to the tourist. John
Byng, for example, .was not aware of Cauldron Snout. The
~irst

widely published engraving came in 1832,

Rose's Westmorland, Cumberland,

Durham~

in Thomas

Northumberland,

Illustrated. Thomas Allam chose a v1ewpoint looking down
Cauldron Snout and including the railed footbridge. The
steel engraving was accompanied by a description by
Thomas Rose which emphasised the horror the tourist
could expect to

~eel.

There are parallels here with the

descriptions by William Hutchinson and Richard Garland.
For example, Garland's description
view from the bridge -with a
expansion of heart-

o~

powerFul~

the

ef~ect

of the

pleasing

is perhaps echoed by Rose's Feeling

oF anxiety and Fear in the heart oF the tourist.
"the madden' d Tees with maniac Fury Foams"; and a
tremulous motion is communicated to the adjacent
rocks by the rushing oF the torrent. I t requires some
nerve and i ntrepi di ty to pass the rudely-constructed
bridge which crosses the Fall: the roaring oF the
waters beneath. and the apparently unstedFast footing
oF the stucture whereon he stands. excites a Feeling
oF anxiety and Fear in the heart oF the tourist. The
scenery in the vicinity oF Caldron Snout is more wild
and romantic than that oF any other part oF Durham.~

Another engraving of Cauldron Snout was published in
1838.

<P 1 ate

1816,

~or

11)

A~ter

sketching High Force in August

T D Whitaker's History OT Richmondshire, J M

w

Turner proceeded to Cauldron Snout. Here the artist
chose the same viewpoint as William Hutchinson. Turner
had to manipulate the viewpoints to include the whole
staircase
top.

o~

cataracts with the railed

~ootbridge

at the

The watercolour from this sketch was finished in

!826, but was not engraved until 1838, by W R Smith for
Picturesque Views in England

~

Wales. The engraving,

'Chain Bridge over the Tees', shows Turner at his most
interpretative;

the footbridge clearly depicted in the

sketch is replaced by a hanging chain bridge, perhaps
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0
0

Plate 11

J M W Turner
'Chain Bridge over the River Tees'
sketched 1816 engraved -for "Pictur esque
Views in England & Wale s " 1838

based on that at Wynch Bridge lower down the river.

The

river Tees is shown descending an apparently bottomless
chasm; a grouse under the foreground heather and bushes
is unaware of the approaching gunman. John Ruskin
praised this picture and that of High Force.
Turner was the only painter who had ever represented
the Force o-F agitated water. He obtains this
e:•;pression oF Force in -Falling or running water bv
-Fearless and -Full rendering oF its -Forms.
In the Chain Bridge over the Tees, this passiveness
and swinging o-F the water to and Fro are yet more
remarkable; while we have another characteristic o-F a
great water-Fall given to us, that the wind, in this
instance coming up the valley against the current,
takes the spray up o-F-F the edges, and carries i t back
in l i t t l e torn, reverted rags ~nd threads, seen in
delicate -Form against the darkness on the le-Ft. 6

The accounts of Cauldron Snout by the geologists of the
time did not shake off the legacy of the sublime.

In

1833 T Sopwith describes the view from the bridge in h1s

Account of the Mining Districts:
the waters o-F the Tees rushing with impetuous Force
down a steep basaltic chasm o-F two or three hundred
yards in 1 ength ••• when the Tees is swollen wl th
rains, i t rushes down in one impetuous and unbroken
torrent o-F almost resistless Force, and .• with its
sides o-F -Framing tower-like cli-F-Fs, forms a spectacle
truly terrible and sublime. 7

John Phillips,

in The Rivers, Mountains and Sea-Coast of

Yorkshire (1855> identifies the rocks at Cauldron Snout
as 'greenstone'. The geologist records that the site,
though acessible from the High Force Inn,

is seldom

visited.

Three years later Walter White visited Cauldron Snout
while on his Month in Yorkshire.
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<Map 8> The isolated

site increases White's Feeling

o~

the sublime here,

in

contrast to the more romantic imagery he uses For other
natural sites in Yorkshire. White's description oF
Cauldron Snout echoes those oF William Hutchinson, with
direct use oF some oF Hutchinson's words, such as

dashing,

foam and -Frain rock to rock. White is the First

commentator to record that the grey whin sill appears
black when wet.

The current quickens, the Faint sound grows louder.
and presently coming to the brink oF a rocky chasm
we behold the cataract of Caldron Snout. The Tees
here makes a plunge of two hundred feet, dashing from
rock to rock, twisting, whirling, eddying, and
roaring in its dark and tortuous channel. The foam
appears the whiter and the grasses all the greener by
contrast with the blackness of the riven crags, and
although no single plunge equals that at High Force,
you will perhaps be more impressed here. You are here
shut out from the world amid scenes of savage beaut.v,
the sense of isolation begets a pro-Founder admiration
of the natural scene, and enjoyment of the manifold
watery leaps, as you pause at each while scrambling
down the hi 11 si de. 8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Hutchinson <1776) pp.325-326
Hutchinson <1794) Vol.III pp.280-281
Pennant <1804) pp.36-37
Garland <1804> pp.34-36
Rose <1832> Vol.II p.114
Ruskin {1873> Part II pp.362-363
Sopwith <1833) pp.149-150
Phillips <1855> p.46
White <1858> p.211
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CASE STUDY

AYSGARTH FORCE

The three waterfalls at Aysgarth in Wensleydale owe
their origin to a glacial lake which spilled over its
moraine dam and scoured down to the Great Scar
Limestone. The stepped falls are caused by the weaker
shale beds being worn by eddies and backwash in the
River Ure undercutting the harder layers of limestone,
which fall off.
upstream,

The system of falls is thus retreating

leaving gorges of recession. Potholes or

swirlholes are a feature of the jointed limestone of the
river bed.

In the 1760s paintings of Aysgarth Force were exhibited,
perhaps attracting Arthur Young to the scene in 1768.
Young's account was much copied by Thomas Pennant. J M W
Turner sketched here for T 0 Whitaker's History of
Richmondshire. Other visitors included the artist Edward
Oayes in 1803, the local historian Charles Fothergill
<1805), the geologist John Phillips (1855> and the
walker Walter White (1858). Their descriptions
demonstrate aspects of the development of the
Picturesque- the sixteenth century bridge,

the search

for 'stations', references to poetry and the growing
interest in geology.

It is the geological framework of

the waterfalls at Aysgarth, producing stepped falls and
steep gorges of recession,

that underpins the main

observations of the Picturesque visitors.

Paintings of Aysgarth Force were exhibited by Paul
Sandby in 1764 and Nicholas Oall

<a Danish painter who

lived in London from about 1756)

in 1767; their

existence was noted in R Gough's Anecdotes of British
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Topography published in 1768. One of these paintings may
have influenced Arthur Young on his agricultural six
months tour through the North of England to make a
diversion <shown on Map 3>
Aysgarth.

to view the waterfalls at

Young identifies a 'station' and describes the

view of the upper falls in a Picturesque way, as a
series of planes framed by the bridge and hanging hills;
the stepped nature of the falls predominates.
~sgarth-force was the object which led me to the west
of Danby ... the river Eure, at ~sgarth, falls in
several places over rocks in a very romantic manner:
The First fall is oF several steps, near the
bridge, and though of no great steepness, yet is
beautiFully picturesque: The theatre or the scene is
a very Fine hollow, inclosed by hanging hills,
seat tered with pendant trees; the river Foams down
several steps in its rocky bed, the view or which,
through the arch oF the bridge, is most elegantly
pleasing . .•. Under the arch you catch, in a most
beautiFul perspective, first some straggling shrubby
underwood. which hangs just under the brick-work,
then the sheet oF water Falling some Feet among the
rocks, particularly intercepted by three large loose
pieces; next is seen another level sheet nearer to
you than the Former, and then a second dashing among
straggling rocks, which throw up a Foam that is very
picturesque: The top or the bridge is thickly
over-grown with ivy; and the whole view is bounded by
fine hanging hills, scattered with trees.

Young goes on to describe the middle and lower falls,
emphasising the gorge of recession.

Lower down the river are three Falls more, which are
not a little striking, From the romantic spot in
which they are situated. The river is walled in with
rocks or a considerable height, their tops fringed
with shrubby wood; the lowest or the Falls is the
principal, For the water rushes between the vast
rocks, a double Fall or 12 or 15 Feet in the whole;
the object is a noble one, though far From being
equa 1 to the fa 11 oF Tees beFore described.
Upon the whole, these Falls are great curiosities,
and sufFicient, I should apprehend, to entertain the
least scrutinizing traveller. 1
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Two years later Thomas Pennant in his second Tour in

Scotland <Map 4) uses the same vocabulary; here are the
pendant trees,
the side

o~

the ·ivy-covered arch,

the

~alls,

the steep rocks at

a picturesque and romantic view,

from the same viewpoint beneath the bridge.

Reach ~ysgarth or ~ysgarth-Force? remarkable For the
Fine arch over the Ure, built in 1539. The scenery
above and below is most uncommonly picturesque. The
banks on both sides are loFty, rocky, and darkened
with trees. ~bove the bridge two regular precipices
cross the river, down which the water Falls in two
beautiFul cascades, which are seen to great advantage
From below. The gloom oF the pendent trees, the
towering steeple oF the church above, a.nd the ra.ge oF
the waters beneath the ivy-bound a.rch, Form a.ll
together a. most romantic view.

Pennant was accompanied by the Welsh artist Moses
Gri~~ith,

o~

and the engraving made

the lower

~alls

Unlike Young,
~eels

Grif~ith's

drawing

was included in the Tour in Scotland

<Plate 12). Perhaps because
describe the lower

~rom

~alls

o~

this, Pennant tends to

in terms

o~

the engraving.

Pennant notices the potholes, but he still

the need to use the earlier visitor's steps and

walls of rock,

Fringed with trees, as he too

concentrates on the stepped

~alls

in the gorge

o~

recession.

1 i ttle lower down a.re other Falls; but the Finest
where the river is
crossed by a great scar. which opens in the middle,
a.nd Forms a magniFicent Flight oF steps, which grow
wider a.nd wider From top to bottom, the rock on ea.ch
side Forming a regular wall. The river Falls From
step to step, a.nd a.t the lowest drops into a. rocky
channel, Filled with circular ba.sons, a.nd interrupted
For some space with lesser Falls. The eye is Finely
directed to this beautiFul ca.tara.ct by the scars tha.t
bound the river? being loFty, precipitous a.nd quite
oF a smooth Front, and their summits Fringed with
hollies a.nd other trees. 2
~

is at a.hout ha.lF a mile distance,
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Plate 12

Moses

G~if fith

'Aysga~th

Fo~ce '

fo~ Thomas Pennant
Scotland " 1772

eng~aved
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" Tou~

in

A~thu~

Young's

desc~iption

Thomas Maude's poem
Antiquities

o~

a~e

o~

the

quoted by

~alls

and 16 lines

F~ancis

G~ose

o~

in The

England and Wales <1785>, though the

inclusion

o~

this

evidently

~equi~ed

natu~al

in such a book

~eatu~e

explanation:

Although this bridge can scarcely boast a suFFicient
age to claim a place in this work, its erection being
so late as the year 1539, as appears by a stone
tablet on i t bearing that date; yet the extraordinary
beauty oF the surrounding scene, the Foaming cascade
seen beneath its arch, the venerable mantle oF ivy,
and the shrubs and trees with which i t is shaded and
adorned, all Join to compensate For its want oF
antiquity •••
This bridge, with the adjacent -Falls o-F the river
Eure, are thus pleasingly delineated in the poem
called Wensley-Dale:
But now, 0 Aysgarth, let my rugged verse
The wonders oF thy cataracts rehearse. 3

The accompanying

eng~aving

matches the

desc~iption;

steep woods

a~e

seen

<Plate 13>, dated 1774,

the

th~ough

uppe~

the

stepped

a~ched

and

~alls

b~idge

which

dominates the scene. Thus Young's viewpoint is copied,
as well as his

desc~iption

being quoted.

Thomas Maude's poem Wensley-dale
att~act

visito~s

appa~ently

helped to

to the dale. John Byng, who had never

come this way had he

not read the poem oF Wensley-Dale,

written by !'1r.!'1aude,

visited

Map 6 shows Byng's
hi~es

a guide

~alls.

4

to the

on 16th June 1792.

wate~~alls.

p~ints

and two

o~

Byng

the public house and views the

~~om

Byng pasted into his manuscript

North two
chu~ch

dive~sion

Aysga~th

o~

Tou~

to the

the bridge at Aysgarth, one

the

water~alls.
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lowe~

o~

the

Plate 13

eng~aving

o~

Aysga~th

in F~ancis G~ose
"The Antiquities
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o~

Fo~ce

dated 1774

England and Wales " 1785

Cha~les

Fothe~gill,

mate~ial

~o~

his

tou~ing

the

in 1805 to

a~ea

~ind

Natural and Civil History

p~ojected

Yorkshire, commented on the

g~owing

numbe~

o~

o~

visito~s

to Wensleydale.
A very few years ago this delightful valley was very
little known to travellers or to summer visitors but
since a great proportion of the company visiting the
Lakes now go this way instead of the more barren
route thro' Lancashire, its fame may become justly
extended.

Fothe~gill

makes one

comments on the
Aysga~th,

o~

~ive~

~e~e~~ing

the

~i~st

~eco~ded

potholes at the

pe~haps

lowe~

geological
~alls

at

to Pennant's obsevations.

Observed a great number of the round holes and
perforations about Aisgarth foss which have so much
occupied the attention of Natural Philosophers: ,,.,,hat
my uncle William has conjectured respecting them I
think very rational: he supposes, as is the case,
that a number oF small loose stones collect in
certain crevices of the rock, that in high floods the
water whirls these round and round with a velocity
sufficient to wear away the holes which contain them,
gradually deepening them. As a great proof in favour
of such a notion these holes are generally if not
always filled with stones whose aridges have
evidently been worn off by violent friction in a
circular funnel.:5

The

a~tist

Edwa~d

Dayes on his Picturesque

Yorkshire and Derbyshire in 1805 <Map 1)
that it was easy to miss these
~~om

Thomson's The Seasons as

~ecommendation.

the

lowe~

i~

Tou~

wa~ned

falls,

in
tou~ists

and quotes

to lend weight to his

Dayes gives no detailed

desc~iption

of

wate~~alls.

Here are several Falls, both above and below the
bridge, the whole range occupying an extent of nearly
half a mile. This should·be particularly remembered,
otherwise a stranger might miss the Force, where the
whole body of the river
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collected
In one impetuous torrent, down the steep
Loud thundering shoots, and shakes the country
round.
TH0/'1SON
The fa 11 s increase in height as they descend
the river; the lowest, or Force, as i t is called from
pre-eminence, being about twelve or fj fteen feet
high. 6

Some later writers did miss the lower Force. T 0
Whitaker's History of Richmondshire <1823) advises that:
in the line of the Ure, and immediate1y.beneath the
parish church, the course of the river lies over a
rocky and irregular channel of limestone, broken into
two deep and beautiful descents, one above and the
other beneath the bridge.'

However, J M W Turner, producing watercolours for
Whitaker's work,

sketched the Middle Falls and made two

sketches at the Lower Falls on 28th July 1816. Turner
chose to paint Aysgarth Force, the lower falls, for J
Scott to engrave for the History of Richmondshire <Plate
14). The river is fairly full, only the higher potholes
being visible;

the stepped falls, with the eroded shale

beds and the upper part of the gorge of recession are
shown in detail. As Mrs Hunt explained in her appraisal
of this view for the re-issue of the Richmondshire
engravings in 1891, Turner had carefully observed the
geological details.
The underworn and over 1 appi ng 1 edges o-F rock_, seen
either quite plainlv, or part1v veiled by the -falling
water, are drawn with a master's care and precision.
The -v·ery his tory o-f the Fa 11 has been consc i ous1 v or
unconsciouslv shown, and almost, i t might be said
commented on, bv the choice and arrangement of the
-Foreground. The water-Fall, as t1r. Ruskin savs, has
plainly travelled back -from the point in the
-Foreground where the -figure is sitting, and the
strong, sharp shadow o-f a much underworn bed o-f rock
is made the darkest thing in the whole composition.
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Plate 14

M W Turner
'Aysgarth Force•
sketched 1816 engraved -For " History o-F Richmondshire" 1823

J

The critic does not draw attention to Turner's equally
careful observation of the potholes, but does mention
the exaggeration he used to emphasise the height of the
falls. A comparison of Turner's sketch with the finished
engraving shows that the considerable height
amplification is aided by the inward curving of the
gorge sides, shown as vertical in the sketch.
Turner may have unwittingly compressed very slightly
the width oF the river's channel, and proportionately
increased the height oF the Fall. 8

The steel engraving by J Stowe <Plate 15>, after a
drawing by Nathaniel Whittock, chosen to illustrate
Thomas Allen's A New Complete History of the County of
York

<1828-31>

is of the lower Aysgarth Force. The

depiction of the stepped fall

is similar to Turner's,

though much cruder. The height of the falls is even more
amplified, with minute figures and curving gorge sides
adding to the exaggeration. This closer view omits the
potholes.

When the geologist John Phillips came to describe
Aysgarth Force in his Rivers, Mountains and Sea-coasts
of Yorkshire in 1855, he showed that elements of the
Picturesque were still of importance. The old bridge,
Turner's painting and the 'station' are as important as
the limestone and the effects of flooding.
at Aysgarth, with its conspicuous old church and
bridge (A.D.1536.1, rapids begin, and soon become t.he
powerFul cataracts on which Turner has bestowed some
touches of his magic pencil. The Ure, like other
northern streams, especially near their source,
varies greatl~ in respect of the quantity of water
which it discharges. In floods it is a great, a
mighty river, bursting with a prodigious effect
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Plate 15

Nathaniel Whittoc k
'Aysgarth Force'
engraved -for Thomas Allen "H istory o-f the
County o-f York " 1828-1831
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through magnificent rocks; but in droughts only a -few
gentle r i l l s - the tears o-f the Naiads- run over the
ledges of limestone. The bridge above the Falls is
commendable as a station -for looking on the river and
church.'"'

Walte~

White,

~etu~ning

in 1858

A Month in

fo~

Yorkshire, also notes the effect of
The stepped falls,

Aysga~th

Fo~ce.

ea~liest

desc~iptions,

~ainfall

a

featu~e

amounts on
of the

continue to dominate.

The water is shallow. and -falling as a white curtain
over the front of each step, shoots swiftly over the
broad level to the next plunge, and the next,
producing, even in dry weather, a very pleasing
e-f-fect. But during a flood the steps disappear, and
the whole channel is -filled by one great rapid,
almost terrific in its vehemence.~~

1 Young <1770) Vol.II pp.460-462
2 Pennant <1772) pp.350-351
3 G~ose <1785> p.65
4 Byng (1934-36> Vol.!!! pp.81-82
5 Fothe~g ill <1984) pp. 99, 173-4
6 B~ayley <1825) pp.103-105;
Summe~ lines 591-593 <1746 edition)
7 Whitake~ <1823> Vol.! p.393
8 Hunt <1891) pp.24-25
9 Phillips <1855) pp.60-61
10 White <1858) p.290
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CASE STUDY

HARDRAW FORCE

Hardraw Force in Wensleydale is reputedly the highest
single-drop

water~all

through a cycle
age. The

in England. The stream has cut

the Yoredale rocks

o~

lip is

water~all

there is a clear drop

o~

o~

Carboni~erous

Hardraw Scar Limestone, and

o~

about 90

~eet

over the

underlying sandstone and shales into a plunge pool. A
twisting gorge

o~

recession has been

have worn back. Until a
arti~icially

~ew

le~t

years ago the

as the

~alls

water~all

was

embellished by strenghening of the

limestone lip.

Hardraw Force was first described by John Hutton in
1781, but the next published account was not until 1823
with Whitaker's History of Richmondshire, which included
an engraving

a~ter

J M W Turner. The early accounts,

including an unpublished letter

~rom

William Wordsworth

in 1799, dwell on the gorge and the view from behind the
waterfall. The nineteenth century accounts of Whitaker,
John Phillips <1855> and Walter White <1855)

include

more geological observations.

Thomas Gray's Catalogue of the Antiquities, Houses •• and
Scenes ••

in England and Wales of 1773 merely listed

Hardraw Force as a scene more particularly worthy
Notice.

o~

<Map 2> The first description of Hardraw Force

appeared in one of the first Tours, The Tour to the
Caves by the Rev John Hutton in 1781. Hutton did not
have time to visit Wensleydale while on his tour to the
Ingleborough caves,

but quotes from his curate guide.

The guide had either visited the falls after heavy rain,
or exaggerated the amount of water; the description
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concentrates on the gorge and the view from behind the
waterfall.

"The chasm is pervious at the bottom, and extends
above three hundred yards in length, rortiried with
huge shattered rocks on each side, which are in some
places thirty three yards perpendicular, and the
i. ntervall um above eighty. ,Qt the -far end is an
am,azing cataract, which pours -forth a vast quantity
or water, that ralls into a deep bason. Behind the
water-fall is a deep recess excavated out or the solid
rock: Here the spectator may stand behind the stre,am
secure -from its maderying errects, and may go quite
round it upon one or the numerous saxa sedilia, at
the distance Or ten yardS -from the water."~

John Byng visited Hardraw Force on 17th June 1792, as a
result of reading Hutton's book. Map 6 shows how he made
a special journey to this site. Byng ignores Hutton's
estimated dimensions and grossly exagerrated the height
of the falls.

put up our horses at a public-house, the Green
Dragon, at Hardraw; whose landlord accompanied us, ,a
short distance, to Hardraw Water F,all, which is a
cave or rocks or tolerably easy appro,ach; -where the
str.eam -flows over the top or the rock in one sheet or
about 70 yards in height- making a most rumbling
noise in -falling, with a -fierce roam at bottom. It is
possible to stand behind this -fall, without being
wet ted. 2

In a letter to Coleridge in December 1799 William
Wordwsorth describes the waterfalls he and Dorothy
visited in Wensleydale. This letter had no direct
influence on other visitors, but illustrates the more
Romantic trend of the Picturesque, though there are
traces still of Picturesque theory. As well as
describing his feelings, Wordsworth identifies the
grandeur and beauty of the scene.

We had not gone above a rew hundred yards between two
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winding rocky bilnks berore we cilme Full upon it. It
ilppeilred to throw i tsel r in il nilrrow 1 i ne From il
lorty Willi or rock; the wilter which shot milni-festly
to some distilnce From the rock seeming From the
extreme height or the rilll to be dispersed be-fore it
reilched the bilson, into il thin shower or snow thilt
WilS toss'd ilbout like snow blown From the roo-f o-f il
house. We were disilppointed in the cilSCilde though the
introductory ilnd ilccompilnying bilnks were il noble
mixture or grilndeur ilnd beiluty. We willked up to the
rilll ilnd whilt would I not give ir I could convey to
you the imilges ilnd Feelings which were then
communicilted to me. Arter cilutiously sounding our wily
over stones or all colours ilnd sizes encilsed in the
cleilrest ice Formed by the spray or the water-Fall, we
round the rock which be-Fore hild seemed il
perpendiculilr Willi extending itselF over us like the
cei 1 i ng or il huge cilve; From the summit or which the
water shot directly over our heads into a bason ilnd
ilmong rrilgments Or rock wrinkled over with milSSeS Or
ice, white as snow, or rilther ilS D. silys like
congeilled Froth. The wilter Fell ilt leilst ten yards
From us ilnd we stood directly behind it, the
excilviltion not so deep in the rock ilS to impress any
reeling or dilrkness, but lorty ilnd milgni-ficent, ilnd
in connection with the ild}oining bilnks excluding ils
much or the sky ilS could well be spilred From il scene
so exquisitely beilutirul • ••••• I cilnnot express to
you the enchilnted errect produced by this Arabi iln
scene or colour ilS the wind blew aside the greilt
wilterrilll behind which we stood and hid ilnd revealed
eilCh or these rilery Ciltilrilcts in irregulilr succession
or displayed them with various gradations o-f
distinctness, as the intervening spray was thickened
or dispersed. In the luxury o-f our imaginations we
could not help reeding on the pleasure which in the
heat or a July noon this cilvern would spread through
a Frame exquisitely sensible. That huge rock or ivy
on the right! the bank winding round on the le-ft with
all its living Foliage, and the breeze stealing up
the valley and bedewing the cavern with the rai ntest
imilginilble spray. And then the murmur or water, the
quiet, the seclusion, and il long summer day to dream
i n! 3

Later, Wordsworth in his Guide through the District of
the Lakes recommended that summer visitors stop at
Hardraw Force on their way to the Lakes. Map 7 indicates
the relationship between Wordsworth's own journeys and
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the sites he suggested

Thomas

Whitake~

fo~

the

tou~ist.

in his History OT Richmondshire <1823)

attempted a geological explanation of the fall and the
recess behind it which afforded such a Picturesque
viewpoint.
At Hardraw is another waterFall or a character almost
peculiar to itselF. It is a grand column or water
projected From the edge or a rock, so as to detach
itselF completely From the strata beneath, and to
plunge without dispersion or interruption into a
black and boiling cauldron below. This singular and
happy errect has been produced by two causes: First
the bed or the torrent above is a stratum or rock,
broken orr at the point From which the projection
takes place, so hard that the perpetual attrition or
a violently agitated current has made little
impression upon its edge. ~nd, secondly, the strata
beneath are schistus, perpetually decompounding by
the action or the air, and widening the interval
between the race or the rock and this vast column or
liquid crystal, which may easily be surrounded and
viewed in its ever varying reFractions on every
side. 4

J

MW

fo~

of

Tu~ne~

had sketched many

Whitake~·s

wo~ked

etching by S Middiman and
16)

Tu~ne~

The

not

he~

eng~avings

wate~fall,

with

limestone

fo~ms

a deep

of

~ecess

fo~

<Plate
go~ge

of

figu~es

planes into the

pictu~e.

at the end

~ecession.

thought this a Fine drawing,

altogethe~

Hunt in

by John Pye.

th~ee

go~ge

Wo~dswo~th

eng~aving

wate~colou~

size placed at

ove~hanging

of the

up into a

chose a viewpoint some way back in the

to show the scale of the
dec~easing

in Wensleydale

book; the sketch made on 28th July 1816

Fall' was

'Ha~d~aw

wate~falls

match with

1891

app~aisal

Whitake~·s

though it does

desc~iption,

of the Richmondshire

explained.
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Ul

It is not true, however, that the perpetual attrition
or the current has made very little impression on the
proJecting ledge or hard limestone; that is much cut
dway, <3nd would be consi der<3bl y more so were it not
thdt d helping hand were lent to n<3tur~

Mrs Hunt repeats the story of how Ruskin, when at
Hardraw, was told that the lip of the falls was
artificially built up to make a more spectacular
waterfall. The current
"does wec3r it away, only you see we work at it."
"You will see mason's work, sir, ir you go to the top
or the c 1 i t=t= and 1 ook c 1 ose. "

Nathaniel Whittock's 'Hardrow Force', engraved by J
Lambert for Thomas Allen's New Complete History of the
County of York
closer view.

<1828-31) shows three tourists in a much

<Plate 17) This view is much less realistic

than Turner's; the recess is shown, but the horizontal
bed of limestone is shown as tilted, and the sides of
the gorge are brought together to frame the fall.

When the geologist John Phillips described Hardraw Force
in 1855, he could not dispense with the Picturesque
conventions of composition and the preference for the
colouring of evening light. Phillips is the first
commentator to mention the rainbow in the spray, seen at
around midday. He describes the gorge of recession, but
misses the generally acclaimed view from behind the
fai 1.

Hardraw Force •• is •• a bold leap or 99'-feet, which,
when much water Flows, rills the large basin or rocks
with sheets or vapour; sometimes iris-tinted, and
always very e-f-fective in composition. Hardly anything
can be more unlike, in a pictorial point or view,
than this noble Fall in a dry season, as compared
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Plate 17

Nathaniel Whittock
'Hardrow Force'
engraved -for Thomas Allen "History o-f the
County o-f Yo rk" 1828-1831
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with its appearance a-fter a day's heavy rain. The
stream is very short, and the water soon collects to
a rormi dabl e torrent, where not 1 ong be-Fore an easy
step might pass the stream. In all conditions or the
water, the deep, narrow and winding glen through
which the beck -Flows -From the cascade is or great
beauty, and specially interesting to the geologist,
who, seeing this little dell in the process or
-further extension into the heart or the mountain, may
be encouraged to estimate the length or the period
necessary -for such a stream to -Fashion such a ravine.
Let him do so when a summer evening is spreading
broad and solemn shadows over Wensleydale. 6

In 1858
~omantic

the

Walte~

view

inte~est

obse~vations

White in A Month in Yorkshire
th~ough

the falling

in geology
on the

p~evalent

wate~

~etains

the

and continues

at the time in his

go~ge.

passing through the public-house by the bridge, we
rind a path that leads us into a rocky chasm, about
ninety -feet deep and twice as much in width, the
1 i mestone c 1 i r:Fs hung with trees and bushes, here and
there a bare crag Jutting out, or lying shattered
beneath; while, cutting the grassy -floor in two, a
lively beck ripples its way along. A bend conceals
its source; but we saunter on, and there at the end
or the ravine, where the cl irrs advance and meet, we
see the beck making one leap -From top to bottom - and
that is Hardraw Scar. The rock overhangs above, hence
the water shoots clear or the clirr, and preserves an
irregular columnar -form, widening at the base with
bubbles and spray. You can go behind it, and look_
through the -Falling current against the light, and
note how it becomes -fuller and -fuller or lines or
beads as it descends, unti 1 they all commingle in the
-Flurry below .•• The geologist rinds in the ravine a
suggestive illustration on a small scale or what
Niagara with thunderous plunge has been accomplishing
through countless ages - namely, wearing away the
solid rock, inch by inch, root by root, until in the
one instance a river chasm is -Formed miles in length,
and here, in the other, a pretty glen a little more
than a -Furlong deep. 7
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Hutton (1781> p.42
Byng (1934-36> Vol.III pp.84-85
Shaver (1967) pp.279-280
Whitaker <1823> Vol.I p.413
Hunt <1891> pp.28-29
Phillips <1855> p.58
White <1858> pp.231-232
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CASE STUDY

Castle Eden Dene is a
by glacial

la~gely

CASTLE EDEN DENE

mile long valley incised,

fou~

into the

meltwate~,

magnesian limestone of the East

Du~ham

boulde~

clay and

Plateau. The soft

limestones sometimes form cliffs up to 100 feet high,
and

in Castle Eden

~esult

Bu~n

occasionally

Landslips and fallen boulders

unde~ground.

disappea~ing

a~e

common in

the heavily wooded dene.

From 1758 the Burdon family opened up and
dene, with paths,

ca~riageways

beginning of the nineteenth
to the

gene~al

imp~oved

the

and bridges. By the
the dene was opened

centu~y

public.

Castle Eden Dene was a

popula~

tou~ist

att~action,

though few published accounts have been found.
Cholmeley visited the dene in 1805 and
a~tist

J S Cotman to sketch

Edwa~d

B~ayley's

pe~suaded

The dene

the~e.

Te~esa

the

featu~ed

in

The Beauties of England and Wales in

1808, and in Thomas Rose's Westmorland, Cumberland,

Durham & Northumberland, Illustrated, published in 1823
with two
and

by Thomas Allam.

illust~ations

a~tists

desc~ibed

and depicted the steep, sometimes

overhanging sides of the heavily wooded,
dene with

la~ge

These writers
deeply incised

fallen blocks of limestone littering the

valley

floo~.

Te~esa

Cholmeley of

B~andsby

Hall

Castle Eden Dene by

ca~riag~

on 7 August 1805. Her

account,
theo~y

in a letter to

he~

in

Yo~kshi~e

son, shows how

visited

Pictu~esque

and language had been adopted. Mrs Cholmeley

notices the inequalities oF ground,
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immense rocks and

apparent caverns, as well as
ca~~iageway

and the

listed,

disappea~ing

desc~

the

p~aising

p~ovision

the layout of the

of seats. The

st~eam

t~ees

a~e

noticed and two views

i bed.

The evening was fine and allowed of our seeing Castle
Eden dean partly in & partly out of our carriages.
The scenery far surpassed my most sanguine
expectations.' The drive thro the valley is I suppose
-Full 3 miles, as they charge it 4. It sometimes
-Faintly resembles the Forge Valley, but the breadth &
whole scale is -Far grander & more beautiful. The
valley is -Full of the most interesting changes and
1nequalities of ground. Sometimes you have a steep
tho' short hill to ascend, and then as precipitate a
descent. O-Ften by rustic bridges or fords you pass a
stream or rather the bed o-F a stream, but whose
rocky, stoney channel has great beauties tho'
generally devoid o-F water. Immense rocks rise of
either side, sometimes abrupt, sometimes receding and
of various colours and kinds. Fine ash, oak and elm
flourish tho' almost apparently growing out of the
rock itself, which rocks are sometimes cloathed with
festoons o-F ivy, sometimes with thick dark masses of
yew (which grow there in great abundance) and
sometimes presenting a bold naked sur-Face, seen thro'
the light airy foliage of the ash. Frequent recesses
and even apparent caverns also occur, some near, some
higher up in the receding rocks. The road seems
always conducted with the purest simple taste, often
overhung by embowering trees that cross it in wildest
fantastic shapes, and reminded me o-F the low garden
t-lalk at Rokeby by the side of the Greta. You have one
grand view o-F the castellated house rising proudly
over the tops of the woods & which put me much in
mind o-F f1rs Ratcli-F-Fe's Castle of Udolpho, and
another view for which vou turn a 1 i ttle out of the
road to a thatched seat, magnificent to a degree! A
steep and ~~oad vallev of wood, & near the centre one
single grand rock of the most exquisite grey tint I
ever beheld, simplv projecting! When I saw it the sky
had thickened & misty rain was beginning to fall. but
the scene wanted no glaring lights. All was in
per-Fect harmony. I do not think it could be seen to
more sublime advantage!

In

he~

next

lette~

to

he~

son
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F~ancis.

Te~esa

Cholmeley

illust~ates

the special relationship that had developed

between her

~amily

and the artist John Sell Cotman.

Cotman was staying with the Cholmeleys at Brandsby
the

thi~d

F~ancis

summe~,

~or

but was on a visit to Rokeby with

at the time.

M~s

Cholmeley was

dete~mined

that

Cotman should see Castle Eden Dene, and wrote on 15
August:
M.v love to Cotty and hope he likes my plan ror him.
Oh.' Castle Eden Dean he must see, as well as Durham
berore he comes back to his home at Brandsby. 1

Cotman was persuaded by his
the Dene. He was in
Septembe~

pat~on

to visit

City between 6 and 14

Du~ham

we~e

turned into the surviving chalk

late~

with ink and watercolour studies
the

~~iend

1805 and it would have been then that he made

sketches that
Eden Dene,

and

Ou~ham'

on the

concent~ation

the Dene.

'In Castle

was exhibited at the Royal Academy in

year; this

~allowing

o~

watercolou~~

t~ee

with its

masses, reminds one

o~

the

Greta studies. As this study is not one of the 'views'
in the dene,
not easily

In 1808

but a study

o~

t~ees,

Cotman's viewpoint is

identi~ied.

Edwa~d

Brayley, writing

o~

Castle Eden Oene 1n

The Beauties of England and Wales described the fallen
masses of limestone, the waterfall at Gunner's Pool, and
recognised the

~aulting

at The

T~ossachs.

The Dean extends about three miles rrom its entrance
on the sea shore, and taking a waving course,
constitutes some or the -finest scenery in the county~
being deep, woody and rocky. In many parts or the
Dean, the rocks so exactly tally in their strata, and
approach so nearly with correspondent angles, as to
justiry the idea or their having been torn asunder by
some great natura 1 convu 1 s ion. Various detached
masses, that seem to have been rent rrom the summit,
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Plate 18

Thomas Allom
'The Grotto, in Castle Eden Dean'
engraved -for "Westmorland, Cumber land,
Durham & Northumberland, Illustrated " 1832
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lie in the bottom o~ the Dean, with trees and
brushwood growing upon them. At the head oF the dell
is a natural cascade, which issues ~rom the crevice
o~ a rock, and Falls into a bason called Gunner's
Pool. 2

Thomas Rose in Westmorland, Cumberland, Durham

&

Northumberland, Illustrated, published in 1823, quotes
the

fi~st

the

sou~ce.

pa~t

of

Gunne~·s

Pool,

but omitting the fallen

So we have a natural convulsion which tore the

rocks asunder,
rock

without naming

desc~iption,

Rose then almost copies Brayley's account of

the faulting and
~ocks.

B~ayley's

and the

cascade

From a

crevice in the

falls into a bason.

Appearances would argue .. that this de~ile was
originally ~armed by some great convulsion oF nature,
which tore the rocks asunder. The tourist, as he
passes along the road which has been made through i t ,
is delighted with the various beauties which present
themselv·es be~ore him in this singularly wild and
romantic valley. A beauti~ul cascade, issuing From
the crevice o~ a rock at the head oF the dell, ~ails
at length into a basin called Gunner's Pool.

The

desc~iption

p~ovided

of the Grotto seems to have been

by Rose himself.

The Grotto is an object o~ great curiosity, well
worthy the attention o~ tourists. I t appears to be a
natural excavation o~ the rock, and is approached by
a saFe and commodious Foot-wav.. ~ormed For the
convenience o~ visitors, by the order o~ the spirited
and liberal proprietor oF the mansion-house. On one
side o~ the path the excavated rock rises in a
semi-arch; and on the other, the opening Foliage
discovers the rich interior oF the wooded valley· or
dean. 3

The two

eng~avings

in Rose's book show

the paths established by the
G~otto'

(Plate 18) gives an

owne~.

using

Rowland Burdon.

exagge~ated
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tou~ists

'The

view of one of

Plate 19

Thomas Allam
'Castle Eden Hall, Durham'
engraved -for "Westmorland, Cumbe r land,
Durham & Northumberland, Illustrated " 1832
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the apparent caverns
Cholmeley.

p~eviously

In 'Castle Eden Hall'

has stopped

fo~

a glass of wine

desc~ibed

commanding a

Te~esa

<Plate 19) one
whe~e

g~oup

a gap in the

gives a view of the extensive mansion
eminence,

by

situated on an

good 1 and and sea prospect.

1 Holcomb (1980) pp.25. 26
2 s~ayley <1808) pp.125-126
3 Rose ( 1823) Vol . I p. 29. Vol . I I p. 155
4 Mackenzie & Ross <1834) p.403
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t~ees
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CASE STUDY

GORDALE SCAR

Near Malham the long escarpment of Great Scar Limestone
runs east-west, formed by the Middle Craven Fault.
During the Pleistocene, water from melting ice flowed

over frozen ground and over the escarpment, forming
waterfalls at Malham Cove and Gordale. The waterfalls
gradually cut back, forming a deep gorge at Gordale. The
smaller present-day stream issues out of a limestone
'window'

and re-deposits some of the limestone dissolved

in it as tufa in a lower waterfall. As Gordale Scar is
approached,

the misfit stream is followed up to the

escarpment and through the twisting high-sided gorge to
the waterfalls.

The search for

immensity and horror for many Picturesque

Tourists ended with Gordale Scar,

in spite of its

location away from good roads <Map 5>. An engraving of
1766 from Thomas Smith's painting perhaps induced Thomas

Gray to visit Gordale Scar in 1769. A stream of visitors
followed,

notably Adam Walker in 1779, John Housman in

1802, Edward Dayes in

1803~

Frederic Montagu in 1838 and

Walter White in 1858. The best known surviving painting
was made by James Ward in 1811.

The visitors recorded the narrow entrance into the
gorge, the rocks fallen from the high overhanging gorge
sides and the sudden view of the waterfalls. The height
of the gorge is usually exaggerated, and the images are
of immensity,

horror and danger.

A large print engraved by J Mason after a painting by
Thomas Smith was published in. December 1766 with an
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insc~iption
o~

the

which gave an explanation

wate~~all

at

Go~dale

o~

the

~o~mation

Sea~.

Gordal, at f1alham in Craven, Yorkshire. The waters
collected in a Sudden Thunder Shower about 18 years
ago, burst a Passage thro: the Rock (where i t -First
appears tumbling thro: a kind or an ~rchJ and Rush'd
with such Vi.olence that i t -Fill'd the Valley below
with Vast pieces or broken Rocks and Stones -For a
quar.--· or a !'1ile below, w.c:n were be-Fore a bed or
Sand. This View is Inscrib'd to Tho. • Lister or
Gi sburn Park Esq.,.. by his most hum.~- Serv. t; T. Smith

This

p~int

Go~dale;

may well have

att~acted

Thomas

it is mentioned in his Journal

1769 to Thomas

Wha~ton

G~ay

o~

to

lette~s

o~

<published in 1775>.

Oct: 12 to visit Gordale-Scar. wa N:E: day gloomy &
cold. i t Jay but 6m: -From Settle .• but that way was
directly over a Fell~ & i t might rain, so I went
round in a chaise the only way- one could get near i t
in a carriage, we:,.., made i t -Full 13m: & hal-F or i t
such a road! but I got sa-Fe over i t , so there's an
end, & came to !'1alham (pronounce !'1aumJ a village in
the bosom or the mountains seated in a wild & ~~eary
valley. -From thence I was to walk a mile over very
rough ground, a torrent rattling along on the le-Ft
hand. on the cli-F-Fs above hung a -Few goats: one o-F
them danced & scratched an ear with its hind--Foot in
a place where I would not have stood stock-still
-For all beneath the moon.
as I advanced the crags seem'd to close in, but
discover'd a narrow entrance turning to the le-Ft
between them. I -Followed my guide a -Few paces, & lo,
the hills open'd again into no large space, & then
all -Farther way is bar'd by a stream, that at the
height or about 50 -Feet gushes -From a hole in the
rock, & spreading in large sheets over its broken
-Front dashes -From steep to steep, & then rattles awav
in a torrent down the va 11 ey. the rock on the 1 e-Ft
rises perpendicular with stubbed yew-trees & shrubs,
staring -From its side to the height o-F at least 300
-Feet. but these are not the thing! i t is that to the
right, under V.lc:,.., you stand to see the -Fall .• that
-Forms the principal horror or the place. -From its
very ba.se i t begins to slope -Forwards over vou in one
black & solid mass without any crevice in its
sur-Face, & overshadows hal-F the area below with its
dread-Ful canopy. when I stood at (I bel ieveJ -Full 4
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yards distance From its Foot, the drops w='"'
perpetually distill From its brow, Fell on my head, &
in one part oF the top more exposed to the weather
there are loose stones that hang in air, & threaten
visibly some idle Spectator with instant destruction.
i t is saFer to shelter yourselF close to its bottom,
& trust the mercy oF that enormous mass, w=n nothing
but an earthquake can stir. the gloomy uncomFortable
day well suited the sav~ge aspect oF the place, &
made i t s t i l l more Formidable. I stay'd there (not
without shuddering) a quarter oF an hour, & thought
my trouble richly paid, For the impression will last
For liFe. at the alehouse where I dined, in 1'1alham,
Vivares, the landscape-painter, had lodged For a week
or more. Smith & Sellers had also been there, & two
prints oF Gordal e have been engraved by them.
return'd to my comFortable inn. night Fine, but windy
& Frosty. 1

Gray's sense of danger and sublimity, and his choice of
imagery,

are repeated by many later visitors.

In 1773,

two years before the publication of this account, Gray
included Gordale in his Catalogue as a scene more
particularly worthy oF notice

<Map 2>.

Adam Walker wrote an article on the caves and other
natural

curiosities in the western edge oF Yorkshire for

the General Evening Post of September 25th 1779; further
publicity was gained bj the reprinting of the account in
Thomas West's Guide to the Lakes ten years later. Walker
uses Gray's height of 300 feet, changing this to 100
yards,

but grossly exaggerates the overhang of the gorge

sides; Gray's use of the words 'gushes'
is copied. Walker does,

and 'threaten'

however, show first-hand

observation of the waterfall over the tufa screen.
good heavens! what was my astonishment! The Alps, the
Pyrenees, K"i 11 arney. Loch-Lomond .• or any other wonder
oF the kind I had ever seen .• do not aFFord such a
chasm • •.•.• But iF you would conceive i t properly,
depend upon neither pen nor pencil, For ' t i s
impossible For e1ther to give you an adequate idea oF
i t . - I can say no more than that I believe the rock
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to be above 100 yards high, that in several places
they project above 100 yards over their base .• and
approach the opposite rock so near that one would
almost imagine i t possible to lay a plank from one to
the other. At the upper end of this rent (which may
be about 300 yards horizontally long) there gushes a
most threatening cascade through a rude arch of
monstrous rocks, and tumbling through many fantastic
masses of its own forming, comes to a rock of entire
petrification~
down which i t has a variety of
picturesque breaks, before i t enters a channel that
conveys i t pretty uniformly away. 2

Sarah Aust,

in a Companion to the Beauties of Scotland,

to the Lakes .. and to the Curiosities of the District
of Craven, in the West Riding of Yorkshire of 1799
suggests a diversion to see Gordale Scar. The writer
seemed to be aware of the view from above the waterfall,
but the conditions prevented her full exploration and
provided a more sublime experience. The sudden view of
the waterfalls is included.
From Settle to Skipton, by- Gordale~ the carriage road
is 24 miles. By all means
take this round to see, in
Gordale Scar, one of the most astonishing, as well as
one oF the most terri-fic efFects, that can be
produced by rocks and falling water, particularly i f
you should turn round the point of the rock into the
hollow, (as I did) in a storm of hail,. rain, sleet,
and snow, accompanied by a boisterous win~ I took
shelter under the bend of the rocks, and the sun
shone before I quit ted the Scar.: but every step being
rendered extremely slippery, i t was impossible for me
to clamber up the sides of the Fells,. I thereFore
lost the grandest e-ffect of the scene.J

John Housman's Descriptive Tour, and Guide to the Lakes,

Caves, Mountains, and other Natural Curiosities, in
Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and a part of the
West Riding of Yorkshire was published in 1802. While
adding further details about Gordale Scar, Housman
fairly obviously leans heavily on the descriptions of
these earlier writers. Housman borrows Walker's rent and
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rocks which project over their base. He also copies
Gray's images;

the overhanging rocks still

threaten the

spectator or visitant and drops of water distill from
them. The general feeling continues to be one of horror
and fear.

Pursuing the dim path, and cautiously directing our
steps over Fragments oF rocks towards a rent in the
mountain immediately beFore us, with the brook on our
leFt, we suddenly turn an acute angle oF a
perpendicular rock to the right, when a scene at once
opens in Full view, which excites the greatest
astonishment. We perceive ourselves just entering the
apparent ruins oF a huge castle, whose walls are
most 1 y entire to the height oF about 120 Feet. The
gloomy mansion strikes us with horror; and a lively
Fancy would readi 1 y place beFore us the massy Form
and surly looks oF its ancient gigantic inhabitants.
What greatly adds to the sensations oF Fear and
amazement, which every one must Feel, in some degree,
on his First entering herein, are the rushing
cataracts at the Farther end, and the hanging wa 11 s,
particularly that on the right, which projects
considerably over its base, and threatens to crush
the trembling visitant. The Form oF this chasm is
somewhat elliptical, quite open at the north end; but
the south end, through which the water pours,
although partly open, is suFFiciently barred up by
immense Fragments oF rocks so as to prevent all
Further progress. It consists oF two apartments, or
areas; the First is about 100 yards by 40; the other
is inaccessible, and appears to be about 20 yards bv
1 0.; its area probably a pool oF water. ~t the Farther
end, a stream issues From the top oF the rock, and
Falling 8 or 10 yards at one leap, disappears in the
upper apartment, till, reaching its conFines, it
again tumbles down in a broken sheet oF Foam into the
greater area, and hurries down a rough channel to the
river ~ir. The walls are black; and, as beFore
observed, project -frightFully over their bases:
bushes oF ivy and some small ash trees appear on the
tops oF these rocks, From the pores oF whose horrid
Front large drops oF water continually distil. No
rooF seems ever to have covered this gaping wonder oF
Nature. 4

By 1801 Thomas Pennant, reporting his Tour from Downing

to Alston-Moor in 1773 <Map 4) can describe Gordale as
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celebrated. As well as listing the very rare plants
about these picturesque scenes, the naturalist is the
~irst

writer to

the rock as limestone. Pennant

identi~y

perhaps borrows Adam Walker's chasm and the rocks which

project; the

~ormation

have been obtained

o~

~rom

the limestone 'window' may

the 1766 engraving

a~ter

Thomas

Smith.

I breakfasted at the hamlet of Nalham •. took a walk
by the side of the 11ir here, a rapid torrent, through
a stony valley, to visit the celebrated Gordale
Coves, a vast chasm open to the sky, embosomed in
rock; one side projects, and in a manner wraps round
the tremendous concavity, and impends so as to -form a
vast hollow beneath, sloping inwards from top to
bottom. The material is a solid limestone .• with only
fissures enough to admit the path of a few 1 arge
junipers above. Out of the concavity, at a vast
height, bursts forth a copious stream, which must
have had a fine ef-fect; but the passage having been
destroved by a great flood, much of its beautv is
1 ost. e

Edward Oayes in his Picturesque Tour in Yorkshire &

Derbyshire made in 1803 <Map ll employs to greater
e~~ect

the language

o~

the picturesque in the cult

o~

Nature, while showing that he had read Gray's
desct~iption.

Oayes copies Gray's rocks which threaten

the-spectator with instant destruction. Gray's height
300

~eet

is doubled by Oayes, who retains the savage

aspect of the place
the

~irst

the

water~alls;

o~

~rom

the earlier writer.

writer to advocate the
here his use

reaches its peak,
him

o~

o~

di~ficult

Oayes is

clamber up

Picturesque terms

the awfu 1 immensity and horror t·em i nd

the paintings

o~

Salvator Rosa.

Here a stupendous mass of rocks -forms a ravine,
through the bosom of which flows a considerable
stream. This opening contracts till you are led into
a corner, where e\<er.v object conspires to produce one·
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o-f the grandest spectac I es in nature. The rocks dart
their bold and rugged -fronts to the heavens, and
impending -fear-fully over the head o-f the spectator,
seem to threaten his immediate destruction. Here rock
is piled on rock in the most terri-fic majesty; and
what greatly improves the grandeur o-f the scene, is
an impetuous Cataract, that rushes down their dark
centre, almost tearing up, as i t were, with its
irresistible -force, the very -foundations o-f the
earth. Good heavens, what a scene! how sublime!
Imagine blocks o-f lime-stone rising to the immense
height o-f two hundred yards, and in some pI aces
projecting upwards o-f twenty over their bases_; add to
this the roaring o-f the Cataract, and the sullen
murmurs o-f the wind that howls around; and something
1 ike an idea o-f the savage aspect o-f this pi ace may
be conceived. Here the timid will -find an end to
their journey: mysel-f and guide, with some
di-f-ficultv, ascended the craggs up the -fall, keeping
the water to the right hand, and arrived at a large
opening, where massy ~~agments o-f rock are scattered
about in the most wild and -fantastic manner. ~bove,
through a large hole, at the height o-f twenty or
thirty yards .• poured down the collected -force o-f the
whole stream, which -forms the cascade below. This is,
perhaps, the -finest part o-f the whole place, and
shou 1 d by no means be neg I ected.. hov·iever di -f-fi cu 1 t
the ascent to i t may be • •..•• The lover o-f drawing
will be much delighted with this place: immensity and
horror are its inseperable companions, uniting
together to -form subjects o-f the most aw-ful cast. The
very soul o-f Salvator Rosa would hover with delight
over these regions o-f con-fusion. 6

Whereas John Housman considered that the waterfall was
inaccessible, Edward Dayes' entreaty that the ascent
through the gorge should be made was followed by some
visitors.

In the summer of 1807 the Wordsworths, after

visiting the Strid,

lodged at Burnsall and visited

Gordale <Map 7) on the way to Kendal; Dorothy wrote:
From Burnsall we walked with a guide over bare hills
to Gordale, and there we rested under the huge rock
-for several hours, and drank o-f its cold t..,aters, and
ate our dinner. We then c I imbed up the side o-f the
water-fall and made our way over the crags to f'1alham
Cove, then drank tea at the Inn, and returned again
in the evening to Gordale. Next morning t"'alked to
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Settle. 7
William Wordsworth included Gordale as an interesting

spot in his Guide through the Lakes.

Gordale Scar became perhaps the most painted natural
site in the study region. Arter the engraving rrom
Thomas Smith's painting in 1766 came Nicholas Dall's
'View or Gordal,

near Malham in Craven, Yorkshire',

exhibited in 1776, and Thomas Girtin's 'Gordale Scarr'
painted about 1801.

In 1804 Paul Sandby Munn exhibited a

painting or Gordale at the Royal Academy; an artist
seated on a rock in the middle distance, making a sketch
or the waterrall,

is almost certainly John Sell Cotman

who at this time was on sketching tours with Munn to
increase the stock or drawings Munn's brothers were
selling in London. Francis Nicholson exhibited
watercolours or Gordale in 1805 and 1808.

Thus Gordale Scar was known to lovers or sublime scenery
by the time James Ward accepted a commission rrom Lord
Ribblesdale to paint the scene. Ward had been
recommended by Lord Ribblesdale's son for his skill as a
painter or animals. While at Gisburn Park rrom 6th to
30th August 1811, Ward made many pencil sketches of the
Scar and the ramous Gisburn herd of wild cattle, and
produced several oil studies for the picture exhibited
at the Royal Academy in 1815.

It is not possible to find

the artist's viewpoint, as he was not interested here in

rigid attention to truth,

but more in capturing the

grandeur and sublimity of the scene, as described by
Gt·ay, Walker and Dayes. So Ward exaggerates the scale of
the site and its savagery with the inclusion or a
prorusion or cattle, righting stags and a menacing bull;
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Plate 20

Nathaniel Whittock
'Fall at Go~dale'
engraved -fo~ Thomas Allen
County o-f York" 1828-1831
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" Histo~y

o-f the

he

the twisting

~emoves

simplifying the
statu~e,

~ock

ent~ance

fo~mations

to the

Sea~,

to emphasize

thei~

suggests the imminent collapse of the cliffs,

and uses a

somb~e

of

~ange

colou~s

to fill his vast

canvas.

J

M W

Tu~ne~

~esulting

visited

wate~colou~

"beginning" was
wate~colou~.

aquatint of
Ingleton,

Go~dale

neve~

is now lost, and a
wo~ked

Go~dale

Go~dale

by J

Roge~s

an

p~oduced

in his 'Views of Caves

Sea~

fa~

colou~

up into a final

In 1818 William Westall

nea~

and Malham Cove'.

In 1830 Nathaniel Whittock's
20)

in 1805 and 1816, but one

d~awing

was

eng~aved

<Plate

Allen's New and Complete History of

the County of York. Allen copies Oayes' comment on
immensity and horror,
exagge~ated

feet.

but takes

height of 100

ya~ds,

Allen substitutes 10 yards

Walke~'s

ph~ase

about the

go~ge

Walke~·s

less

t~anslating
fa~

this into

100 yards

sides:

in

in several

places

they project above 100 yards over their base.

The

theo~y

about the

f~om

fo~mation

insc~iption

of the Scar perhaps comes

to Smith's engraving, with its

the

refe~ence

to

a Sudden Thunder Shower.
Not -far -from 1'1alham is Gordale-Scar. one o-f the most
stupendous scenes in Yorkshire, immensity and horror
being its inseperable companions, uniting together to
-form subjects o-f the most aw-ful cast. The rocks are
o-f extraordinary height, being not less than 300
-feet, and in some places projecting more than ten
yards over their base. ~n opening was -formed in this
limestone rock by a great body o-f water, which
coli ected in a sudden thunderstorm about 1730, and
now -forms a highly romantic
cascade o-f twenty or
thirt.v yards in height. 8
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Gordale Scar continued to evoke descriptions o+ awesome
nature;

in 1838 Frederic Montagu in Gleanings in

C~aven

wrote:

I never recollect the awe or Nature's arm being so
strongly put upon me, and I write this with the
recollection or having encountered many perils and
gales or wind in many seas. It appears to have been a
solid mass or rock, rent asunder by a convulsion or
nature, a-f-fording a passage to the pent up torrent
which rushes through the yawning -fissure, and
revelling in its liberty, dashes downwards, -forming a
most grand and terri-fic cataract.
By the projection from either side or its base, the
two rocks, though considerably distant at the bottom,
admit only or a narrow line or light -from above,
whilst the cle-fts in the rocks' sides, or wherever a
lodgement or earth appears, the deep and glossy green
or the yew re-freshes the eye in its wandering over
the pale grey or the vast rock ... ~t last we attained
the summit or the mountain, when, looking down into
the chasm beneath. horror and immensity were de-fined
with thrilling truth: but nothing short or the
reality could give any one the slightest notion of
this spot."'
It was perhaps Dayes' account that most influenced
Montagu. Here is the phrase immensity and horror first
used by

Oayes~

and the view from above the waterfall;

here too are the cataract and the projecting rocks which
Oayes himself had copied from earlier writers.

Twenty years later Walter White, spending A Month in

Yorkshire, visited Gordale Scar. White describes the
bend in the gorge which gives a sudden view of the
waterfall, the narrow grim crevice and the cli+fs which

overhang rear-fully above. Though al ieviated by the more
romantic little brook babbling out toward the sunshine,
White's gloomy scene echoes the sense of the sublime
first described by Thomas Gray in 1769.

you enter a great chasm, where the crags rise high
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.and singularly rugged, sprinkled here .and there with
a sm.all Fir or gr.acerul .ash, where the bright green
turF, sloping up into .all the ins .and outs or the
d.ark gray cliFF, .and the l i t t l e brook babbling out
tow.ards the sunshine, between gre.at m.asses or rock
r.allen From .above, enliven the otherwise gloomy
scene. You might r.ancy yourselF in .a gre.at rooFless
c.ave; but, .ascending to the re.ar, you rind .an outlet,
.a sudden bend in the ch.asm, n.arrower, .and more rocky
.and gloomy th.an the entr.ance. The cliFFs rise higher
.and overh.ang re.arrull y .above, .appe.ar i ng to meet
indeed .at the upper end; .and there, From th.at grim
crevice, rushes .a w.aterr.all. 1 o

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Toynbee (1935> pp.1106-1107
West <1799> p.235
Aust <1799-1803> p.30
Housman <1802) pp.23-24
Pennant <1801> p.108
Brayley <1825> pp.70-73
de Selincourt <1937) Vol.I p.138
Allen <1829-1831) pp.86-87
Montagu (1838> pp.101-103
White <1858) pp.327-328
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CASE STUDY

THE CAVES OF INGLEBOROUGH

Ingleborough ha& the conditions necessary for the
development of karst scenery. From a capping of
Millstone Grit, streams flow over Yoredale rocks until
they meet the Great Scar Limestone. Here the weakly
acidic water dissolves the limestone, enlarging joints
and disappearing underground through cave systems. Some
of the dissolved calcium carbonate is redeposited in the
cave systems as stalactites and stalagmites. Steep sided
valleys have been carved out, ·with the help of ice,
through to the base of the 200 metres thickness of
limestone, allowing access to the cave systems. At
Gaping Gill, Fell Beck falls down a shaft of 110 metres
into the largest underground cavern in Britain; the
water eventually emerges at Ingleborough Cave as Clapham
Beck

(Map 11).

Disappearing streams, swallow holes, and stalactites in
underground caves, with the attendant danger and
difficulties of access, appealed to the Picturesque
tourist. An article in the Gentleman's Magazine of 1761
was followed by Adam Walker's Description of some
natural curiosities in 177R, John Hutton's Tour of the
Caves in 1781 and John Housman's inclusion of the caves
in his Guide to the Lakes in 1802. These accounts
concentrated on the accessible Weathercote and Yordas
Caves and Alum Pot <Maps 5 & 11>.

Ingleborough Cave was

discovered in 1837 and opened as a show cave; Frederic
Montagu described it in the following year. The
geologist John Phillips included perhaps the first
published cave survey with his explanation of the origin
of Ingleborough Cave. J M W Turner painted Weathercote
Cave twice,

in 1808 for his patron Walter Fawkes, and in

1816 for Whitaker's Richmondehire.
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In 1818 William

Map 11
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Westall produced a set of prints of four of the caves,
complete with tourists.

Tourism in the Yorkshire Dales may well have started as
a result of the publication in 1761 of this account of
Ingleborough by 'Pastor•

in the Gentleman's Magazine

I t is a mountain, singularly eminent, whether you
regard its height, or the immense base upon which i t
stands. • • • • • As you ascend the mountain the 1 and is
more barren ••••• As the mountain rises, i t becomes
more rugged and perpendicular, and is at length so
steep that i t cannot be ascended without great
dirriculty, and in some places not at all.
The
root or the mountain abounds with ri ne springs on
every side, and on the west side there is a very
remarkable spring near the summit • ••••• Near the
base, there are holes or chasms, called swallows,
supposed to be the remains or Noah's deluge; they are
among the lime-stone rocks, and are open to an
incredible depth. The springs towards the east all
come together, and -fall into one or these swallows,
or holes, called Allan Pott; and a-fter passing under
the earth about a mile, they burst out again and rlow
into the river Ribble, whose head, or spring, is but
a. 1 i ttle -further up the valley. The depth or this
swallow, or hole, could never be ascertained; i t is
about 20 poles in circum-ference, not per-fectly
circular, but rather oval. In wet, -foggy weather i t
sends out a smoak, or mist, which may be seen a
considerable distance • ••••• There is likewise
another hole, or chasm, a l i t l e west -from the other
two, which cannot be descended without dirriculty:
You are no sooner entered than you have a
subterraneous passage, sometimes wide and spacious,
sometimes so narrow you are obliged to make use o-f
both hands, as well as -feet to crawl a considerable
way; and as I was i nrormed, some persons have gone
sever a 1 hundred yards, and might have gone much
-further, durst they have ventured. There are a great
many more holes, or caverns, well worth the notice or
a traveller: some ~ry, some having a continual run o-f
water
There is likewise, partly south-east, a
small rivulet, which ralls into a place considerably
deep, called Long-kin; there is likewise another
swallow, or hole, called·Johnson's Jacket-hole, a
place resembling a runnel in shape, but vastly deep;
a stone being thrown into i t , makes a rumbling noise,
and may be heard a considerable time; there is also
another, ca 11 ed Gaper-Gi 11; into which a good many
springs -fall into one stream, and a-fter a
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subterra.neous pa.ssage or upwa.rds or a. mile, brea.k out
a.ga. in, and wind through Cl a.pha.m • • • • wha. t seemed very
rema.rka.ble to me, there wa.s not one rivulet running
rrom the ba.se or the mounta.i n tha.t ha.d not a.
considerable subterraneous pa.ssa.ge. All the springs
a.rose towa.rds the summit, a.mongst the greet-stones,
a.nd sunk or rell into some hole, as soon a.s they
descended to the lime-stone rocks; where pa.ssing
under ground ror some wa.y, they burst out a.ga.in
towa.rds the ba.se. 1

The Gentleman's Magazine,

~ounded

in 1731 by Edward Cave

under the pseudonym Sylvanus Urban, was the

~irst

"Magazine•; by 1750 it was enjoying a secure popularity.
The article on Ingleborough created great interest;
Ingleborough could only be ascended with

di~~iculty,

and

va.stl y deep cha.sms led to subterra.neous pa.ssa.ges along

some

o~

which it was necessary to crawl.

"Pastor• did

not mention the cave stalactites, but he described
Gaping Gill and the resurgence at Clapham; he was aware
o~

the relationship between limestone and the

underground movement

o~

water.

Other writers were soon describing the wonders

o~

this

limestone area. Thomas Gray on 12th October 1769 stopped
at Ingleton <Map 2):
a. pretty villa.ge situa.ted very high & yet in a. va.lley
a.t the root or tha.t huge crea.ture or God
Ingleborough. 2

Gray hurried on to Gordale, and had time the next day
only to sketch the outline
visit any

o~

o~

Ingleborough; he did not

the caves. Four years later, Thomas Pennant

too visited Ingleton <Map 4)
sea.ted a.t the root or the grea.t mounta.in or
Ingleborough ••• ha.d not the leisure to visit it; but
wa.s inrormed tha.t it wa.s well worth a. traveller's
a. t tent ion on a.ccount or the va.st ca.verns it a. bounds
with, and the various plants very rare in other
places. 3
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Adam Walker wrote A Description of acme natural
curiosities in the we•tern edge of Yorkshirs for the
General Evening Post of September 25, 1779; the article
was added to Thomas West's

Guide to the Lakes ten years

later. Walker, using a range of picturesque terms,
described Weathercote Cave:
To ci mind ccipcible or being impressed with the grand
cind sublime or ndture, this is ci scene thdt inspires
ci pledsure chdstised by dstonishment! Personal sa-Fety
cilso insinudtes itsel-F into the vilrious -Feelings,
where both the eye ilnd eilr eire so tremendously
CISSdiled.- To see ciS much wdter CIS would turn several
mills, rush -From a hole near 70 yards above the eye,
in such a projectile as shews its subterraneous rcill
to be very considerable be-Fore i t enters the cavern;
cind to see the ri ne skirting or wood, with various
rdntdstic roots and shrubs through a spray, enlivened
by ci per-Fect rainbow, so rar above the eye, cind yet
within the earth, has something more romantic and
awrul in i t than any thing or the kind in the three
kingdoms .14

In 1781 the Rev. John Hutton from Burton-in-Kendal wrote
the second edition of his Tour of the Caves. Though he
was originally from the Ingleton area, Hutton employed
the local curate as a guide. Hutton made references to
the classics on his first visit to a cave. The
underground waterfalls and limestone deposits attracted
attention in this gloomy cavern.
we ilrrived at the object or this excursion,
Yordas-cilve ••• Having never been in ci cave be-Fore, a
thousand ideas, which hcid been ror milny yedrs
dormant, were excited in my imaginiltion on my
entrdnce into this gloomy Cdvern. Several pcissages
out or Ovid's f1etamorphosis, Virgil, and other
classics crowded into my mind together ••• The roar
was so high, cind the bottom and sides so dcirk, that
with all the light we could procure rrom our candles
and torches, we were not able to see the dimensions
or this Cdvern ••• The l i t t l e CaSCcides which rell in
various places -From the roar and sides, with
dirrerent trilling notes, served to entertain the ear
with their watery music; while the eye WCIS busy in
dmusing itsel-F with the curious re-flections which
were mil de by our 1 i ghts -From the streams and
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petri-Fications which appeared all around us ••• We
were shewn a low and narrow passage on one oF the
shelves ot= the rock near the chapter-house, which we
were inFormed led to a wider path, extending itselF
into the heart ot= the mountain; but our curiosity was
satis-Fied without crawling among the rocks besmeared
with slime and mud. From the dome ot= this natural
edi-Fice -Fell a -Fine and Fluent cascade, which served
in a peculiar manner to embellish the works oF
nature, in a stile superior to any thing we can have
in those ot= art.

When John Hutton came to describe Weathercote Cave, he
copied many of Adam Walker's phrases, while adding some
details.

Both the eye and ear are so tremendously

assai led became our ears and eyes were equally
as toni shed, the

very considerable subterraneous Fall

became a stupendous subterranean cataract. The fall
remained enough to turn several mills, and produced the
same rainbow in its spray.
we came to Weathercoate-cave or cove the most
surprising natural curiosity oF the kind in the
island ot= Great Britain. It is a stupendous
subterranean cataract in a huge cave, the top oF
which is on the same level with the adjoining lands.
On our approach to its brink, our ears and eyes were
equally astonished with the sublime and terrible. The
margin was surrounded with trees and shrubs, the
-Foliage ot= which was oF various shapes and colours,
which had an excellent eFFect, both in guarding and
ornamenting the steep and rugged precipices on every
side. Where the eye could penetrate through the
leaves and branches, there was room -For the
imagination to conceive this cavern more dreadFul and
horrible, it= possible, than it was in reality. The
cave is oF a lozenge Form, and divided into two by a
rugged and grotesque arch oF 1 imestone rock: The
whole length A·om south to north is about sixty
yards, and the breadth about halt= its length •..
Having descended with caution From rock to rock, we
passed under the arch and came into the great cave,
where we stood some time in silent astonishment to
view this amazing cascade. The perpendicular height
oF the _north corner oF this cave, was Found by an
exact admeasurement to be thirty six yards; near
eleven yards From the top issues a torrent oF water
out ot= an hole in the rock, about the dimensions oF
the large door in a church, suF-Ficient to turn
several mills, with a curvature which shews, that it
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has had a steep descent be-Fore i t appears in open
day; and ralls twenty rive yards at a·single stroke
on the rocks at the bottomy with a noise that amazes
the most intrepid ear. The water sinks as i t ralls
amongst the rocks and pebbles at the bottom, running
by a subterranean passage about a mile, where i t
appears again by the side or the turnpike roady
visiting in its way the other caverns or Ginglepot
and Hurtlepot. The cave is ri lied with the spray that
arises from the water dashing against the bottomy a.nd
the sun happening to shine very bright Y we ha.d a
sma.JJ vivid ra.inbow within a. few ya.rds or us, ror
coloury size a.nd situation, perha.ps no where else to
be equa.JJ ed.

John Hutton also visited Alum Pot,
measu~ements,

o~

~epo~ted

Pot was a vast a.byss

o~

whe~e

again he made

the guide's statements. Alum

terrible hia.tus,

to be viewed

with horrour.
we came to Ala.n or Alumn-poty two or three furlongs
above the 1 i ttle vi lla.ge or Selsi de. I t is a round
steep hole in the limestone rocky about eight or ten
ya.rds in diameter Y a.nd or a tremendous depth,
somewhat resembling Eden-hole, in Derbyshire. We
stood ror some time on its marginy which is -Fringed
round with shrubsy in silent astonishment, not
thinking i t saFe to venture nea.r enough to its brim,
to try i r we could see to its bottom. The pro-Fundity
seemed va.st and horrible -From the continued hollow
gingling noise, e:o:cited by the stones we tumbled into
i t . We pl ummed i t to the depth or a hundred a.nd ri rt y
rive feet, -Forty three oF which were in water, a.nd
this in an extra.ordina.ry dry season: As the direction
or this hole wa.s not exactly perpendicular but
somewha.t sloping, i t is very probable we were not
quite a.t the bottom. A subterranean rivulet descends
into this terrible hia.tusy which caused such a
dreadful gloom from the spra.y i t raised up as to make
us shrink back with horrour, when we could get a. peep
into the va.st a.byss.e

John Byng employed a guide

Cave on 18th June 1792. It is
use OT the

Pictu~esque

an account

w~itten

his visit to

TO~

inte~esting

Weathe~cote

to note his

language OT gloom and horror in

TOr his own beneTit, though as we

have noted above Byng was

d~awn

John Hutton's Tour OT the Caves.
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to the

a~ea

by

~eading

From the top or this perpendicular cave are to be
seen the -falls o-f water that lose themselves at the
bottom; and to which we approach'd by a most
1 abor i ous descent; here the two cascades are to be
seen thro', upon a small passage leading into a
horizontal cave: much wetting is to be encounter'd,
and some danger apprehended.- These cascades -fall
with an horrid din, -filling the mind with a gloom or
horror. 6
J

G~ant

in 1797 hinted at the

the area; visitors

we~e

g~owing

tou~ist

charged ls. to visit

t~ade

in

Weathe~cote

Cave. By 1802 John Housman in A Descriptive Tour, and

Guide to the Lakes, Caves, Mountains, and other Natural
Curiosities, in Cumberland, Westmoreland, and a part of
the West Riding of Yorkshire was recommending that the
Yo~kshi~e

caves could be visited on the way to the

lakes, o~ afte~ a tou~ the~e. 7

As well as

Atte~mi~e

Cave, Gingling Cave

whe~e

stones

thrown down are heard gingling along, in di-f-ferent
tones, -from one tier or rocks to another, Ginglepot,
Hu~tlepot,

a gloomy cave o-f despondency, Douk Cave,

Ba~efoot-Wives'-hole,

Cave,

Mei~gill,

Ha~d~awkin,

Cave, and Catknot-hole

G~eenside

whe~e

Gateki~k

the jutting

rocks and pendent petri-fications, in every grotesque and
-Fantastic shape, and glittering in the richest manner,
render an hour's wandering along this subterraneous
passage a very delight-ful excursion, Housman
Alum Pot, Long

Chu~n

and

Yo~das

Cave.

In

Housman copies some of Hutton's clasical
impossibility of

dete~mining

desc~ibed

Yo~das

Cave,

~efe~ences,

the

the size of the cave, and

the curious petri-fications in the natural edi-fice.
The cave opens into an apartment so spacious and
extensive, that, with all the blaze or our elevated
candles, we could scarcely see either its roo-f or its
walls. On turning to the·right, we immediately lose
sight or day; the noise or the cataract increases,
and we soon rind ourselves on the brink or a
subterraneous rivulet. -No cave in romance, no den or
lions, giants or serpents,. nor any haunts or ghosts
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or Fairies, were ever described more t=r i gh t t=u 11 y
gloomy and dismal than this now be-Fore us • •••••
Being at length more habituated to darkness, our
lights had a better et=t=ect; the high smooth root= and
walls are seen distinctly, as well as the curious
petri-Fications hanging there-From • ••••• We now enter
a narrow pass at= Five or six yards, where the root= is
supported by seven pillars: there is only room For
one person in breadth; but the height is very
considerable. The internal brook pushes along this
crevice, which renders i t the most di-F-Ficult part o-f
our subterraneous excursion, and which, a-Fter great
rains, e-F-fectually excludes a passage • ••••• we soon
reached the cascade which we had heard For some time
at a distance ••••• The broad sheet at= water, the
spray arising From the Fall, and the beauti-Ful
petri-Fications, all illuminated with the light o-f the
candles, produce et=t=ects in this natural edi-Fice
which the puny et=t=orts ot= art may attempt to imitate,
but in vain.

Housman leaned heavily on John Hutton's description for
his account of Alum Pot. The dimensions of the pothole
are used, with minor changes and conversions from yards
to feet and furlongs to parts of a mile. The pro-Fundity
and hollow gingling noise of the stones

tumbled into

the hole are repeated. The subterranean rivulet
continued to produce a spray and gloom in the hiatus,

adding to the horrour which was felt. John Hutton's
descriptions of the associated Long-churn and Dicken Pot
also find their way into Housman's account, with
identical measurements and descriptive phrases.

Alan or Alumn-pot is a circular hole in the rock,
near 30 Feet in diameter, and at= t3 tremendous depth,
·having some distant resemblance to Elden-hole, in
Derbyshire. I t is situated about a quarter at= a mi 1 e
above the village at= Selside, and halt= t3 mile From
the Ribble. Its margin, which cannot be approached
without danger, is Fringed with shrubs. Stones
tumbled down make a terrible and long-continued,
hollow, gingling noise, which proves the great
pro-Fundity at= this vast hiatus. I t does not descend
exactly perpendicular; nor is i t easy, i-f at all
practicable, to ascertain its depth: when Founded, i t
was -found 165 Feet deep; and, although at a very dry
season, contained 43 Feet at= water. A subterraneous
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rivulet descends into this vast hole, and causes a
gloomy spray, which adds to the horror oF the view.
From its bottom the brook continues to run about a
mile, and then appears in open day below the l i t t l e
village oF Selside. ~low mound oF earth surrounds
the brim or this dangerous pit, by no means
suFFicient to prevent sheep and cattle From grazing
on its margin: to these animals i t Frequently proves
Fatal.
Long-Churn is another hiatus, not Far From
~lumn-pot,
but a l i t t l e higher up the mountain, From
whence proceed two long subterraneous passages, in
contrary directions: the one running east, the other
westwards.- The Former is called Dicken-pot, along
which the subterraneous brook runs to the tremendous
~lumn-pot.- This passage slopes, widens, and
contracts at intervals For the space oF 157 yards, to
which distance i t has been explored; but a
perpendicular rock oF 12 Feet descent precludes any
Farther researches without the assistance oF a ladder
and ropes. ~t the Furthest end is an elegant loFty
dome, called by the country people St.Paul's. The
1 at ter passage proceeds towards the source oF the
rivulet, along its subterraneous channel, and may be
pursued through numerous turnings and windings For
near a quarter or a mi 1 e, when another oriFice
appears. The distance oF these chasms From each
other, in a direct 1 i ne above ground, is not more
than about 240 yards.- Near the western extremity is
a Fine round pool oF clear water, said to be From 3
to 12 Feet deep, called Dr.Bannister's Hand-bason: a
high and spacious dome is placed immediately over i t ,
corresponding nicely with the hollow receptacle
below. ~ rivulet Falls down a steep rock, about
six-Feet high, into this bason, which, though very
dangerous, i t is necessary to ascend berore we reach
the upper oririce. ~small ladder taken with the
party wi 11 be Found very convenient. These caverns
should be visited only in very dry seasons, otherwise
such a copious Flow or water runs along them as
renders i t diFFicult, and oFten impracticable, to see
them.a

John Bigland in The Beauties

o~

England and Wales in

1812 drew attention to the area around Ingleton, with
many objects worthy the attention oF all admirers or
romantic scenery.
Yordas Cave is situated under a mountain called
Greg-rooF. The entrance is through a rude arched
opening, 12 Feet by 20, resembling the gateway oF an
ancient castle. The whole extent oF this cavern is
about 56 yards in length, 13 yards in breadth, and 16
in height. Towards the leFt are several recesses
called Yordas bed-chamber, Yordas oven, &c. The rooF
and the walls exhibit a variety oF petriFications.
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Bigland's description OT Weathercote Cave closely
Tallows that OT John Hutton. Bigland copies Hutton's
description OT the setting, with the trees and shrubs
guarding and ornamenting the • •

rugged precipices.

Bigland gives the lozenge-shaped cave the same
dimensions and the same grotesque arch oF limestone,
with a small vivid rainbow •• no where else to be
equalled.

Weathercote Cave displays a scenery sti 11 more
romantic and sublime. The top oF this cavern is
nearly on a level with the adjoining lands, and the
margin is surrounded with trees and shrubs, which
have an excellent eFFect in guarding and ornamenting
the steep and rugged precipices. The cave is oF a
lozenge Form, and divided into two by a grotesque
arch oF limestone rock: the length From north to
south is about 60, and the breadth about 30 yards. At
the south end is an entrance down into a small cave,
on the right of which is a subterraneous passage into
the great cave, where the astonished visitant sees,
issuing From a large aperture in the rock, an immense
cataract Fa 11 i ng above 20 yards in an unbroken sheet,
with a noise that stuns the ear. The water disappears
as i t Fa 11 s among the rocks and pebbles, and runs
about a mile along a subterraneous passage. The whole
cave is Filled with the spray that arises From the
cataract, and sometimes a small vivid rainbow
appears, For which colour, size, and situation, is
scarcely any where else to be equalled. 9

In 1808 Turner made his Tirst visit to Farnley and on
his tour sketched Weathercote Cave; the next year he
completed a watercolour OT the cave TOr his patron
Walter Fawkes.The painting shows that Turner had made
the descent into Weathercote Cave to see the cascade
Tram below; an artist is included in the painting.
Whilst on a sketching tour in 1816 Tor Whitaker's

Richmondshire, Turner Tound the cave was in Tlood and
had to make do with a view Tram the top.

<Plate 21> When

Longmans published S Middiman's engraving OT Turner's
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pictu~e

in 1823 it was entitled

hal~-~illed

with

app~op~iate

account

wate~';
o~

and

'Weathe~cote

Whitake~

w~ote

Cave when
an

the caves:

Ascending the course of Greta from Ingleton along a
broken basis oF limestone, protruding itselF at every
turn among the green herbage, the furrowed side of
Ingleborough on the right, and its rival Whernside on
the left, shed a gloom and horror over the landscape.
Near the little chapel oF Ingleton Fells, the Greta,
now become an inconsiderable mountain torrent,
alternately merges and re-appears, leaving a channel
oF rock never covered but in floods. Here the tourist
tells with undi st i ngu i shi ng wonder oF Hurt 1 epot and
Ginglepot, and other dismal excavations common to all
limestone countries, scarcely discriminating From
very ordinary appearances one of the most astonishing
objects in this kingdom; this is Weathercoat Cove, a
waterfall of great depth and force, completely
subterraneous, yet enlightened by the sun, which
sometimes Forms a beautiful iris from the spray .
• • • • • The approach is a steep and slippery descent,
beneath a yawning arch oF limestone, opposite to
which, from a mouth about one-third part or the whole
depth from the surface, issues a tremendous cataract,
and this, after dashing into a rocky basin beneath,
instantly turns to the left oF the spectator, where
its wa tens are 1 ost in another dark and di sma 1
aperture, which, having no visible termination,
leaves the imagination to wander in Fancied seams or
danger and horror • ••••• but so cavernous is
1 imestone, and so Fantastic the appearances which it
occasions when combined with water, that the Greta
itselF in dry seasons repeatedly sinks beneath its
rocky channel, merging and emerging with the rapidity
oF an eel •
••••• the well-known cavern oF Yordas, ••.•• This
cavern is more striking when seen without than
within; the unfea tured desolation and gloom around,
the wide yawn oF its mouth, and the instantaneous
darkness which takes place immediately beyond,
especially iF contrasted by strong sunshine, have a
powerful effect upon the mind. 1 0

The sub-title given to the

eng~aving

wate~colou~

Richmondshire emphasised that

~o~

the conditions
Cave

we~e

fidelity

Whitake~'s
unde~

rathe~
o~

which the

unusual.

Tu~ne~'s

wo~k

M~s

a~tist

saw

Tu~ne~'s

Weathe~cote

Hunt commented on the

he~e:
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f~om

Plate 21

J

MW

Tu~ne~

'Weathe~cote

wate~colou~
"Histo~y

of

Cave,
c.1820

nea~

fo~

Ingleton'
eng~aving

Richmondshi~e "
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1823

fo ~

The shower which has "halF Filled the cave with
water" is Flying along the sky. The hazels are wet
and glistening with it, and the sunbeam brings out
their shadows interlaced and quivering on the bare
rock, wet and glistening also. A Faint curve or
prismatic colour plays in the dri-Ft which hovers over
the truly sunless depth below. Exaggeration there is
none, unless it be in the moorland above the thicket,
which is too like a mountain side . .•.
A very good and honest view or Weathercote Cave,
by W. Westall, A.R.A., in 1818, bears remarkable
testimony to Turner's Fidelity. The gnarled boughs or
the overhanging tree Jutting out, or which the
shadows are so valuable, appear in Westall's print,
and both artists have counted the outstretched limbs
or it, and sympathized with its grip or the
many-Fractured rock. The depression or the rock over
which a Flood such as Turner's would Flow, is given
by Westall. 11

Mrs Hunt, writing in 1891, does not really indicate the
~ull

extent

o~

Turner's skill. The artist's sketchbook

drawing has no suggestion

o~

the rainbow; this effect

was added, perhaps in response to one of the earlier
descriptions by Walker or Hutton, or to fit Whitaker's
text.
William Westall's aquatints

o~

'Views of Caves near

Ingleton, Gordale Scar and Malham Cove'

<Plate 22>

inspired William Wordsworth to write three sonnets; one
describes the disappearing and re-appearing streams in
limestone areas:
Pure element or waters! wheresoe'er
Thou dost Forsake thy subterranean haunts,
Green herbs, bright Flowers, and berry-bearing
plants,
Rise into lire and in thy train appear:

Wordsworth included Weathercote Cave as one of the
interesting spots recommended to tourists using his
Guide on their way to the Lakes. <Map 7>

Four years later G.Nicholson produced lithographs of
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'Six Views

o~

Picturesque Scenery in Yorkshire',

including views

o~

Weathercote Cave and Hurtlepot.

In 1838 Frederic Montagu in Gleanings in

C~aven

describes Ingleborough Cave, discovered the previous
year by the owner

o~

the Ingleborough Estate, J W

Farrer. He had a stalagmite barrier removed, and the
cave lit with candles
Naturally enough,

~or

over 200 yards

it is the stalactitic

~or

tourists.

~ormations

that

receive most attention.
The most prominent and interesting Feature connected
with this spot, is a tremendous cavern only very
lately discovered, and which has already been
explored to the distance oF more than a mile.
I am very desirous to give an idea oF this place,
From its being so comparatively unknown, (For I was
the FiFtieth person who visited it) and its having
acquired already the character oF surpassing all
other caves in England.
In walking through these explored regions, it is
quite impossible Fully to appreciate the beauties oF
Nature, in all the many diversiFied ornaments with
which she has chosen to Furnish her chambers: From
the rooF, where it is not minutely tesselated, with
the utmost precision there impend innumerable
stalactites oF many Forms;- some beautiFully
translucent, some having the appearance oF ivory, and
many 1 ike inverted Forests oF dwarF oaks. In one
chamber rising From the ground is a perFect
Li 1 iputian Fort, upon the very borders oF the stream,
Four Feet in height, with perFect ramparts and
bastions:- then I discovered whole stalagmite Forests
oF trees; now and then a Faery bath oF the coldest
water; and upon one side, an extended and bright
silvery line,- a mark probably where the water had
stayed its progress. In the third chamber is a
stalagmite, the very shape oF the only house oF
industry we know oF- the bee-hive:- the water was
dropping upon it rapidly, and the time may arrive
when it wi 11 be Joined to the rooF. The cave is a
museum oF wonders, and well-repaid hours may be
passed in it. ~tone spot is a perFect column, in the
very centre oF a chamber, and those who delight in
music may have their ears gladdened by a peal oF
sweet-toned bells- such as they have never heardFrom stalactites. z:z

By the middle

o~

the 19th century the
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scienti~ic

study

Plate 22

William Westa ll
'Wate~fall in Weathe~cote Cave'
eng~aved 1818
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of the caves had started. John Phillips in 1855, in his

Rivers, Mountains and Sea-coast of Yorkshire, explained
the origin of Ingleborough Cave and its limestone
formations:
In this long t3nd winding gt3llery, -Fashioned by nt3ture
in the marble heart o-F the mountain, -Floor, roo-F and
sides are everywhere intersected by -Fissures which
were -Formed in the consolidation o-F the stone. To
these -Fissures t3nd the water which has passed down
them, we owe the -Formation o-F the ct3ve and its rich
-Furniture o-F stalactites • ••.••
Wht3t is this source o-F water which -Flows through the
Cave? ••• ascend the slope o-F Ingleborough. Above
the Cave in all its length is a thick scar o-F
limestone, which by absorbing the rains may
contribute to swell the little underground river. On
much higher ground we see many little rills collected
into t3 considerable beck .•• The beck, extremely
variable with season and weather, is swallowed up by
a large and deep cavity or Pothole in the great Scar
Limestone, called Gaping Gill ••• There is no other
known opening to the Cave -from the upper ground, nor
any other great e-F-Flux o-F water which can be supposed
to be -Fed -From Gaping Gi 11 than that which is seen
near the Cave mouth.
By this passage o-F water, continued -For ages on ages,
the original -Fissure was in the -First instance
enlarged, through the corrosive action o-F streams o-F
acidulated water; by the withdrawal o-F the streams to
other ri ssures, a di -Frerent process was called into
operation. The -Fissure was bathed by drops instead o-f
streams o-F water, t3nd these drops, exposed to
air-currents and evaport3 t ion, yielded up the -Free
carbonic acid to the air and the salt o-F lime to the
rock. Every line o-f drip became the axis o-F a
stalactital pipe -From the roo-F; every sur-Face bathed
by thin -Films o-F liquid became a sheet o-F sparry
deposit. The -Floor grew up under the droppings into
-Fantastic heaps o-F stalagmite, which, sometimes
reaching the pipes, united roo-F and -Floor by pillars
o-F ex qui s i t e beau t y. 1 ::s

As well as mentioning Gaping Gill, which had been
neglected since 1761, Phillips included one of the first
cave surveys to be published,

'Plan and section of

Ingleborough Cave, as presented by Mr.Farrer to the
Geological Society in 1848'

<Plate 23>.
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During his

Month in Yorkshire in 1858, Walter White

paid a shilling to visit Ingleborough Cave, where he
emphasised the stalactite

~ormations

in a romantic

description.

An involuntary exclamation broke -From me as I entered
and beheld what might have been taken ror a
glittering -Fairy palace. On each side, sloping gently
upwards till they met the roo-F, great bulging masses
or stalagmite or snowy whiteness lay outspread, mound
a-Fter mound glittering as with millions or diamonds
The cavern widens; we are in the Pillar Hall;
stalactites or all dimensions hang -From the roo-F,
singly and in groups. Thousands are mere nipples, or
an inch or two in length; many are two or three -Feet;
and the whole place resounds with the drip and tinkle
or water. Stalagmites dot the -Floor, and while some
have grown upwards the stalactites have grown
downwards, until the ends meet, and the ceaseless
trickle or water -Fashions an unbroken crystal pillar.

White also visits Weathercote Cave, again paying a
shilling. Here the sublimity
there is some

di~~iculty

o~

o~

the scene is stressed;

access, and the place is

gloomy, rugged as chaos.
1'1r.f1etcalre •• unlocks a door, and leads the way down
a steep, rude rl i ght or steps into a rocky chasm,
-From which ascends the noise or -Falling water. A
singularly striking scene awaits you. The rocks are
thickly covered in places with -Ferns and mosses, and
are broken up by crevices into a diversity or -Forms,
rugged as chaos. A rew -Feet down, and you see a
beauti-Ful crystalline spring in a cle-Ft on the right,
and the water turning the moss to stone as it
trickles down. A -Few -Feet lower and you pass under a
natural bridge -Formed by huge -Fallen blocks. The
stair gets rougher, twisting among the big, damp
lumps or limestone, when suddenly your guide points
to the ra 11 at the -Farther extremity or the chasm.
The rocks are black, the place is gloomy, imparting
thereby a surprising errect to the white rushing
column or water. A beck running down the hi 11 rinds
its way into a crevice in the clirrs, -From which it
leaps in one great rail o-F more than eighty -Feet,
roaring loudly. Look up: the chasm is so narrow that
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o~

the trees and bushes overhang and meet overhead; and
what with the subdued 1 i ght, and mi xtLire oF crags and
verdure, and the impressive aspect oF the place
altogether, you will be lost in ~dmiration.
To descend lower seems scarcely possible, but you
do get down, scrambling over the big stones to the
very bottom, into the swirling shower oF spray. Here
a deep recess, or chamber at one side, about eight
feet in height, affords good standing ground, whence
you may see that the water is swallowed up at once,
and disappears in the heap oF pebbles on which it
falls. Conversation is difFicult here, For the roar
is overpowering •..
Through the absence oF sunshine I lost the sight of
the rainbow which is seen for about two hours in the
middle oF the day From the front oF the fall. 14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

The Gentleman's Magazine <1761> pp.126-128
Toynbee & Whibley (1935> p.1106
Pennant <1801> p.114
West <1799> p.233
Hutton <1781) pp.13-17, 25-27, 42-43
Byng <1934-36> Vol.III p.90
Mavor <1798) Vol.IV p.255
Housman <1802> pp.48, 34, 45, 53, 37, 50-51
Bigland <1812) pp.735-736
Whitaker <1823> Vol.!! pp.343-344, 353
Hunt <1891 > p. 48
Montagu <1838> pp.121, 125-126
Phillips <1855> pp.31-32
White <1858) pp.261, 263, 252-255
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PICTURESQUE DESCRIPTION

The particular nature

o~

Picturesque tourism -to find
~amiliar

scenery which resembled

paintings or poetic

descriptions- led to a certain shared image of
landscape. Richard Payne Knight in 1805 asserted that

The spectator, having his mind enriched with the
embellishments o-f the painter and the poet~ applies
them, by the spontaneous association of ideas, to the
natural objects presented to his eye, which thus
acquire ideal and imaginary beauties 1
From the eight case studies of natural scenes in the
Yorkshire Dales and County Durham, a general assessment
o~

the Picturesque perception may be made.

paintings and engravings will

The

be discussed,

then the

written descriptions.

faintinqs and Enqravinas

In· 1795 Wi 11 i am Mat-shall wt-ote a t-ev i ew of Richard Payne
Knight's poem The Landscape published the previous year.
Marshall stated that

one great end of Landscape painting is to bring
distant scenery, -and such more particularly as it is
wild and not easily accessible, -under the eye, in a
cultivated country.~
Such a sentiment is clearly in tune with the
prospect-re~uge

theory put forward by Appleton.

regard to prospect, Andrews in a recent survey
Picturesque in Britain,

3

o~

With
the

has detected a change in

painting during the eighteenth century.

Initially an

elevated viewpoint was chosen, Andrews attributing this
to a

landownet- commissioning a topographical pt-ospect of

an elegant country seat.

This changed to a

lower more

intimate viewpoint where the spectator has much more the
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sense o-F being enveloped by the landscape. 4

Foreground

detail thus became of more importance, as reflected in
Gilpin's analytical view o-F the materials which compose
a picturesque view with background,
foreground.

oFFskip and

The convex Claude glass used to view the

landscape incidentally produced a similar effect; the
glass miniaturised and tinted the reflected scene and,
except in the foreground,

suppressed detail.

Some of the watercolours and engravings discussed in
this present study do show a progressive favouring of
lower viewpoints.

Thomas Smith, for instance,

a

u~ed

high viewpoint of High Force in 1751, whereas 10 years
later George Lambert chose one at river level, as did J
M W Turner in 1816. Along the River Greta,
Turner chose a high 'station'

however,

to dwarf Brignall Church,

and manufactured a high viewpoint to achieve a panorama
at the junction of the Tees and Greta at Rokeby. Andrews
bases his observation on a study of the Lake District,
where there is a greater variety of viewpoints. The
particular case study sites do not always offer
alternative viewing points.
Snout,

for

example,

At Gordale Scar and Cauldron

artists had to combine sketches from

different points to obtain a complete rendering of the
subject.
The use by the artists of the foreground is distinctive.
As well as detailed studies of foliage
18, 21) or rocks
included figures,

<Plates 3, 6, B,

<Plates 4,

11,

11), the artists

often dwarfed by the scale of the

natural scene. Anglers are included by Smith <Plate 7),
Turner

<Plates 5 & 8), Lambert

<Plate 6) and Whittock

<Plate 15); and tourists by Lambert <Plate 6), Allam
<Plates 18 & 19), Westall

<Plate 22), Whittock

17 & 20) and perhaps Smith <Plate 7).
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<Plates

To heighten the sublimity of the scene, artists
exaggerated the depth of a valley or the steepness of
the sides of a gorge.

Turner's diminution of Brignal1

church to emphasise the depth of the Greta valley
4l

has already been discussed,

<Plate

as has the similar effect

that Turner produced at Aysgarth Force

<Plate 14) where

he compressed the width of the river to exaggerate the
height of the waterfall.

The height of a waterfall was

also enlarged by not depicting the bottom of the fall,
technique used by Turner at Cauldron Snout
and Weathercote Cave

a

<Plate 11)

<Plate 211. Mountains in the

background of pictures were also shown larger than in
reality;
9,

16,

again Turner perfected this technique

(Plates

21l.

The sublimity of a scene was often enhanced by colour
contrasts,

thereby delighting the Picturesque tourist in

its blend of beauty and horror. White birds against a
dark background

~refound

in four of the pictures

included in this studv··· Cotman's 'Br·ignaJl Banks'
:2i,

lt.wnet''s 'Chain Bt--idge·

"Hadt·ow Force'

<Plate l?l

<Plate

(Plate 11!, Whittock's

and AJlom's "Higr, Force·

<Plate 10). Cotman contrasted light and dark masses of
trees

<Plate 2); Turnet· at Cauldr-on Snout

<Plate J 1)

showed white spray against dark rocks and at Weathercote
Cave

<Plate 21)

the sun pr-oduces a rainbow in the

completel_v subterraneous cave .

.Wt' it ten descr_j_pt ions
The Picturesque writers often used an associative
approach,

referring to the Italian landscpes and to

classical poetry.
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When John Hutton visited his

~irst

out of Ov·id's 1'1etamorphosis,

Virgil,

crowded into

(his)

cave several passages
and other classics

and he proceeded to

mind together,

quote relevant passages. Similarly, some writers
~rom

pertinent lines
quote.

~ound

James Thomson's The Seasons to

Mackenzie and Ross described the Tees at Cauldron

Snout as it "boils, and wheels .• and foams, and thunders
through"

the rocks; and Edward Dayes incorpot·ated two

lines

the same poem in his description

o~

o~

Aysgarth

F ot·ce.

Thomas Amory at Stainmore soon came into a country that
is wilder

than

the Campagna of Rome,

vales of the Alps and Apennines,

Got·dale Scar exclaimed that
not afford such a

However,

or

the uncultivated

and Adam Walker at

The Alps,,

the Pvrenees

•.

do

chasm.

it is the references to the paintings of Claude

Lorrain, Gaspard Poussin and Salvator Rosa that display
the writers'

resort to the beginnings of the Picturesque

in Britain, as with Or.John Brown's claim that the
united powers of Claude,

Salvator,

and Poussin would be

required to give •• a complete idea of the
horror and immensity ..

Arthur Young similarly
terrors of Pousin,

as
~elt

they are

101ned in Keswick.

the need to un1te the gloomv

the glowing brilliancy of Claud,

the romantic wildness of Salvator Rosa
view in Teesdale.

beautv .•

to sketch the

Edward Dayes thought that Yorkshire

afforded scenes as wild and .1·omantic as any from
pencil

of Salvator Rosa;

Poussi n;

and others,

Gordale claimed that
would hover with

with

the

some equally as grand as

as elegant as Claude, and at
the very soul

of Salvator Rosa

delight over these regions of

confusion.
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The second characteristic of Picturesque writing was the
use of a number of descriptive techniques. The written
accounts of the sites featured descriptions of the
vista, outlook or perspective from stations, points or
stands. At High Force Hutchinson wrote of our tremendous
station, and Gat'land described the best situation -for a
First sight o-f it. Having defined the viewpoint,

the

writer often continued to describe the scene in tet·ms of
a picture, with reference to the Italian ideal model. At
Aysgarth, Arthur Young painted a word picture of the
view •.

through the arch o-f the bridge •.

in a most

beauti-ful perspective with a number of planes;
some .• underwood,

-first

then the sheet o-f water .. next is seen

another level sheet .. and then a second ..

the whole view

is bounded b.v Fine hanging hills. Waltet· Scott described
one scene above the Gt'eta through Bertram's gazing eye;
the scene consisted of foreground flowers,
the middleground,

the river in

and then Bertram turn'd his weary eyes

away to the opposing bank of the background. At Aysgarth
Force, Pennant described how the eye is -finely directed
to· this beauti-ful cataract b.v the scars that bound the
river,

and included an engraving of Griffith's sketch,

from river level, exemplifying the same point.
Many writers heightened the sense of sublimity in the
scenery by conveying a sense of difficulty, even peril,
in negotiating a way into the

landscape~

and achieving

the best 'stations'. Thomas Amory described the view of
High Force in 1725:
as it is sa-fe to go.

as vou stand below, as near the -fall
vou see the river come do1"'n a

sloping mountain -for a great way. Arthur Young followed
Amory's directions and in 1769 reported how we crawled
From rock to rock, and reached -from bough to bough,

till

we got to the bottom of High Force, and this was after
having to ride through rapid streams, struggle along the
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sides or rocks,
channel

cross bleak mountains,

or torrents as

and ride up the

the only sure road over bogs.

Even after the installation of paths and steps at High
Force, Walter White in 1858 reported how we can scramble
down to

The single

the very -Foot or the limestone blur-F.

p 1 ank bridge over the deepest and most aw-Ful part o-F the
gulph at Cauldron Snout provided a
who have a

passsengers,

may go without

station where only

brain be-Fitted to aerial

-Flight,

(William Hutchinson 1794>, and

horror

excited a reeling o-F anxiety and -Fear in the heart o-F
the

tourist

stones ••

<Thomas Rose 1832>. At Gordale Scar loose

&

hang in air,

Spectator with

instant

threaten visibly some idle

<Thomas Gt'ay 1769>,

destruction

the cascade is most threatening <Adam Walker 1779>, and
adds

to

the sensations o-F -Fear and amazement V..'hich every

(John Housman 1802>; even by 1858 the

one must

-feel

cli-F-Fs ..

overhang -Fearfullv above

<Waltet' White). At

Alum Pot John Hutton and his guide in 1781
it

did not think

sa -Fe to venture near enough to its brim.

could see to its

bottom,

approach•d the falls
laborious

descent ••

to

try i-F we

and in 1792 John Byng

in Weathercote Cave by a most
much wett1ng is

to be encounter'd,

and some danger apprehended.

As with the contrived 'prospects'
landscaped gardens,

and surprise views in

the Tour writers attempted to

heighten the sublime suspense by delaying the revelation
of the .culminating view.
o-F wood prevent
-From rock

Arthur Young reports how steeps

your seeing High Force;

to rock and t'each

-From bough

he had to crawl
to bough until

could describe the noble -Fa 11. Wa l tet· White takes the
reader along the path to High Fot'ce until at a sudden
turn

the noise o-F the -Fall

fall

is still

bursts -Full

upon you;

the

not seen until a l i t t l e -Farther and the

trees no longer screen i t .

and you see the •.
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water

he

making three perpendicular leaps. The same writer
~allows a lively beck as it ripples its way along
through a gorge;

a bend conceals its source; but we

saunter on, and there at the end oF the ravine ...
here the reader has to wait

~or

<and

two more lines>

is

Hardraw Scar. John Housman at Gordale Scar uses the same
delayed approach:
Pursuing the dim path, and cautiously directing our
steps over -fragments o-f rocks towards a rent in the
mountain immediately be-fore us, with the brook on our
1 e-ft, we suddenly turn an acute angle o-f a
perpendicular rock to the right, when a scene at once
opens in Full view.
At Weathercote Cave Walter White manages to produce a
whole suite of delays:
l"!r.l'1etcal-fe .• leads the way down a steep, rude -flight
o-f steps .. , From which ascends the noise oF Falling
water. Pi singularly striking scene awaits you .. Pi -few
-feet down. and you see a •• spring ... Pi Few -feet lower
and you pass under a natural bridge •. The stair gets
rougher .. when sudden] y your guide points to the -fall
at the Further extremity o-f the chasm .. To descend
lower seems scarcel.v possible, but you do get down,
scrambling.. to the very bot tom .. Here a deep
recess .. a-f-fords good standing ground.
In the actual

descriptions of the

common threads are visible;
images

o~

the

landscapes~

~irst

certain

may be termed

vigorous movement. The River Greta is

described as raging like a torrent <Young>, a headlong
torrent dashing with great impetuousity and tumbling
<Scott). At High Force the water comes headlong down and
tumbles perpendicular <Amoryl; Young describes the
deluging Force o-f the water; Hutchinson prefers
precipitous streams, one vast spout.. casting -forth a
prodigious spray; Garland has a cataract rushing; for
Mackenzie and Ross the river .. is hurled over a lo-fty
precipice,

the torrent rushing into the boiling abyss
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below; and White describes the fall as the river rushes

to its leap. At Cauldron Snout the River Tees on a
sudden pours itself out,

is dashed and distracted

<Hutchinson>; or hurled headlong in a wildly dashing

stream <Garland); whi.lt:i for White it is dashing from
rock to rock,

twisting, whirling, eddying. and roaring

in its dark and tortuous channel.
Rocks and vegetation are not exempt from this vigorous
treatment. Woods are usually hanging <Young, Garland and
Hutchinson) or impended. Cliffs and rocks are pendent
<Young) or hanging <Housman) ,

dart their bold and rugged

A·onts to the heavens <Dayes), are often spiring into
columns <Pennant), or are rent and riven <Scott).
The second descriptive thread involves the
noise,

imager~

of

an aspect of Picturesque perception not usually

considered,

but one which has early antecedants. As

recorded above, Gray noticed the roaring or the river
while on his Grand Tour, Thomson has a stt-eam roaring
and thundering, and Cowper describes 'Capabilitv'
Brown's re-routed streams now murmuring soFt, now

roaring in cascades. The Greta is bawling <Garland>; the
roar of High Force is prodigious <Young>,
e~r

stunning the

with the hollow noise <Hutchinson>, making a

dreadFul noise <Pennant), the concussion oF the waters
produces a sensible tremor in the earth <Rose) with an
impressive volume or sound <White).
caves conversation is difFicult ..

In the Ingleborough

for the roar is

overpowering <White), with a noise that stuns the ear
<Bigland).
It was observed above that Thomas Amory's description of
Stainmore as an amazing mixture or the terrible and the

beautiful predated Or.John Brown's famous description of
the full

perfection of the scenery around Keswick as

consisting of beauty, horror and immensity united. This
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Table I
Word Analysis: Number of Picturesque terms - by site

TERM
Category

lngleborough

High

Gordale

Cauldron

Aysgarth

Castle

River

Hard raw

Caves

Force

Seer

Snout

Force

Eden Dene

Greta

Force

2

1

58

4

56

5

49

Immensity

23

9

14

5

3

1

amazing

24

9

10

4

3

2

beauty

10

9

3

2

9

7

terror

11

7

13

6

1

grand

2

14

5

4

1

gloom

13

3

6

2

1

wild

4

3

7

3

romantic

2

5

1

2

horror

8

2

6

2

Nature

5

5

4

sublime

3

2

1

bold

1

5

1

awful

1

2

3

2

1

picturesque

3

4

TOTALS

38
2

2

4

34
25

2

4

23

1

7

21
18

1

16

1

11

1

4

1

1

9
8

2

6

3

5

1

monstrous

4

Total Terms

111

77

76

36

24

18

20

15

377

11

12

9

6

6

3

6

5

28

Authors

('sublime' terms; emphasised the wildness, horror and gloom at a scene, with the
fear inspired in the spectator, a fear enlarged by the scale of the natural features)
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change or prospect or picturesque -Forms, fr-om a rich and
beauti-Ful landskip or cultivated -Fields to the horrible
grandeur or rocks and clirrs pr-ovides the thir-d thr-ead
of Picturesque description -

beauty tinged with hor-r-or-,

perhaps reflecting the artists'

use of contr-asts, which

was considered earlier.
In Teesdale, Arthur Young contrasted the rerti le valleys
and beauti-Ful inclosures with steep precipices, raging

torrents,

tremendous rocks. Scott wrote of Rokeby as

uniting the richness and luxuriance or English

vegetation with the romantic variety or glen,

torrent

and copse. At Cauldron Snout White repor-ts how the roam
appears the whiter and the grass all the greener by
contrast with the blackness or the riven crags .. you are
here .• amid scenes or savage beauty. At the same
location, a mine sur-veyor described how the rapidity oF

the stream,

its noise,

clouds or roam and rainbow

combined to produce mingled sensations oF terror.

astonishment, and delight.

.Wordswat~th

descr-ibed the

gorge at Har-dr-aw Force as a noble mixture oF grandeur

and beauty, and Rose thought Castle Eden Oene a
singularly wild and romantic valley. The romantic and
awru 1 scene at Weather cote Cave inspired Wa 1 ker~ with a
pleasure chastised by astonishment.
Another characteristic of Picturesque writing, alongside
the associative, and the concrete or descriptive, was
the use of a restricted vocabulary amongst landscape
commentator-s. To some extent admiration or landscape

scenery had become mere jargon, as Jane Austen put it.
An attempt has been made here to analyse this jargon as
used in the case study accounts. A total of 71
descriptors has been identified as being 'Picturesque',
and grouped into 15 categories <Table l);
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in the

Table II
Word Analysis: Groups of Picturesque terms -by site

TERM

lngleborough

High

Gordale

Cauldron

Aysgarth

Castle

River

Hard raw

Category

Caves

Force

Scar

Snout

Force

Eden Dene

Greta

Force

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Immensity
amazing

beauty
terror
grand
gloom
wild
romantic
horror
Nature
sublime
bold
awful
picturesque
monstrous

Totals ( \15)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
14

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

14

15

11

*
*

* * *
*
*
* * *
* * *
* *
* *
* *
*
*
*

7
8

5
8

5
6
7

4
5

5
5
4

2

9

fsubllme' terms: emphasised the wildness, horror and gloom of a scene, with the fear
inspired in the spectator, a fear enlarged b'f the scale of the natural features)
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8

3

*
8

TOTALS

6

5
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2
2

1

5

2

5

2

1

2

1
1

1

3

1

1
1

'

1

1

1

2

1

5

5

24

9

27

9

29

15

29

2

7

3

7

34

19

26

11

1

7

8

6'

17 10

5

7

14

11

30

4

2

9

5

11

7

11

9

10

1

5

3

4

8

11

13

7

1

3

7

4

7

4

6

8

6

8

5

accounts of the 8 case stud-ies there are 377 instances
where such terms are used. Any such analysis is open to
different interpretations;

in an attempt to be as

objective as possible the analysis is presented in three
fOt'mS.
Table I analyses the grouped terms as they are used in
the accounts of the 8 sites; the terms are listed in
descending order of popularity. Terms of immensity are
used 58 times; the caves of Ingleborough account for 23
of these. Terms of amazement <56) closely follow in
popularity,

being used at 7 sites, then those of beauty

<49). Next in importance come terms of terror (38) and
gtrandeur

( 34).

Terms such as 'Sublime' are difficult to define.

In the

eighteenth century, the emphasis moved from describing
natural scenery in terms of wildness, monstrosisty,
horror and gloom to the fear inspired in the spectator,
with descriptors of terror and awe. Associated with this
were terms of amazement, grandeur,

immensity and

boldness which connected the viewer's fear with the
scale and size of the natural features.
'sublime'

If these

descriptors, as well as the term 'sublime'

itself, are grouped together, they account for 285 out
of the total of 377 terms used.
times,

'Romantic'

is used 21

'picturesque' only 6.

Using a restricted vocabulary also increased the amount
of borrowing that took place in the descriptions. Along
with this plagiarism was the transcription of the
aesthetic terminology. To counteract the distortion that
this factor may have induced into a simple count of the
usage of terms,

Table II presents the analysis in a

different way. Table II shows whether a descriptor was
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used

~or

range

o~

a particular site, and thus demonstrates the
terms used

~or

each site. The whole gamut

o~

15

terms was used at Gordale, and 14 at High Force and the
caves

o~

Ingleborough, whereas only 5 groups

o~

descriptors were applied to Hardraw Force and 6 to the
Greta.
Table III shows how the 28 authors involved used the
current picturesque terminology in describing the 8
sites. Using the 3 tables

o~

word analysis, a

illustrative examples may be discussed

~or

~ew

each case

study site.
The term romantic was used 7 times

the River Greta,

o~

Arthur Young in 1768 used it 3 times in his two sentence
description; the Greta was tumbling in a romantic manner
beneath a very romantically situated prospect house and
very romantic rocks.

In 1804 Richard Garland described a

walk along the Greta as highly romantic; Walter Scott
used the term twice, and his phrase romantic glen was
copied by Walter White in 1858. The three later writers
also used terms

o~

beauty to describe the Greta, but as

Table II shows, a range

o~

only 6

utilised by the 6 authors involved,
'sublime'

nature

o~

the 15 terms were

o~

re~lecting

the less

the landscape.

A similar argument may hold at Hardraw Force, where the
5 writers used only 5 groups

o~

descriptors, those

o~

beauty, grandeur and amazement predominating. William
Wordsworth in 1799 wrote

o~

the gorge at Hardraw as a

noble mixture o-f grandeur and beauty;

by 1858 it had

become a pretty glen <Walter White>. The
itsel~

was amazing (John Hutton 1781),

water~all

grand and

singular <Thomas Whitaker 1823), a bold leap and a noble
-Fall

(John Phi 11 ips 1855).
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Only 3 authors are quoted in the Castle Eden case study,
and they used 9 groups

o~

beauty predominating. The

picturesque' jargon', that
o~ten

o~

dry stream channel had

great beauties <Teresa Cholmeley 1805>; and Thomas Rose

noted that the tourist

is delighted with the various

including a beauti-ful cascade. Mrs Cholmeley

beauties,

was well versed in the aesthetics

o~

the time; she

noticed the picturesque inequalities o-f ground as well
as using 9 descriptot's- the wildest -fantastic shapes

o~

the trees, a grand view, another view magni-ficent to a
degree; she

9

o~

terms

~ound

the whole scene sublime.

the 24 picturesque terms used at Aysgarth Force are
o~

beauty- used by Arthur Young <1768), Thomas

Pennant <1770) and Francis Grose (1785).
total uses

o~

descriptions

picturesque
o~

itsel~

Aysgarth Force,

attributed to one author. Young

are

Hal~

~ound

o~

the 6

in the

but these may be
~ound

the upper falls

beaut i -fu 11 y picturesque with a -foam that is very
picturesque;

two years later Pennant copied much of

Young's vocabulary,

including the scenery .. is most

uncommonly picturesque. Similarly, Young's romantic spot

and romantic river are echoed in Pennant's romantic
view.

Cauldron Snout encouraged a wider use

o~

picturesque

jargon- 6 authors used 36 descriptors in 11 categories.
Terms

o~

terror and immensity predominate; 28 of the 36

terms are sublime in character. Richard Garland in 1804
described the aw-ful and tremendous grandeur o-f the sight
o~

this astonishing cataract;

the gigantic sublimity of

the scenery was wild and magni-ficent,

~ull

o~

horror;

chaos alone could be more terri-fic. The geologist

Sopwith thought the spectacle truly terrible and
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sublime, while

Walte~

White in 1858

desc~ibed

the scenes

oF savage beauty at this isolated spot.
At

Scar. all 15

Go~dale

"sublime'

te~ms

desc~ipto~s

account

used.

p~edominate:

catego~ies

Te~ms

fo~

of

te~ms

used, and

a~e

67 of the 76 individual

of immensity and

te~~o~

the cliffs produced a dreadFul canopy for

Thomas Gray in 1769, one oF the most terriFic eFFects
fo~

Sarah Aust in 1799, and a horrid

A~ont

for John

Housman (1802). Terms of amazement, wildness, gloom and
ho~r.or.

follow. Gray found Gor.dale wild and dreary,

the

gloomy uncomFortable day well sui ted the savage aspect
oF the place. Adam Wa 1 ker. described a most threa t:eni ng
cascade which gushed through a rude arch or monstrous
rocks. John Housman wrote of the sensations or Fear and
amazement as the gloomy mansion strikes us with horror.
By 1803 the vocabulary was well established; Edward
Dayes found the rocks • .

impending Fearru 11 y, seeming to

threaten. What a scene! how sublime!, Oayes exclaimed;
it was

g~and,

terriFic .. savage .. wild

Fantastic

immensity and horror are its inseperable companions,
uniting to Form subjects oF the most awFul cast. Oayes'
account influenced those of Allen and Montagu, so terms
of immensity,

ho~ror

end of the study
terms:

and awe are repeated. Even by the

pe~iod,

Walte~

the gloomy scene ..

White was using sublime

the cliFFs rise higher and

overhang FearFul] y above
High

Fo~ce

attracted 14 categories of pictut'esque

te~ms,

77 descriptors from 12 authors, with grandeur,
immensity, amazement and beauty

p~edominating.

Thomas

Amory described the Tees tumbling in as surprising

manner,

From as horrible a precipice as Niagara Fall,

was a grand and amazing scene.
of grandeur.,

te~~o~

Arthu~

Young added terms

and the word sublime, with phrases
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it

Table IV Plagiarism : High Force
Author
Date of publication

Smith

23 yards

1751

Amory

Spencer

I

tumbles perpendicular precipice

oer08no

Dr9CIDIOI3

the perpendicular

frightful precipice

prodigious cadence

oroa1g1o

t

Niagara-Fall

o~

prodigious force

00

a most beautiful rainbow

~!!~--:----------------- :~-------- ------- ----- -~~-~~~~---- ---------------- -.!--------------.Hutchinson
t-'

·-....J

\.0

82 perpendicular feet

pi;~~ . . . ~L

deep bason prodigious spray

O(]

0<3

1

1

[)()(]S

1 fall of Niagara

-l----------------------.. . -----------------------------...------------- -~- -------------

sun-beams formed ..lris

sheets of foam

hollow noise

noblest cascade

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~J~; . . ~~;1, . . .co~ of~..;.:.....................~~~;L. :[:;7:;n

_ _______________ ._. _____________________________________________________ ·t· _________________________________________________________ -l·
~ ~~-

0.11(,:J

"ffO'.

grottoes ... parties dine

~:~and
preetl"pice of 69J feet
sheet olf foam
deafenllng noise
··----··---------------------------------- _________ t ______________________________ ------------ ---------------------------- ---------------.----------------------------------------Rose

perpendicular rock
_1_~~ ______________________

White
1858

69 feet

mist and spray

+______________________________________________________________

perpendicular leaps

precipice 70 feet

sunbeams .. all the
~~-s- ~! -~~- ~~~-~~-

noise of the fall

_____________ ______________ +_
.______________________________________ _
mass of foam

noise of the fall

TableV

Plagiarism : Gordale Scar

Author
Date of publication

Gray

gushes from a hole in the rock

the savage aspect

threaten visibly some
idle Spectator

I
of the place
.............................•........................
1775

drops .. perpetually distil

·············································································································~-·············

Walker

gushes .. through a rude arch of
monstrous rocks

such a chasm

J

a most threatening
cascade

project above 100 yards over
their base

l

this rent

······················································· ·····························l·······················~······························ ····················--·~··············
1779/1789 .

Pennant

vast chasm

one side projects

I

1801
....................................................... ······························

.......

co
0

projects considerably over its
base

threaten .. the..

projecting .. over their bases

······················•··············

.
d~o~ of water continually

·!-.................................................+..................... -~ .........................................~~~~~~ ...................... .

Housman

rushing cataracts

Dayes

impetuous Cataract

-~~9?...........................

·······················t······························

threatens to crush the
trembling visitant

the savage aspect

~;:: .......................... ·1· ...........ol .n.s Pace ................ specla!O< ............... ,;,jecti:,;.t~ ,;,;;~

;.;, . . . .

yards over their base

a rent

immensity & horror are its inseparable companions

;~~~J ~~~~; ;,.;~ ·~ ~~;i.;;~~~

1

.'a10 ............................ ~........................................................................ +··························· ······································
Montagu
1838

a most grand and terrific
cataract

the projection from either
side of its base

horror and immensity

such as the terrible sublime and bold and threatening

cliffs. Nathaniel Spencer thought the whole scene .. so
amazingly delightful. William Hutchinson wrote two
accounts of High Force, using 19 terms;
and noble each appear 3 times:

noble, and the scene august;

august, romantic

the spectacle is truly

the rocks

shut up the

scene with a solemnity and maJesty not to be

expresse~

Thomas Pennant described High Force as a magnificent

exertion of nature in the elements of rock and water in
a vast theatrical chasm. Richard Garland thought High
Force the boldest and most daring of the wi 1 d features

of Nature; Sopwith thought it produced mingled
sensations of terror, astonishment, and delight. Walter
White emphasised the striking scene of the falls with

the grim crags and the wild slopes.
The caves of Ingleborough attracted 111
picturesque terms,
groups.
<13)

the 11 authors using 14 of the 15

Terms of amazement

and terror

'sublime'

individual

(11)

<24>,

immensity

<23>, gloom

predominate, with a total of 94

descriptors. Adam Walker in 1799 thought one

cave inspired a pleasure chastised by astonishment, a
scene

~or

those impressed with the grand and sublime of

nature. John Hutton was astonished with the sublime and
terrible at Ingleborough;

the profundity of Alum Pot

seemed vast and horrible, and he shrank back with horror
at the dreadful

gloom. John Housman used 10 tet'ms of

immensity when visiting two of the caves;

he described

the great profundity of this vast haitus. Sublime terms
continued to Walter White's singularly striking scene,

rugged as chaos in 1858.
The repetitive use of particular descriptors in these
case studies clearly suggests that widespread plagiarism
was abroad.

Table III,

summarising the use of
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picturesque descriptors, shows

authors <Garland,

~our

Dayes, Hutchinson and Pennant> to have used the widest
range

o~

terms. The possible 'borrowing'

these and other authors is shown

~or

o~

terms by

the descriptions

o~

High Force and Gordale Scar in Tables IV and V
respectively. The· tables clearly summarise the
repetitive vocabulary over time.
Table III also shows which authors
types

o~

descriptors,

in accounts

studies. Amory in 1756 introduced
those

o~

'sublime',
o~

o~

used certain

the eight case

~our

groups

o~

terms-

immensity, amazement, grandeur and horror.

Young added six groups in 1768,
Terms

~irst

'picturesque',

including 'romantic',

beauty,

gloom and wildness were

boldness and terror.
~irst

contributed by

Gray a year later.
The above survey clearly

demonstrates~

there~ore,

that

the particular nature

Picturesque tourism - to

~ind

o~

scenery which resembled
descriptions -

~amiliar

paintings or poetic

led to a certain shared image

o~

landscape, with both artists and writers using the
appropriate current 'vocabulary'
exaggerating their material.

1
2
3
4
5

Payne Knight (1805> p.14
Marsha 1 1 ( 1 795 > pp. 255-256
Appleton (1975) p.73
Andrews <1989) p.61
Andrews (1989J p.219
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in selecting and

CONCLUSION

THE PICTURESQUE LEGACY

The Picturesque refers to a particular phase in the
evolution of aesthetic appreciation.

In some wavs,

however, the Picturesque is alive today. The word
'picturesque'
a landscape,

itself is frequently used when appraising
just as it was in the 18th and early 19th

centuries, although there is now little debate about the
meaning of the term.
blanket term,

'Picturesque' appears to be a

relating to idealised landscapes of

natural beauty or ancient buildings, not least those
promoted in postcards, calendars. travel brochures and
television advertisements.
It is little wonder therefore that todav's bludgeoning
tourist literature widelv reflects that which was
characteristic of the Picturesque Tour. Landscape is
reduced to a series of aooroved views. often with
photographs taken in ideal conditions. The 'stations'
have become viewpoints marked on a mao. or suggested
stopping points on a motor tour. Michelin Tourist Guides
have long graded places and views into 'worth a
journ~y',

'worth a detour',

'interesting' and 'see if

possible'. At the National Garden Festivals Kodak has
gone so far as to erect signs at selected sites
announcing 'Photo Point: take a picture here'. More
generally, photographs or reproductions of 18th. and
19th. century paintings have replaced the early
engravings. The Claude glass has been superseded by the
camera. which with wide anale lens and coloured filters
is just as capable of distortion and selection.
Of the wealth of literature available.

The New Shell

Guide to Britain <1985). with its county by county
gazetteer may be compared with Thomas Gray's Catalogue

of the Antiquities, Houses, Parks, Plantations, Scenes,
and Situations in England and Wales <Map 2). Similarly,
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the Automobile Association's Places to Visit in Britain
<1988)

is

castlesf

~

count.v-by-county guide to more than 2400

stately homes,

gardens~

and other places o-F interest
and Scotland.

theme parks,

museums

throughout England,

This guide includes

it is here, with the descriptive

b~ier
te~ms

Wales

notes on walks;
used, that there

are rurther hints or the inrluence or the Picturesque.
In our area, ror instance:
Rising high in the bleak Pennine moorland, the Tees
in its upper reaches is -Fast--Flowing and restless,
rormi ng a succession or rapids and water-Fa 11 s that
are among the most spectacular in the country •••
Cauldron Snout is reached at the end o-F a 2 mile
nature trail.. the mighty cascade drops some 200-Ft in
a boi 1 i ng -Foam or peaty water, -Falling away in a
series o-F steps into the valley below.

The walk to Malham Cove incorporates picturesque echoes
in the size or the reature, the view rrom the top. and
the descriptive language:
The approach gives the opportunity to study the
dramatic scale or this phenomenon- a towering wall
300 -Ft high and some 900-Ft across. Once a stream
-flowed over the clirr, but now i t -Flows underground
and emerges -From the base, a crystal clear
watercourse that eddies around a rocky pool be-Fore
making its clattering, pebble-strewn way across the
-fields, through the village and on to Join the River
~ire.

~ steep path and steps curve up the western -Flank
or the Cove •• The view down 1'1alhamdale is wonder-Ful.
a vista or rumpled -Fields and lonely -Farmsteads.

The English Tourist Board's learlet Mini-Guide to
Teesdale <August 1989) rollows their general formula or
·where to go. What to see.• The learlet describes
'Scenic Routes through the Dale', with details and
photographs or selected viewpoints:
~

popular journe.v along the north bank o-F the river

starts on the 86278 -From Barnard Castle.

~pproaching

Eggleston the road passes a coni-Fer plantation and a
magni-Ficent panorama opens up across the valley;
pause here a moment be-fore dropping down to this 1 ead
mining village.
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Such guides as these may be compared with the Tours,
incorporating details

o~

the sights and illustrated with

engravings, such as Edward Oayes' Picturesque Tour in
Yorkshire and Derbyshire <Map 1).
The Ordnance Survey Leisure Guide- Yorkshire Dales
(1985) gives two motor tours. Stopping places include
villages, castles, high viewpoints and natural sites
such as Aysgarth Force, Hardraw Force and Gordale Scar,
with obvious echoes

o~

the Picturesque. The Ordnance

Survey Yorkshire Dales Walks book
o~

28 walks. Some

o~

o~

1989 gives details

the descriptions could have been

written 200 years ago: At Hardraw, entering a narrow,
wooded gorge_.

the majestic drop is suddenly seen ahead;

the forbidding and spectacular chasm of Gordale Scar

vies with the picturesaue Ivelet Bridge and the
spectacular vista

o~

Swaledale.

The Automobile Association's Discovering Britain : an
illustrated guide to more than 500 selected locations in
Britain's unspoiled countryside has a section on the
Yorkshire Dales. Walks are
detailed suggestions

brie~ly

described, with some

viewpoints:

~or

Semer Water and its 1 ~/ 2 mi 1 es of shore are the Foca 1
point of many of the Dales' most beautiFul viewsfrom Stalling Busk, for example_. less than a mile to
the south on the slopes bel ow Stake Moss.; or in the
late afternoon!! from the hillside just below the
farming hamlet oF Counterset t. north oF the 1 ake.

The same guide alludes to the Picturesque and uses
langGage reminiscent
beauty

o~

o~

it. The wild, almost Frightening

Gordale Scar is set in the 5 mile cul-de-sac

valley oF Upper

~iredale,

Landscape Movement

dream

which is the 18th century
translated into limestone and

turf.

As well as retaining the 'tour',
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'stations' and

'picturesque'

language, the tourist literature includes

to the artists and writers who helped to

re~erences

bring the chasms, caverns and cascades to the notice of
the first pilgrims of the Picturesque. The Mini-Guide to
Teasdale, mentioned above, may serve as an example. The
Guide highlights High
with a

dramatic 70-Ft

Force~

drop over Great Whin Sill

end o-F a wooded gorge,
down dolerite steps,

England's largest water-Fall

Cau 1 dron Snout,

at the

a 200-Ft cascade

and 'The Neeting o-F the Waters',

where the River Greta

joins

the River Tees,

and Northam

Tower and Rokeby Hall

o-F Sir Walter Scott -Fame.

In this

English Tourist Board leaflet, as well as such direct
re~erences

to the development of the Picturesque Tour,

there are obvious parallels with the 19th century Tours
themselves, with 'stations', notes on the inns and
roads, and descriptions of the scenes. The introduction
to Teesdale ("a wealth
scenery')

o~

history & outstanding

includes this description:

Beauti-Ful scener.v surrounds exposed rock -Faces and
cascading water-Falls. rugged hills and meandering
streams. Small wonder Sir Walter Scott halted in the
valley while collecting details -For his poem
'Rokeby' •• Barnard Castle •• has associations with ••
the artists Cotman and Turner. I t is an ideal centre
A~om which to discover the innate scenic beauty o-F
Teesdale.

Some guide books include reproductions of 18th and 19th
century engravings or watercolours of the picturesque
sights. Richmondshire District Council have gone further
and published a coloured leaflet Turner in the Dales,
illustrating some of the scenes painted by the artist.
Included are Mi 11 Gi 11 Force, the Javel y water-Falls of
Aysgarth, Hardraw Force <the highest unbroken water-F,:Jil
in

Englan~,

the Greta and the waterfalls of Teesdale.

The Wensleydale Tourist Association has erected a number
o~

seats located throughout 'Richmondshire'

places associated with Turner.
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in the

'The Turner Trail'

concept is being promoted; the concept is
through same o-F Britain's

o~

Finest scenery .•
artist~

Footsteps o-F Britain··s greatest

a

tour

in the

who visited the

area to experience nature at its mast vivid.
The Yorkshire Dales National Park has

In~ormation

Centres at Malham and Aysgarth, where displays explain
the evolution
Gordale

o~

the landscape. At Malham Cove and

in~ormation

boards have been erected; at

Aysgarth Falls viewing
lea~let
o~

have been built. The

plat~orms

Aysgarth Falls

Woodland Trail includes a map

~

the trail route and the positions

bui 1 t

to pravi de

the best

o~

the platForms

are obvious links here with the 'stations'
Picturesque Tour. The
reproduction

o~

there

views o-F the cascades;
o~

the

also includes a

lea~let

the engraving 'Aysgarth Force'

a~ter

Turner's watercolour.
With seats,

in~ormation

boards and viewing

today's visitors are assured

plat~orms,

the same viewpoints as

o~

their picturesque-seeking predecessors.
Cave visitors are shown stalactitic

In Ingleborough

~ormations

with the

same names as used by guides 150 years ago- the
'inverted

~orest' ~

the 'beehive' and the 'bells'. At

Hardraw Force and High Force the paths constructed in
the last century are

although over the

maintained~

centuries there have naturally been other changes to the
sites visited by the

~ollowers

o~

'sublime' view at Cauldron Snout,
longer available, as the

the picturesque. The
~or

~ootbridge

instance,

is no

has not been

replaced, while Weathercote Cave is now closed to
visitotrs.
The early tourists sought out romantic or wild scenes in
the limestones and dolerites

o~

Yorkshire and Durham. As

has been shown, the same scenes are being promoted
today,

o~ten

with the same terms. Preserved
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characteristics
~allowing

o~

the Picturesque, such as travellers

set routes to set points, has now caused

congestion, erosion

o~

paths and problems

restoration. The continued success

o~

o~

the promotion of

picturesque sites has led to the need to preserve the
sites themselves. Since 1895 the National Trust has
worked For the preservation oF places oF historic
interest or natural beauty.

In the study region Brimham

Rocks and Malham Tarn are owned by the Trust. Many of
the other sites lie within the Yorkshire Dales National
Park or the North Pennines Area

o~

Outstanding Natural

Beauty. High Force, Cauldron Snout and Castle Eden Dene
lie in National Nature Reserves.

A Visitor's Guide to the National Parks of
Wales (1988) hints at the pressure
o~

o~

England~

visitors to some

the sites. Malham Cove has long become a large

open-air classroom, attracting more than 30,000 students
each year, and Aysgarth Falls attract around a million
admirers each year. Most recently a number
have highlighted the problem

o~

o~

reports

visitor numbers. Thus in

an article 'Leisure threat to the Dales', The Northern

Echo reported the Yorkshire Dales National Park officer
as calling for a tourism strategy, as the area's
peaceFul setting oF natural beauty is increasingly
coming under attack From the recreation and leisure
explosion oF the twentieth century.
An editorial in The Times,

1

'Arcadia in Jeopardy',

drew

attention to the setting up of a government task force
to

~ind

solutions to the harm that the increasing number

oF tourists is doing to some oF Britain's historic
monuments and beauty spots. The Countryside Commission
had estimated that there are 18 million people in the
countryside on a summer Sunday. The employment secretary
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was quoted as saying "Some rural beauty spots attract

visitors like bees to a horieypot.
overcrowding,

This can cause

traFFic congestion and erosion oF

Footpaths." 2
The

e~osion

of paths was taken up in an

• Charting a path For our Parks'

a~ticle

in The Observer. S i nee

the setting up of the Pa~ks <which may be seen as a
twentieth centu~y extension to the Pictu~esque>, access
to them had
million
the

visito~s.

Yo~kshi~e

const~ucted

until in 1989 the 10

inc~eased

to

In

a~eas

such as the

Pa~ks

Th~ee

had 90

Peaks in

Dales, wooden walkways have been
p~otect

the

~apidly

Similar walkways

we~e

necessa~y

Pennine'Way

High

Fo~ce.

nea~

e~oding

peat bogs. 3

some years ago along the

There are

othe~

th~eats

to

the natural sites sought after by today's visitors. The
Count~yside

Commission has recently issued a statement

of intent on how it hopes to maintain and

p~otect

the

North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty,
designated two years ago. The Commission hoped that the

deteriorating landscape could be rescued by "green"
tourism,

in which the public would support the rural

economy by visiting, enjoying and growing to understand
the countryside. The Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority mounted a similar project,
Tomo~row'.

va~ious

'Landscapes for

Some 6000 visitors were asked to consider

decisions about the landscape, which led to one

of eight paintings of the possible

futu~e

Dales'

landscapes. The future of the hay meadows, heather
moorland, stone walls and barns which make up the
tourist's Dales, was brought into sharp focus.
The momentum of this movement to
pictu~esque

p~eserve

legacy may be seen in the

campaign, part of the bludgeoning

the

'he~itage'

tou~ist

industry.

There is now a scheme to restore an entire picturesque
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landscape which has been almost forgotten. Hackfall was
a site visited, described and often illustrated by many
of the Picturesque tourists studied above <see Maps 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 7). The Woodland Trust is hoping to restore
the wild and picturesque landscape garden, with
fountains, cascades and surprise views, created in the
18th century by William Aislabie. The Landmark Trust is·
restoring the most notable folly of the gardens, the
Banqueting House, and turning it into a holiday home
complete with restored original vistas. Perhaps because
of the need to protect 'picturesque' sites from tourist
erosion, as demonstrated by the recent articles quoted,
the area will not be heavily advertised. Eventually a
few people each year will be able to enjoy picturesque
views in a re-creation of one of the earliest and
greatest 'romantic' gardens of England.
Thus,

in addition to trail leaflets and explanatory

boards, visitors centres, and even repaired paths,
holiday homes have been added to the trappings of sites
visited by today's tourists who flock to follow in the
footsteps of the early pilgrims of the picturesque. The
power of, and fascination for,

the Picturesque is

clearly pervasive.

1
2
3

'Leisure threat to Dales'
The Northern Echo
8 August 1990
'Task force ordered to assess tourism impact' and
'Arcadia in jeopardy' The Times 2 August 1990
'Charting a path for our Parks' The Observer
17 June 1990
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